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Abstract

The malicious host problem is challenging in distributed systems such as grids and clouds. Rival organisations may share the same physical infrastructure. Administrators might deliberately or accidentally compromise users’ data.

The thesis concerns the development of a security architecture that allows users to place a high degree of trust in remote systems to process their data securely. The problem is tackled through a new security layer that ensures users’ data can only be accessed within a trusted execution environment. Access to encrypted programs and data is authorised by a key management service using trusted computing attestation. Strong data integrity and confidentiality protection on remote hosts is provided by the job security manager virtual machine.

The trusted grid architecture supports the enforcement of digital rights management controls. Subgrids allow users to define a strong trusted boundary for delegated grid jobs. Recipient keys enforce a trusted return path for job results to help users create secure grid workflows. Mandatory access controls allow stakeholders to mandate the software that is available to grid users.

A key goal of the new architecture is backwards compatibility with existing grid infrastructure and data. This is achieved using a novel virtualisation architecture where the security layer is pushed down to the remote host, so it does not need to be pre-installed by the service provider. A new attestation scheme, called origin attestation, supports the execution of unmodified, legacy grid jobs. These features will ease the transition to a trusted grid and help make it practical for deployment on a global scale.
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1 The Need for a Trusted Grid

1.1 Motivation and Introduction

Around 2001 HP began an initial attempt to promote their Utility Data Centre as a fundamentally new way of delivering IT services. The idea of grid computing (which was originally conceived decades earlier [87]) was that storage, processing and networking resources could be scaled on demand and consumed in the same way as a utility such as electricity. It was around this time that the author of this thesis became aware of the unique security challenges facing grid computing, during a joint research project with HP labs.

Among the largest HP Utility Data Centre customers were computer animated film production companies. In order to keep pace with the latest technology, in-house IT equipment would have to be completely replaced each time a new feature film was made. By outsourcing their IT to HP, the production company could avoid the significant costs associated with managing and upgrading their internal IT infrastructure.

HP had become aware that the main barrier to the wide-scale adoption of grid computing was customers’ fears around the security of their data after outsourcing it to a third-party such as HP. Customers needed to be convinced that their data would be isolated and protected whilst it was processed in a data centre that might be shared by their main commercial rivals. For example the loss of a single frame of animation could do grave damage to the production company by revealing details of an unreleased film in the context of a fiercely competitive industry.

Fast forward to today and there is more interest than ever in grid-like distributed systems. Large software companies such as Microsoft, Sun, Adobe and Amazon have embraced so-called cloud computing [111], a similar concept to HP’s Utility Data Centre. A large amount of research is ongoing to develop interoperable grid services that offer the opportunity to create a truly global-scale grid. This vision would allow the formation of so-called virtual organisations that offer collaboration upon huge quantities of data, compute power and specialist equipment that are currently stove-piped within separate physical adminis-
Grid systems are emerging as popular platforms for distributed computing, but these advances create difficult challenges for security. Grids join together multiple organisations allowing them to share their IT resources and data. This close collaboration enables improved ways of working but it requires a high degree of trust that the members will safeguard each others' information.

Traditional security measures focus on protecting systems from attack by malicious users. In the grid the reverse problem also occurs. If grid systems are malicious the confidentiality, integrity and availability of users’ data can be compromised. This can happen through deliberate or accidental attacks by other users of the grid, administrators and external attackers. The main problem addressed in this thesis is how to solve the malicious host problem in a grid.

Solving the malicious host problem is challenging. Data owners cannot easily enforce security controls on remote grid systems outside their administrative domain. A robust and secure solution to this problem must be found before companies and organisations will trust the grid with their most sensitive intellectual property and scientific data. Only then can the grid realise its potential as a global-scale distributed computing platform.

The goal of this chapter is to both motivate the need for a trusted grid and to specify the thesis problem in further detail. The first section examines the common security problems faced by users in a range of popular distributed computing scenarios. These use-cases share many properties in common and might each be seen as a different specialisation of the generic grid concept. Indeed, the term trusted grid is used throughout this thesis to refer to a security solution applicable to many of these types of distributed systems. The analysis of these use-cases is then used to derive the detailed requirements for a trusted grid in the following section.
1.2 Distributed Systems Use-cases

1.2.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing allows companies to outsource their IT infrastructure to a third-party service provider (see Figure 1). A number of high-profile vendors such as Amazon [53] and Sun [59] currently offer cloud-based services. Customers can gain enhanced scalability and performance because the IT resources allocated to them can be dynamically adjusted to meet their demands. Companies no longer have to provide and manage their own in-house IT infrastructure for tasks that are moved to the cloud.

Market analysts claim that a fundamental shift is underway towards the delivery of software as a service [109]. In this approach the cloud is used to provide ubiquitous access to software services. So-called Web 2.0 technologies such as GoogleDocs offer business productivity applications delivered through a web browser [28]. One key advantage of this approach is that users around the world can collaborate on shared documents.

Many companies might be put off using the cloud (and other grid systems) because of security concerns [66, 106, 128]. A significant fear for companies is that their data is moved out of the safety of their secure network perimeter. The company is no longer in control of its information and is wholly reliant on the third-party service providers to protect their sensitive intellectual property.

Service providers might find it difficult to reassure customers that their data is secure on the cloud. The cloud services are generally based on proprietary systems [53]. Service
providers may be unable to provide suitable information to allay customers’ security concerns because detailed technical information is regarded as the intellectual property of the service provider. Instead customers might have to rely on insurance terms and contractual liability to force service providers to adequately secure their data.

Once data is placed in the cloud it is at risk from severe new security threats. One key threat comes from other users of the same service provider. Take, for example, a film production company using the cloud to render animation frames. The film company might be sharing the same cloud provider, and even the same remote computer, with a rival company or other interested party. The theft of a single animation frame could do severe damage to the production company in a competitive marketplace.

Insider attack is another key threat. The cloud administrators have access to customers’ information. The administrators could deliberately gain unauthorised access to sensitive data, or might be coerced into doing so (for example using social engineering). Again, the customer has to trust that the service provider has put in place suitable security measures to guard against these attacks.

It is difficult to protect grid-like systems from attack even if they are adequately secured. A typical service provider’s infrastructure might consist of thousands of complex software and hardware systems. A single unpatched security vulnerability or mis-configuration of any of these systems could result in a successful attack.

There is a history of security vulnerabilities in the popular Amazon EC2 cloud service. A bug existed that caused data belonging to users to remain on the system after it was re-allocated to another customer, resulting in a loss of confidentiality [53]. The authentication mechanism used by Amazon is reported to be weak because it relies on a password that can be reset by email [53]. Attacks on the authentication system potentially allow attackers to gain unauthorised access to other customers’ data.

1.2.2 Computational and Data Grids

Similar to the cloud, computational grids allow users to submit grid jobs for execution on remote systems. One of the defining aspects of a computational grid is that multiple
administrative domains participate to form a virtual organisation (see Figure 2). The members can collaborate on a joint project by sharing workloads and resources. There is a vision that grids could reach a global scale through the widespread adoption of standardised middleware software that handles all the common aspects of grid computing.

![Figure 2: Computational and Data Grid Use Case](image)

In computational grids the focus is on sharing processing resources. In many ways this is similar to the cloud use-case considered in the previous section, except each member of the virtual organisation acts as a separate service provider. Computational grids also share similar security challenges with cloud computing because there is a need to trust a third-party with potentially sensitive software and data.

The grid use-case becomes more differentiated when data grids are considered. Data grids enable collaboration on a large distributed data repository. Data that was previously held by individual organisations is made available on the grid. This is achieved by placing a standardised set of grid middleware services in front of a wide variety of incompatible storage systems.

Sharing medical data is seen as an important application for data grids [127]. Each hospital trust in the UK holds its own database of patient medical records. Medical data is currently not accessible outside the hospital trust. Resources might be put to better use if a doctor in another hospital could make a remote diagnosis. A data grid can be used to
make medical data widely available but the solution must meet the strong legal and ethical constraints that are in place to protect patients’ medical records.

One key purpose of a data grid is to share data that was previously inaccessible to a large community. In a cloud, data ownership generally remains with the user. The cloud forms a logical extension of an organisation’s internal IT infrastructure. In a data grid, on the other hand, data is explicitly made available to others. This introduces the problem of how to allow other members of the grid to access shared data securely.

Trust is an important factor in grids. Users must trust the other members of the grid to protect their data while it is in their possession. Trust is difficult to achieve. As the grid grows in size the likelihood that one of the members forgets to install a security patch, or mis-configures the software, increases. As data grids become larger there is a greater likelihood of security vulnerabilities.

There are underlying security problems in grid software that remain unsolved. The software that drives grids is inherently complex, leading to a high likelihood of bugs and vulnerabilities (as will be argued in Chapter 6). This difficulty is referred to in this thesis as the grid middleware problem. Higher level security services cannot be trusted because they can be bypassed by compromising the underlying grid middleware layer. Until this problem is solved a trusted grid cannot be constructed because there is no solid foundation on which it can be built.

Security vulnerabilities also arise from a lack of isolation in data grids. Typically each member will add grid systems to their existing infrastructure. Some members may fail to adequately isolate the grid middleware from their internal systems. Inadequate security on internal systems will lead to attacks on grid data belonging to other organisations.

The likelihood of security vulnerabilities in data grids mean that simple access controls are not always enough to protect sensitive information. Take the example of a hospital trust opening up patient records for medical research. The hospital trust is unlikely to have the resources to perform a security audit of a large number of research organisations to ensure medical data is appropriately protected.

Instead digital rights management (DRM) technology can be used to secure data even
after access has been authorised [131]. The advantage of DRM is that data is protected at all times wherever the object is located. If there is a deliberate insider attack by authorised users, or accidental mis-configuration of systems, the DRM controls should remain uncompromised. DRM can therefore be used to implement strong mandatory access control policies to protect owners’ data throughout a large-scale grid.

Digital rights management can be used to enforce rich access control policies. In addition to controlling who can access data, DRM can be used to constrain where data is accessed from, and how it is accessed. For example a public workstation might be treated as less secure than a dedicated server in controlled facilities. DRM can also be used to restrict data access to authorised applications. For example access could be restricted to applications that display sanitised medical records to avoid leaking sensitive information [19].

1.2.3 Public Resource Computing

Public resource computing (PRC) [8] is part of a vision of a global grid in which every machine on the planet could potentially participate. PRC opens the grid up to include shared resources such as home computers and business workstations (see Figure 3). In practice these machines are rarely used to their full potential. PRC middleware software allows the spare CPU cycles to be used to solve challenging science problems by pooling together their

![Figure 3: Public Resource Computing Use Case](image-url)
resources into one giant distributed supercomputer. Public resource computing represents a vision of a huge and globally available grid.

PRC projects tend to investigate popular science themes in order to engage users. This is necessary because users are not generally paid to participate. One of the most high-profile PRC projects is Seti@home, which claims a throughput of over 27 TeraFLOPS [8]. The Seti@home project analyses radio signals in search of extra-terrestrial life. Another example is the climateprediction.net [159] project, which aims to model future climates to predict the effects of global warming.

A key security requirement in these distributed science projects is integrity of the results [160]. Many PRC projects provide encouragement to users through a leaderboard showing the most dedicated participants. Users might seek to return false results to raise their position on the leaderboard. Rival projects, or other motivated individuals, might also seek to discredit the results by attacking their integrity.

Public resource computing technology can also be used on a smaller scale. Companies could use the technology to harness the spare CPU cycles of business machines throughout an enterprise [94]. Security threats in this use-case exist from internal employees. For example financial and business information might be processed on the same computer as a user from another department. These employees might seek to commit corporate espionage by selling a company’s intellectual property.

Science-based grid computing raises unique security challenges. The participants have little incentive to protect the grid data since it does not belong to them – the users are under no obligation to the science project. The client software runs on home computers that may contain viruses and other malicious code. The administrators of the computer – the home users – are completely untrusted and may be actively malicious. Users have physical control of the computer, and access to all the data and software stored on it, so countermeasures cannot easily be put in place.

The current solution to integrity issues in public resource computing is unsatisfactory. The same grid job is sent to many clients and the results are only accepted if they match [7]. This approach reduces performance because work is repeated.
A better way to enforce integrity is to reliably measure the grid job to confirm it is unaltered. Unfortunately these solutions (described in Chapter 5) do not work well in a public resource computing environment because the data is constantly changing as new jobs are received. Maintaining integrity in a dynamic and uncontrolled environment is a challenging problem.

Previous work by this author exposed security vulnerabilities in the grid middleware platform on which SETI@home and many other popular PRC project are based [32]. These vulnerabilities would allow an attacker to execute a Trojan horse on every participant’s computer. The legitimate software is exchanged for a Trojan horse which could compromise the grid data on every client as well as users’ personal information. These attacks demonstrate how easily grid functionality can be abused if the host computer has been compromised.

1.3 The Goals of a Trusted Grid

The example scenarios have demonstrated the need for a trusted grid. A trusted grid must be able to deal with the threats and vulnerabilities present in large-scale distributed systems. The goal of the thesis is to design a trusted grid architecture that helps solve the malicious host problem. The fundamental problem that must be solved is how users can establish trust in a remote computer that is outside of their control.

There are many different aspects to a trusted grid, but the security requirements that are most relevant to a broad range of use-case scenarios (described in the previous section) are as follows:

Security goals

1. **Solve the grid middleware problem** Protect grid data integrity and confidentiality against attacks by external attackers and users sharing the same service provider infrastructure (e.g., virus and Trojan horse attacks).

2. **Resist admin attack and error** Protect grid data integrity and confidentiality against accidental or deliberate attacks made by service provider administrators with
privileged access to the remote infrastructure.

3. **Digital rights management** Enforce digital rights management and mandatory access control policies to control how and where grid data can be accessed.

Data availability is an important security requirement for the grid. When users place critical software on the grid there will be an expectation that the results can be retrieved in a timely manner. Indeed the ability to cope with a hardware failure is a key advantage of computing using large distributed systems.

It is important to emphasise that availability in security terms often focuses more on malicious denial of service than benign failure. An attack that can bring down a system at the exact time of an attackers choosing can have devastating consequences, particularly for commercial companies for which financial losses can quickly mount up while systems are under attack.

Despite the importance of availability it has been decided, for a number of reasons, that the thesis will instead address the problem of data integrity and confidentiality. Firstly, availability is already improved because of the redundancy and fail-over mechanisms that are built into the grid. This makes denial of service attacks harder to perform successfully. Secondly, the kind of countermeasures that are needed to defend against availability attacks are very different, and would require a significantly more complex solution. Finally availability attacks are inherently difficult to defend against because fundamentally the grid must provide a service, and there is always a danger it could be overwhelmed with requests given an attacker with sufficient resources.

Security is not the only consideration in a grid. If it was, the best solution would be to go back and completely re-engineer existing grid middleware software to enhance the security it offers. Making such fundamental changes is unacceptable because it breaks interoperability with current systems. It is vital to maintain backwards compatibility with established solutions that have been developed over many years. It would be very difficult to gain wide support for a new security architecture that does not interoperate with existing solutions.
As grids grow, interoperability issues become progressively more important. As the number of organisations increases there will inevitably be a proliferation of different grid middleware solutions. Web services and similar technologies help overcome differences in the underlying implementation. These differences, however, are important for security. The quality of the implementation and the architectural design of the components make the difference between a robust grid infrastructure and one that contains too many vulnerabilities to be trusted.

If these interoperability problems are not solved there is a danger that the vision of a global grid will fail. If service providers are forced to choose a particular security solution it is likely the grid will become segmented into communities with different security requirements. An organisation hoping to join the grid would be forced to either use a software solution trusted by all the other members, or be isolated from the community. These interoperability problems threaten to undermine the key advantage of grid technology – encouraging collaboration between organisations on an unprecedented scale.

These problems motivate why interoperability is one of the key goals for a trusted grid architecture. The thesis explores how to build a trusted grid that is interoperable with existing middleware software, but does not share any of its security weaknesses. This flexibility would permit a large grid community to collaborate using a common, trusted security solution despite differences in the underlying middleware infrastructure. Solving this problem is essential if a large-scale trusted grid is to become feasible.

A second issue for interoperability is compatibility with existing grid jobs. As will be shown in Chapter 4, several existing solutions require users to add a security layer to their software before dispatching it onto the grid. Support for legacy grid jobs is useful because companies often have software that does not run on the latest programming and operating-system platforms. The source code for these applications may no longer be available to make changes, and adapting the application to support the trusted grid would be costly.

There is sometimes a case for security measures that are not visible to users. The idea behind the trusted grid architecture is that users can create and submit grid jobs, and gain all the benefits of the trusted grid, without needing to be aware of it. Users should be
able to make use of their existing software on the trusted grid without the need to make complex changes to the code or seek the help of security experts. As a result users do not need to be trained in security in order to create trusted software.

In summary, the interoperability requirements for a trusted grid are as follows:

**Interoperability goals**

1. **Support existing grid middleware** No changes to the grid middleware or other service provider systems are necessary to support the trusted grid.

2. **Support legacy grid jobs** Trusted grid support is available to unmodified grid jobs (e.g. legacy code).

1.4 Thesis structure

A wide range of security goals have been identified in the previous section. One way to approach this problem would be to design and implement a small part of the solution. However research in this area is still very much ongoing. As will be demonstrated in later chapters, the current state of the art solutions still have a long way to go before they will meet the requirements for a trusted grid.

Instead, the approach taken in the thesis is to concentrate on developing a high-level grid security architecture. This helps demonstrate the ‘big picture’ – how many components can work together to create a robust set of security properties. Developing the architecture first shows what might be possible in the future and motivates the need for more detailed work to develop specific components of the solution.

Chapter 2 introduces the concepts necessary to understand the rest of the thesis. Chapter 3 contains a review of existing work in the area of building trusted grid systems.

There is not one single solution to the trusted grid problem. As has already been seen in the example scenarios, there are a range of different security properties that might be required depending on the use-case scenario. There are, however, a set of related security components and design principles that may be combined to produce a security architecture. The core chapters of the thesis (Chapters 4 to 6) present the detailed concepts and
components necessary to build a trusted grid.

Chapter 4 describes how to solve the interoperability problem by decoupling the security layer from the grid middleware. Chapter 5 presents a solution to verifying software integrity in dynamic environments such as those found in public resource computing projects. Chapter 6 shows how to provide integrity and confidentiality protection for grid jobs, as well as enforce digital rights management and mandatory access controls.

The next two chapters are primarily concerned with the feasibility of the proposed new architecture. Chapter 7 considers how the trusted grid could be implemented. Since current technology is not yet at a sufficiently advanced stage, alternative implementations are considered in the final section to show how a solution could be achieved in the near future. Chapter 8 evaluates the success of the solution in terms of security and performance.

Finally the conclusion (Chapter 9) returns to the goals for the trusted grid set out in this introduction, and considers the extent to which they have been achieved, as well as considering potential future work.
2 Trusted Grid Concepts

2.1 What is The Grid?

*The Grid* is a term that has been recently popularised as part of a resurgence of interest in distributed computing. A grid coordinates the sharing of resources across multiple organisations to create the illusion of a giant super-computer. The distributed nature of the grid means that users can collaborate over a geographically distributed space with a high quality of service. The community that works together to provide and consume grid resources to complete a task of mutual interest is known as a *virtual organisation*.

The huge potential of harnessing computing resources across the globe has led to the development of large-scale grid systems. This is evident in the creation of nationwide grid services such as the TeraGrid project in the United States [38], the UK National Grid Service [58] and the European Union DEISA project [93]. These grids enable multidisciplinary research organisations to share resources such as databases storing petabytes of data, scientific devices and supercomputing clusters over high-speed fibre-optic networks.

It is hoped that grids will help solve so-called grand-challenge science problems that require collaboration and the use of computing resources on an unprecedented scale. Users are drawn from many disciplines such as physics, engineering and bioinformatics. Grids have been used to model the origins of the universe [90], the blood flow in the human body [38], and to predict future climate change [159] and earthquakes [182]. The book edited by Foster and Kesselman provides numerous additional examples of grid applications [47].

Grids are typically driven by middleware software that provides a widely used set of core services (see Figure 4). Many different grid middleware implementations exist, for example Legion [161], Globus [50] and UNICORE [158]. Most middleware systems provide similar high-level services including:

- **Execution management services** that manage the allocation, execution and termination of grid jobs.

- **Information services** that provide dynamic information about the data and resources available throughout the grid. This information is used for various purposes
such as scheduling jobs and locating suitable data-sets.

- **Data management services** efficiently and reliably transfer large volumes of data from a variety of data sources for consumption by grid jobs, as well as retrieving and cleaning up the grid job results.

- **Security services** provide single sign-on, authorisation and delegation for grid users. Grid security services are described more fully in the following section.

Researchers have asked exactly what is the grid, and what sets it apart from traditional distributed systems [46]? Many architectures have similar properties including cloud computing, peer-to-peer computing, public resource computing and others. Ian Foster, a prominent advocate of the grid, answers that standardisation is its defining novel contribution [49]. The Open Grid Services Architecture [48], now developed by the Open Grid Forum consortium, defines a set of open standards for grid services. Standardisation is essential to facilitate interoperability between different middleware and service implementations in a large-scale grid.

There are many different types of grids, and equally many ways that users can interact with them. A common approach is similar to a batch system where the user dispatches a *grid job* and waits for the results to be retrieved (possibly while the user is offline). A more interactive approach would allow the user to connect to an executing job to alter its computation based on partial results. Users can interact with the grid through a *portal* service that gives them a user-interface onto the grid, for example through a web browser.
A distinction is sometimes made between grid systems. A computational grid focuses on giving users access to high-performance computing resources. A data grid focuses more on giving users access to large-scale data-sets [27]. Data grids help users to efficiently access huge quantities of data that might previously have been isolated in different legacy storage systems with no standard, central mechanism for accessing them.

Schedulers allocate grid jobs to the available resources within an organisation. Super-schedulers communicate with local schedulers throughout the virtual organisation to select the most appropriate location for grid job execution. The schedulers ensure high availability for grid jobs because if an execution node fails the job can be rescheduled and executed again. The same strategy can be used to migrate an executing grid job onto a less heavily loaded node.

The data management services can efficiently transfer large quantities of data. Data can be replicated to improve availability and to increase throughput by accessing a nearby copy of the data. Another advantage is that throughput can be improved by downloading the same replica from multiple locations simultaneously.

Data staging services transfer grid data when the associated job is not currently executing. Grid job data can be staged in prior to execution to ensure resources are not tied up during the data transfer. Grid job results can also be staged out during or after job execution.

2.2 Grid Security

A grid security architecture must overcome some difficult challenges. Grids implement many widely accepted security solutions such as user authentication and authorisation. Some interesting changes and additional security controls are necessary, however, to deal with a large-scale and dynamic distributed environment.

Digital certificates are a common approach to user authentication on the grid [50]. Certificates allow users to authenticate themselves without giving out a long-term secret like a password to a potentially untrustworthy remote host. Instead the user keeps a long-term private key. The corresponding public key is contained in a certificate signed by a trusted
certificate authority. The user authenticates by providing their certificate and proving that they possess the corresponding private key without giving it out to the remote system.

The user must be authenticated many times in a typical grid job life-cycle. Multiple schedulers, information services and data servers might be contacted prior to grid job execution. Once the job starts running it might need to dispatch further grid jobs or access additional data. Each of these operations requires user authentication in order to authorise access.

There is a significant problem in grid authentication because the user will not typically remain online throughout the lifetime of the grid job. Instead, the grid services must authenticate on the user’s behalf. To facilitate this the user delegates their authority to a resource. Usually chained delegation is allowed, so that a service can recursively authenticate using the identity of the user. Delegation permits single sign-on, allowing grid jobs to run successfully while the user is offline.

There is a danger that delegated authority might be mis-used without the user’s consent. A popular solution involves the use of proxy certificates [50, 178]. The remote resource is given a time-limited delegated credential that can only be used for the life-time of the grid job. Proxy certificates are created by having the user digitally sign a certificate with a short expiry date using their long-term private key. A potentially complementary solution is the use of restricted delegation [161]. In this approach the user only permits the credential to perform a limited set of actions throughout the delegation chain.

A potential problem with certificate-based authentication is a lack of portability. The user can only authenticate from a computer that has access to the user’s long-term private key. If the user is travelling with a laptop, or using an Internet cafe, for example, their private key may not be available. One solution is to use a grid credential repository [116]. The user can retrieve a short-term proxy credential from the repository by authenticating themselves using a user name and password. The proxy credential can then be used to access the grid.

Host-based authentication is another security control that can be useful on the grid [50]. Each host is assigned a private key and a digital certificate. During delegation the delegator
authenticates the host certificate of the delegatee, and vice versa. The virtual organisation will typically trust a limited set of certificate authorities to certify private keys belonging to legitimate hosts. Host-based authentication helps ensure that user credentials are not delegated to a rogue machine outside the virtual organisation.

Authorisation systems are used to control users’ access to grid services following authentication. The access control architecture can be split into two components. The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is responsible for allowing or denying access. The PEP refers to a Policy decision point (PDP) which makes the access control decision. This architecture improves design modularity as well as interoperability with multiple types of devices. For example, the PEP can be re-implemented on a variety of gateway devices that all connect to the same PDP.

Grid authorisation systems must meet a number of complex requirements that would not be found in many other environments. Resources are spread across administrative domains, raising issues over whether access control policies should be controlled centrally or by each member of the virtual organisation. The available resources can alter dynamically as users and services join or leave the grid. Entire virtual organisations might be created and disbanded rapidly for specialised projects. Many different authorisation and federated identity systems have been designed to meet some of these constraints including CAS [120], VOMS [3] and Shibboleth [153].

2.3 Trusted Computing

2.3.1 Trusted Computing and the Grid

Trusted computing refers to a range of technologies that seek to significantly improve the trustworthiness of mainstream computing platforms. Huge numbers of viruses, Trojan horses and other malicious software are released every year that target security vulnerabilities in widely used software [172]. Many members of the security research community believe that commodity software and operating-systems currently depended upon by millions of computer users are too complex to reliably protect valuable information [54, 99, 131, 137].

Trusted computing seeks to redress this balance, enhancing the trustworthiness of soft-
ware by underpinning it with hardware-enforced security mechanisms. Trusted computing is an attractive solution for grid security problems because the security features it provides match very well with grid security requirements.

Attestation offers a potential solution to the grid malicious host problem because it allows the user to determine that platforms beyond their physical control are in a trustworthy state. Consider a grid job that is deployed to a remote platform. When the user retrieves results the grid job can be attested to make sure that it ran free from integrity attacks using the correct code and data.

A second capability provided by trusted computing that is well-matched to grid security requirements is called protected storage. Protected storage allows a user to protect grid job data from software-based attacks when it is run on a remote platform by using encryption. Protected storage can also be used to create a digital rights management system where even the owner of the platform is not able to reveal the encrypted information.

Virtualisation is an important supporting technology for trusted computing. It allows a single computer to run multiple operating-systems. Each operating-system can be run in a compartment where it is strongly isolated from other software on the system. In a grid, virtualisation can be used to run each grid job in its own compartment where it is strongly protected from other users that are sharing the same platform.

2.3.2 Trusted Platform Module

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is the central component of trusted computing. The TPM is a hardware chip embedded in increasing numbers of PC platforms: nearly 150 million units were shipped in 2008 and the estimate for 2009 is 250 million units [129]. Trusted computing can offer a significant improvement over existing systems because the security critical functions are implemented in hardware where they cannot easily be affected by a software-based attack.

The functionality provided by the TPM is defined in specifications published by an industry-led consortium called the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [170]. A TPM chip must be capable of performing cryptographic signing and hashing operations. To reduce
costs, support for symmetric encryption of bulk data is not required. In addition, the TPM can store a limited number of secrets and other data that are protected from software-based access.

To understand this thesis it is vital that the reader has a good understanding of the key trusted computing functions. The remainder of this section gives a broad overview. Several good resources are available that provide a more thorough description of the trusted platform module and related technologies [11, 105, 110]. A readable technical overview of virtualisation is given in the book by Smith and Nair [154].

2.3.3 Authenticated Boot

Authenticated boot aims to ensure the platform reaches a known state. Normally when we interact with a computer it is hard to know whether the software it is running can be trusted. The software may appear to be genuine when in fact contains a Trojan horse. Trusted computing allows the process of booting a platform to be measured so that its current state cannot be mis-represented by malicious software. If the system has been subverted this will be evident because the state measurement will have altered from the expected value. The user can then decide whether or not they trust the measurement before continuing to interact with the platform.

The TCG specification does not define exactly what should be measured. This decision is left to the programmer. A measurement is a fixed length digest computed from a one-way hash of a potentially large amount of arbitrary data. In practice, the authenticated boot measurements often include the executable code involved in the boot process and critical data configuration files [142].

The TPM provides a number of shielded locations called platform configuration registers (PCRs) where the measurements can be stored without being tampered with. Each time a measurement is stored, the TPM hashes the concatenation of the old and new measurement values. This use of the hash function ensures that malicious software cannot set a PCR to a specific value, or roll back to a previous value, in order to spoof a valid measurement. The use of recursive hashing allows a single PCR to hold an arbitrary number of measurements.
In PC platforms the boot process consists of several stages (see Figure 5). The BIOS is first to execute when a PC is powered on. Subsequent stages include the option ROMs belonging to hardware devices, the master boot record on the hard-drive, followed by the operating system kernel which then loads the rest of the operating-system. TCG specifications require that measurements of each stage in the boot process are stored in separate PCRs. After the boot process is complete, further PCRs are available to measure application software and other data.

Each stage in the boot process is responsible for measuring the software involved in the subsequent stage before it is executed. The very first measurement is performed by a trusted, immutable hardware component called the root of trust for measurement (typically this is part of the BIOS). This process creates a transitive trust chain proving that all the measurements are genuine. If one of the stages in the boot process is subverted with a Trojan horse, this would be revealed in the measurement performed by the previous stage.

Intel recently added support for a feature called late launch that eliminates the need to measure the BIOS and other firmware during the trusted computing authenticated boot
process, in order to simplify attestation measurements [62].

2.3.4 Remote Attestation

Remote attestation is a powerful security primitive that allows a party to obtain assurance in the correct operation of a remote system that is beyond their physical control. During attestation the measurements stored in the TPM are passed to the requester to prove the state of the remote platform. The requester must be convinced that the measurements were produced by a trusted platform containing a valid TPM. This proof is provided using public-key cryptography.

A unique private endorsement key pair is stored within each TPM. A suitable entity, such as a PC manufacturer, vouches that the corresponding platform conforms to TCG specifications. The manufacturer does this by signing a certificate containing the public half of the endorsement key. To prove that measurements were produced within a valid TPM they can be digitally signed by the private endorsement key. The requester can then verify that this private key corresponds to a valid TPM by examining the certificate.

Privacy issues are an important consideration in trusted computing. There are concerns that attesting a platform multiple times using the endorsement key could lead to the ability to track individual users [11]. Instead the measurements are signed using an attestation identity key (AIK). A single user can generate an unlimited number of AIKs to provide pseudonymity.

A mechanism is needed to prove that an AIK was generated on a trusted platform containing a valid TPM. A digital certificate of the AIK signed by the endorsement key cannot be presented directly during attestation without causing privacy concerns. Instead this digital certificate can be presented to a trusted third-party, known as a Privacy-CA [110]. The Privacy-CA can then issue a digital certificate for an AIK public key, which specifies details of the owning platform without uniquely identifying it. The certificate issued by the Privacy-CA can then be used to perform attestation based on a pseudonymous AIK, without any way for the involved parties to link it back to the identity of the TPM that produced it.
One disadvantage of this approach is that the Privacy-CA must still be trusted to protect users’ privacy. If a Privacy-CA is compromised the attacker can discover which AIKs belong to the same, unique platform. An alternative scheme that eliminates the need for a trusted third party is known as Direct Anonymous Attestation [24].

Despite some of the complexities behind the cryptography implementing remote attestation, its aim is simple. It provides proof that a platform is executing a given set of software. The additional mechanisms prevent this proof being falsified by a malicious platform or third-party.

2.3.5 Protected Storage

Protected storage allows access to cryptographic keys to be controlled by the TPM. The keys cannot be accessed directly by software. Instead the key is loaded into the TPM, where it is decrypted. The plaintext key is therefore never revealed in memory where it might be stolen by malicious software. In this way protected storage is somewhat similar in concept to storage of a private key on a smartcard.

Authorisation to access keys is based on knowledge of an authorisation secret. This is an arbitrary hash value that could be based on various data such as a PIN number or password.

Protected storage keys can also be sealed. Sealing a key ensures it can only be accessed at a later time if the platform is in the state nominated when it was originally sealed. This is done by storing a target set of platform configuration registers (PCRs) alongside the private key. During the unseal operation the TPM will check that the current set of PCRs matches the expected values before allowing decryption to take place. This is a powerful feature because it means that access to keys can be restricted to attested applications.

The keys are stored in a tree-like structure (see Figure 6). Each child key is encrypted with the parent key. Access to the parent key must be authorised by the TPM before the child key can be decrypted. This tree structure lends itself to defining roles where users (or software processes) of different privilege levels have access to different parts of the hierarchy.

The TPM only has limited storage space for keys. Instead protected storage keys are
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Figure 6: Example Trusted Computing Protected Storage Key Hierarchy

held in encrypted form on secondary storage. Only the root of the tree, the so-called storage root key, needs to be permanently kept within the TPM itself. Keys further down the hierarchy are accessed by loading each key in turn into the TPM on the path down to the chosen node.

Protected storage keys can be used for a variety of purposes. For example private keys belonging to users’ grid credentials can be stored securely within the TPM where they cannot be accessed directly by Trojan horse software. Symmetric encryption is somewhat more difficult because the TPM cannot perform these operations on-chip. However asymmetric protected storage keys can be used to protect symmetric keys, that can in turn be used by software.

There is sometimes a need to access a protected storage key on another platform. For example data encrypted under the key might be transferred to another computer on the grid. For this purpose the TCG allow the creation of migratable keys. These special keys can be decrypted outside the TPM, where they can be directly accessed by software. Migratable keys are inherently less trustworthy than non-migratable keys because there is no guarantee
they have not been compromised.

Later versions of the TPM include support for a monotonic counter that is guaranteed to count upwards. This counter can be used for various purposes including trusted timestamps, and digital rights management controls to restrict the number of times data such as video and music can be accessed. Since the counter is implemented in hardware, there is no way to bypass security controls by rolling back the state of the system to a previous point in time.

2.3.6 Virtualisation

Virtualisation allows a single computer to share its CPU and other resources between multiple operating-systems [61]. Operating-systems normally expect to have dedicated access to hardware. To allow multiple operating-systems to run each is executed within a virtual machine where it is given the illusion of dedicated hardware access (sometimes called a guest operating-system).

A virtual machine monitor (VMM) mediates all access to the physical hardware resources. Virtual machines each run on a set of virtual hardware. The VMM intercepts all access to the virtual hardware and passes the requests onto the physical hardware.

An isolation kernel is a name for a common type of VMM that strives to ensure that no interaction is possible between any virtual machines on the system. Each virtual machine is given its own dedicated memory and disk space. An isolation kernel attempts to make virtual machines behave identically to physically separate computer systems. Isolated virtual machines are often referred to as compartments.

Normally an operating-system maintains isolation between user accounts on the system. A typical operating-system contains millions of lines of code that must be trusted to perform this separation [137]. A much stronger degree of isolation can be achieved by running grid jobs in a separate virtual machine. The only trusted software component is the virtual machine monitor, which is typically far smaller, on the order of tens of thousands of lines of code [137, 71].

One incentive to use virtualisation is the introduction of native hardware support in all
recent AMD and Intel processors [162, 62]. These improvements to the CPU architecture are designed to speed up the execution of virtual machines by minimising the overhead of virtualisation.

Recent improvements to hardware virtualisation are intended to work in partnership with trusted computing technologies. Intel is following a road-map that will see significant changes made to the PC motherboard chipset and devices. One goal is to add support for new, secure I/O devices by creating an encrypted channel between devices such as displays, keyboards and hard-disks [62, 162, 169]. Another goal is to help improve the assurance of mainstream operating-systems by eliminating the need for trusted device drivers [1]. These improvements rely on virtualisation technology to run trusted code in a virtual machine compartment where it is isolated from the rest of the system.

2.3.7 Virtual TPMs

The TPM has been designed by TCG as a chip that is bound to a host hardware platform. In a virtualised environment, however, a single host can execute many virtual machines, each of which may require the use of a TPM. A virtual TPM [15] (VTPM) is a virtualised abstraction of a real TPM designed to give virtual machines the illusion that they have direct, dedicated access to the physical TPM residing on the host platform.

Virtual TPMs have been implemented in Xen, a well-known open-source hypervisor that has been commercialised by Citrix [12]. In this approach the VTPM is implemented in software. Each virtual machine is given access to a fresh instance of the software VTPM. The VTPM process runs within the host platform where the virtual machine monitor protects the data it contains from direct access or modification by potentially malicious software running in a virtual machine.

Some mechanism is needed to extend the trust chain from a VTPM back to its host physical TPM. Without this link there would be no basis for trusting attestation measurements produced by the VTPM, since there would be no hardware root of trust. Berger et al. suggest a number of alternative approaches for extending the trust chain [15]. In one alternative, the attestation identity key (AIK) of the host’s TPM is used to digitally sign
the endorsement key (EK) of the VTPM. This allows a challenger to verify an attestation measurement produced by a VTPM by checking there is a valid certificate chain leading up to the AIK of the host’s physical TPM, which might itself be certified by a Privacy-CA (see Section 2.3.4).

An attestation measurement consisting of the state of the virtual machine alone is insufficient. The virtual machine monitor (VMM) together with the VTPM and other software running on the host platform is also part of the trusted computing base. Software running on the host platform is privileged to modify the behaviour of all running virtual machines, so it must be included in the attestation measurement. Berger et al. [15] again suggest a solution where the measurement of the VMM and host platform is copied into the platform configuration registers of the VTPM. This allows an integrity challenger to verify the state of both the virtual machine and the host platform during attestation.

2.4 Virtualisation and the Grid

Many researchers have discussed the benefits of using virtualisation for grid jobs [45, 83, 88, 147, 183]. The central idea is that each grid job is deployed as an entire operating-system, together with grid applications and data, running in a virtual machine.

Researchers have made a good case for grid computing using virtual machines, suggesting advantages including the following [45]:

- The user has complete flexibility in their choice of operating-system and applications.
- Virtual machines are portable to different underlying hardware architectures without changes, provided a suitable virtual machine monitor is available.
- The virtual machine monitor can easily control the resources made available to grid jobs, such as the amount of memory and storage space.
- Security is improved, in terms of the separation between grid jobs running on the same platform.

The Globus virtual workspaces project [84] (recently renamed Nimbus) adapts the widely used Globus middleware software to use virtual machines. Instead of transferring the
individual files making up the grid job, the data management services are used to download entire virtual machine image files. The grid execution management layer is adapted to add support for controlling virtual machines instead of software processes.

One problem with running grid jobs as virtual machines is the large size of virtual machine images. As well as the grid job itself, each virtual machine contains an entire virtual operating-system on which the grid job is executed. This adds significantly to the storage overheads for each grid job. Since the same operating-system is likely to be shared by many grid jobs, a distributed caching filesystem is an attractive option [183]. This filesystem can cache disk blocks that are shared between multiple virtual machines to reduce the storage and data transfer requirements.

Cambridge researchers described in the Xenoservers project [130] how virtualisation can be used to replicate jobs on a distributed system in order to meet performance requirements. The example given is a web server running in a virtual machine. As the load on the website increases, the number of web servers can be increased simply by starting new virtual machines to accommodate the load. Another feature of modern VMMs allows live virtual machines to be migrated onto another physical platform [29]. If one grid server becomes overloaded it would be possible to dynamically move the grid job onto another server with a lower utilisation [134].

It is an assumption made throughout this thesis that virtual machines will become the standard mechanism to deploy grid jobs. The security architecture that is developed relies on the enhanced isolation provided by running grid jobs in virtual machine compartments.

2.5 Assumptions

The thesis builds on the work performed by many other researchers. Where possible the thesis re-uses existing solutions, and focuses instead on unsolved problems. This section considers some of the underlying assumptions made throughout the following chapters.

It is assumed that grid software will be based upon re-usable middleware. Since many grids share similar requirements and functionality, it makes sense to build specialised grid software on top of re-usable core components. Although it is possible to build bespoke
services for isolated communities, this idea is not compatible with the idea of a global grid. The thesis focuses on how security could be deployed successfully on a large-scale grid consisting of many diverse members.

Virtualisation is likely to become one of the key building blocks for effective grid systems. This is because virtualisation provides many properties that are an ideal match to grid requirements, such as secure grid job isolation, as many researchers have observed (see Section 2.4). The remainder of the thesis assumes that the general problem of deploying grid jobs as virtual machines has already been solved — indeed there are already widely publicised solutions such as the Globus Nimbus project [84] that achieve this.

Combining trusted computing with virtualisation creates a number of difficulties. A key problem is that the TPM is no longer physically bound to the platform, since a virtual machine can be migrated between systems. In addition, there is a need for a means to share the single physical TPM in the platform between multiple virtual machines. This is a well known problem that has already had considerable research effort placed into it (see Section 2.3.7). For the purposes of the thesis it will be assumed that this problem is already solved.

Secure storage services are already well developed. The trusted grid solution in the thesis will rely on suitable algorithms for performing high speed disk encryption and integrity protection. This is a mainstream technology that has already been deployed in popular software such as Microsoft Windows (see Section 4.5.2 further details)

The TCG define the TPM and the mechanisms needed to support attestation. They do not, however, provide the detailed protocols and technology for performing attestation. Since this is a generic problem needed to apply trusted computing to real-world scenarios, it has already been examined in detail by the research community (see Section 3.2). As a result, the thesis assumes that a generic attestation challenge and response protocol is already available, and focuses instead on what would be measured.

2.6 Conclusion

A large research community has formed with the common goal of creating the components that go towards the construction of a global grid. A cornerstone to this work is grid mid-
Middleware software, which drives the common functionality needed across many applications. There is a drive towards standardisation of middleware software to open up the grid to potentially thousands of geographically dispersed research and commercial organisations, allowing them to work together for their common benefit.

Difficult security challenges must be met before a global grid can be realised. Trusted computing appears to offer a well matched set of functionality to meet these requirements. One of its key functions, attestation, allows the software state of a remote system to be measured. This exciting security functionality could help tackle the grid malicious host problem by attesting a grid execution node prior to job execution.

The next chapter goes on to examine the state of the art in research on the use of trusted computing to solve complex security problems in distributed systems, as well as alternative solutions.
3 State of the Art

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the state of the art in research related to the topic of the thesis. It is important to understand the context in which this work has been undertaken and how it builds, as well as improves, upon existing research.

Trusted computing attestation offers a number of exciting ways to enhance the security of grid systems. Attestation is still a subject of intense academic research in order to solve various security and feasibility problems. This research is described in Section 3.2.

The following two sections describe research on the malicious code and host problem. Preventing the execution of malicious code on grids is important to protect users against attacks by other users of the system. A detailed review of existing solutions to the malicious host problem is important because this is the primary subject of the thesis. The malicious code problem is strongly related to the malicious host problem, because a Trojan horse installed in the host platform is in an excellent position to attack grid jobs belonging to users of the system.

The chapter concludes with a review of the wider research on applications of trusted computing (Section 3.5).

3.2 Attestation

3.2.1 The Time-of-use vs. Time-of-attestation Problem

Remote attestation is a powerful mechanism that introduces an exciting new security primitive. The trusted computing community has invested considerable effort in addressing concerns with both the manageability and flexibility of remote attestation, as well as enhancing the security guarantees it provides.

The idea of remote attestation pre-dates work on the trusted computing TPM. Lampson et al. are often credited with devising the concept of attestation in their work on distributed systems [91]. These early ideas were made more concrete by Arbaugh et al. who define the exact mechanism for attestation using trusted hardware [10].
Other work that pre-dates the TPM includes the IBM 4758 series of secure co-processors [157]. The IBM co-processor supports a mechanism called \textit{outbound authentication} that is similar to attestation [156]. Unlike the TPM, the IBM 4758 runs attested code on a dedicated tamper resistant hardware module containing a co-processor and embedded firmware. The IBM 4758 includes a facility to perform remote attestation by measuring the entire contents of the firmware chip and signing that measurement with a private key analogous to the attestation identity key used by the TPM.

The IBM 4758 design side-steps a crucial problem with attestation that has been dubbed the problem with \textit{time-of-use versus time-of-attestation} [151]. To reduce cost, the TPM relies on the computer’s main memory to run attested applications. While an application is running, it is open to attack from a Trojan horse that might alter its behaviour by overwriting its program code in memory, or steal sensitive information processed by the application. More expensive solutions, such as the IBM 4758 co-processor, solve this problem by running attested applications on dedicated memory physically isolated from the host platform.

The BIND research prototype [151] attests software in memory at the point of execution, eliminating the gap between time-of-use and time-of-attestation. Attested code is executed in a security kernel that is responsible for protecting the attested code from tampering by external software processes during execution. The security kernel uses the TPM to attest a hash of the attested code and input data, and the related output data. Since the attestation measurement is produced at the point of execution, a recipient can verify the exact code that was executed to produce the output data. Tampering with the memory of the attested code can be detected because the hash will no longer match the expected value.

The design of BIND is similar to AEGIS, which takes a more hardware-oriented approach [164] involving modifications to the central processing unit. An AEGIS CPU includes a special instruction that is called by applications to initiate a switch into trusted execution mode. A trusted operating-system then measures a contiguous area of memory representing the application, and uses that value as the run-time integrity measurement.
3.2.2 Determining an Identity for Software

There are fundamental problems in determining a static notion of identity for software. Software is usually highly dynamic, with a constantly changing set of data, and a physical memory layout that is controlled by the operating-system to accommodate concurrently executing processes.

Rather than deal with this complexity, trusted computing attestation is usually designed to measure the software on disk before it is loaded into memory. This does not completely overcome the identity problem, however, because once software is deployed, configuration parameters are altered, temporary files are written to disk, and the software might be continually patched and updated with revisions. During execution, the states of most applications, and the operating-system they run on, are constantly changing, leading to problems pinning down any static notion of identity for attestation.

Several researchers have suggested solving the identity problem by attesting only the binary or relatively static parts of a platform [151, 143]. Since these components change less frequently, the attestation identity should remain consistent over time, only changing when software patches or significant configuration changes are introduced. It is easy to see the attractiveness of this solution, since it vastly improves the usability of attestation and, if designed carefully, the unattested components should have a minimal impact on security.

Assume, for example, that a bank wants to ensure customers are using a safe browser to access Internet banking. Consider the temporary cache of web pages stored by a web browser to speed up viewing. The browser cache could reasonably be omitted from the attestation measurement because it should not affect its behaviour. On the other hand, the bank would be remiss not to include the security policy of the web browser in its attestation measurements, as an incorrect policy will facilitate infection by malicious code.

Microsoft, in their proposed Next-Generation Secure Computing Base (NGSCB) platform [122], requires developers to separate software into trusted and untrusted components. The untrusted component is the host program and the (hopefully small) attested component is called an agent. Agents are compiled to run on a trusted operating-system also created by Microsoft. The host application runs in a standard Windows operating-system and
communicates with the agent via a programming interface. For example, an NGSCB agent in the context of an email application might be a trusted viewer ensuring that the content of emails cannot be stolen or tampered with by untrusted software. Unlike BIND, NGSCB does not attest agents in memory during execution, and relies on secure programming to prevent attacks.

IBM take a more pragmatic approach in their Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [143] by adding incremental support for attestation on an existing Linux operating-system. In IMA, the Linux kernel is modified to automatically measure every binary executable and linked library on the system immediately prior to execution. Each measurement results in a fresh attestation measurement being stored in the Trusted Platform Module, as the hash of the loaded file. Alongside this measurement a log is kept of all files loaded on the system and the corresponding hash, allowing a user to verify the current state of the platform given an attestation measurement. The attested software is then responsible for measuring further static content, such as configuration files, by itself. Unlike BIND and NGSCB, IMA does not attempt to protect against attacks on the attested code by using a trusted operating-system, with the advantage of maintaining compatibility with existing applications.

Terra [54] implements a solution for attestation where virtual machines are transparently attested by a trusted component that exists outside of the virtual machine itself. In Terra each application is deployed along with its own operating-system in a self-contained virtual machine that is controlled by a trusted virtual machine monitor (VMM). Applications can access their attestation measurement by performing a special system call that is intercepted by the VMM. Terra allows great flexibility because it does not require any modification to the operating-system unlike the IBM integrity measurement architecture. It is compatible with any operating-system, whether open- or closed-source.

Like other approaches, Terra allows applications to be split into a trusted, attested component that is relatively static, and a more changeable, unattested part. Terra takes advantage of the fact that virtual machines are typically stored in a series of large files, each of which holds an entire virtual hard drive partition. The virtual machine monitor
implements attestation by attesting hashes of virtual machine image files. Applications must be designed so that all attested files exist in the same physical drive partition, and VM disk files are marked either attested or unattested. The unattested virtual machine storage partitions are used to store dynamic data.

Researchers from Dartmouth College [103] suggest dividing software into three levels of classification for the purposes of attestation. Long-lived data can be attested in its entirety because it is relatively static. Examples of long-lived software include the operating-system kernel and the system BIOS firmware. Medium-term data includes application software. The enforcer, a long-lived component, is responsible for measuring and attesting medium-term data. Finally, short-lived data including user content, such as web pages or emails, are unattested. All secrets in the system are sealed to the long-lived components, avoiding the need to re-seal data when applications are patched or updated.

Haldar et al. makes the important point that attestation proves the identity of a system, but not its behaviour [63]. What is often sought instead of identity is a guarantee that a system will abide by a particular security policy. Identity-based attestation leaves the user to infer the behaviour of the system, which itself relies on trust in the developers of the attested software. This has led researchers to develop an approach where attestation deals with properties, or the behaviour of the system, rather than its identity [63, 136].

Haldar et al. [63] have devised a new approach they term semantic remote attestation. Instead of identity, attestation is used to measure a security policy that proves aspects of the operation of software running on the system. The implementation takes advantage of the fact that the Java Virtual Machine imposes a security policy on Java applications [154]. The virtual machine can control access to program variables and enforce type safety. The Java Virtual Machine attests security policy meta-data that is encoded in the Java applications. Unlike other approaches such as BIND [151] and the IBM IMA [143], semantic remote attestation imposes behavioural constraints throughout the lifetime of a dynamic, measured application.
3.3 Malicious Code and the Grid

Grids by their very nature offer a platform for users to run their own software. This makes grids particularly susceptible to the introduction of malicious code. Since many users execute code on a shared infrastructure, mechanisms are needed to separate users from each other to ensure they cannot compromise each others’ data. In a public-resource computing scenario a malicious grid job might be used to attack data belonging to the owner of the host computer.

Users on the grid are authenticated so there is a level of trust in their good behaviour. However as the grid grows in size and becomes used increasingly for commercial purposes it will no longer be feasible to trust all the users on the grid. This has led to research into a variety of ways to sandbox malicious code, or build trusted operating-systems that control access to sensitive data.

3.3.1 Mobile Agents

Research on mobile agents has addressed the problem of both malicious code and malicious hosts (considered in Section 3.4). A mobile agent is an autonomous piece of computer software than can move between computer systems in order to perform its tasks [77]. A useful example is given by Yee [181], where he describes mobile agents used to collect airline fares that must deal with a dual security problem: a malicious host could subvert the fares quoted by rival airlines, and a malicious agent could compromise an airline’s booking system.

Proof-carrying code [112] is a cryptographic solution to malicious code prompted by research into mobile agents. This approach uses a theorem-prover to determine with certainty whether code can be safely executed. Program code is accompanied with a formal proof that certain safety conditions hold, such as memory protection and type-safety. Prior to executing the code the consumer checks that the proof is valid and that the safety policy is acceptable. This approach requires the programmer to add annotations to the source code to aid production of the proof. The language semantics must be analysed so the code can be mapped onto the proof, so work is needed to add support for target programming languages.
3.3.2 Sandboxing

Operating systems already provide security functions to separate data belonging to different users on the same system. Grid applications can be run within a sandbox where they cannot affect data belonging to other accounts or privileged data belonging to the host system [37]. A key problem with this approach is that mainstream operating-systems contain too many vulnerabilities to prevent access by malicious code [137]. Successful exploitation of a security vulnerability will often result in the operating-system protection mechanisms being bypassed [131].

Web services already have a mature security model for dealing with isolated application containers. Users can take advantage of this protection by deploying grid services using languages such as Java and .NET [155]. For example the Java virtual machine monitor enforces access controls on variables and code. Separation is provided by an application-level virtual machine monitor that runs on top of an existing operating-system. One downside of this approach is that the grid job must be entirely written in the target language, as the protection is not available to legacy code.

The Entropia and Gridbox grid platforms [20, 37] create a sandbox for safe execution of grid applications written in any programming language. Operating-system calls can be intercepted and blocked to control the functions the grid job can perform. It is possible to control and limit access to the filesystem, registry and network. Access to the graphical interface, mouse, keyboard, and other I/O devices can be prevented to ensure the grid job cannot interfere with the user of the machine in public-resource computing scenarios.

Condor [94] is a distributed computing application designed to scavenge spare CPU cycles on a group of computers. Condor has been used as a scheduler to support grid applications in a system called Condor-G [51]. Condor uses a form of application sandboxing called system-call redirection [94] that allows it to support remote filesystem access. Requests made by remote grid jobs to access storage devices are sent back to the local computing environment for execution. This means that large quantities of user data do not need to be made available on the remote system where it might be stolen, or not safely deleted, after use.
3.3.3 Trusted Operating-systems

The assurance of existing operating-systems can be enhanced using mandatory access controls. For example the NSA’s SELinux mandatory access control solution [98] has become part of the Linux kernel. In this approach, there is no single superuser on the system that has access to all the local resources. Instead a security policy is enforced by the kernel and each process runs in a user context with the least privileges it needs to execute. Attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in applications with administrative privileges, a common attack scenario, cannot bypass a mandatory access control security policy. This makes it harder for malicious code to perform a privilege escalation attack in order to gain complete control over the host machine.

Mandatory access controls have been used to secure access to medical data in grids [68]. Privileged software is responsible for anonymising the patient records. Untrusted grid applications can be executed subject to a mandatory access control policy that permits access only to the anonymised patient data. Trusted computing attestation can be used to ensure the policy is correctly configured before patient records are transferred onto the system.

One disadvantage of using mandatory access controls is that the policies tend to be complex and hard to write. Henricksen et al. observe that the average policy configuration is around 50,000 lines [68].

A more heavyweight solution to the malicious code problem is to create an entirely new and more secure operating-system. The idea is to carefully engineer the system from the beginning to provide a highly robust level of isolation between software, and to minimise the likelihood of vulnerabilities in the trusted computing base. Many attempts have been made to do this in the past (e.g. VAX [81]), as well as more modern systems such as Microsoft’s NGSCB [122] and EROS [150]. One of the difficulties with this approach is the lack of support for the large quantity of existing software written for mainstream operating-systems.

A number of researchers have worked on trusted operating-systems that maintain backwards compatibility with existing software using virtualisation [64, 124]. The general con-
cept is to have the virtual machine monitor enforce a security policy to isolate malicious code. This allows legacy operating-systems to run in a virtual machine so that existing software can be supported without changes. Nizza [64] and Perseus [124] use an isolation kernel to run applications in their own compartment.

Virtualisation is not always compatible with unmodified legacy operating-systems. Nizza and Perseus both require the mainstream operating-system running in virtual machines to have its kernel adapted to work with the virtualisation layer [65]. Other virtualisation systems such as VMWare Workstation [163] support unmodified operating-systems.

Mandatory access controls can be used within the virtualisation layer to further enhance the separation between virtual machines. This has been demonstrated by an implementation of sHype mandatory access control architecture [141] on the Xen virtual machine monitor [139]. The access control policy can constrain virtual machine access to resources and shared communications channels on the host platform. IBM has used sHype to implement a Chinese wall policy that prevents virtual machines from different trust domains executing on the same host [139].

3.4 The Malicious Host Problem

3.4.1 Non-Trusted Computing Solutions

Although this thesis focuses on trusted computing, there are a number of alternative approaches to solving the malicious host problem.

Job replication is a valid strategy when data integrity is the primary concern [107]. The idea is to submit the same job to multiple hosts and check that all the results match. If the results differ it is concluded that at least one of the hosts is malicious and the job is re-submitted. Replication is used in the BOINC public-resource computing middleware to detect cheating users in projects such as Seti@home [7]. A major disadvantage of this approach is the performance overhead introduced by duplicating jobs.

The Globe grid middleware architecture [126] uses data replication to secure large distributed data sets. Globe uses digital certificates to keep track of authoritative and cached copies of data replicas. Changes to the cached replicas are discarded, whereas write access
to the authoritative copies is restricted to a small number of trusted hosts.

Reputation is another way to identify and avoid malicious hosts [95]. Ratings for the trustworthiness of hosts can be generated in order to derive an aggregate trust value. Trust ratings can be obtained from automated security tools such as intrusion detection systems. Problems arise in this approach, such as how to deal with hosts that become malicious after operating correctly for a long period of time.

Obfuscation can be used to make it difficult to tamper with software [30]. These techniques are similar to those used to copy-protect software. The software and associated data can be encrypted, and the routines and key used to perform the decryption are obfuscated. Of course there are limits to this approach because with sufficient reverse-engineering it will be possible to recover the plaintext data.

Research on mobile agents have also prompted research into the malicious host problem. State appraisal has been suggested as a way to protect mobile agents from malicious modification on remote systems [43]. In this approach the agent is sent along with an appraisal function that tests the value of certain invariants before determining that it is safe to execute. In this way the agent can detect malicious modifications to its code or data. However this approach will not resist attacks that involve tampering with the appraisal mechanism itself.

Encrypted computation offers a way to use cryptography to hide data and software executed on remote platforms [36]. A one-time pad is used to encrypt the data input, output and the function applied to them. The function is specially chosen so that the encryption can be reversed on the client in order to recover the correct output. However, this approach is only suitable for functionality that can be expressed as a simple Boolean logic circuit at present.

Software traces allow malicious attacks to be detected using a detailed log of execution behaviour [175]. Remote host environments run an interpreter that is certified to operate correctly (so part of the host environment must already be trusted). The interpreter is adapted to produce a detailed trace of the execution steps. The trace is digitally signed and sent along with the results so that the sender can verify correct execution.
3.4.2 Trusted Computing Solutions

Trusted computing has been used as the basis for several systems implementing digital rights management. These systems try to prevent the user bypassing the protection policy even if they have physical and privileged access to the host platform.

Gallery et al. [52] explain how attestation can be used to verify that the host contains a trusted viewer for copyright-protected broadcasts before authorising their release. A similar approach can be used to control collaboration on business documents in a distributed system [144].

Sandhu et al. have designed an elaborate architecture that ensures a consistent policy is applied when protected objects are migrated between platforms [145]. Other research has shown how the monotonic counters in the TPM can be used to prevent data being viewed more than a pre-determined number of times, even if the entire state of the platform is rolled back in time [148].

Secure storage is useful to prevent the owner of the platform from modifying or stealing protected data belonging to other users. A number of researchers have shown how to modify the Xen virtual machine monitor to add support for encrypted and integrity protected storage [22, 76, 79]. All of these approaches work by using trusted computing authenticated boot to launch the virtual machine monitor (VMM). The private keys are then sealed so they can only be accessed by a valid VMM, and access to the keys by administrators is prevented. These keys are then used to encrypt and integrity-protect the virtual filesystems allocated to virtual machines.

One potential loophole in trusted storage comes from the management of virtual memory. Memory would normally be paged to the disk unencrypted, but it might contain sensitive data from a protected virtual machine. To overcome this problem the CHAOS architecture [22, 23] adds support for encrypted page files.

Löhr et al. describe how to adapt the Perseus virtualisation architecture [124] to create a secure grid platform using trusted computing attestation [96]. The virtualisation layer is expanded to include grid-specific services to support secure grid job transfer and execution. An attestation service is provided to allow the trusted software layer to be attested to
clients prior to transferring the grid job data. Grid jobs are received over an encrypted, integrity-protected communications channel established with the grid middleware software. Grid job data is written to disk using a secure storage service that applies encryption and integrity protection to prevent access by untrusted software, or physical attacks on the system.

Terra [54] is another virtualisation architecture that the authors suggest could be used as a secure grid platform. Terra is based on the VMWare virtualisation platform [163] with modifications to support encrypted and integrity protected disks. The virtual machine monitor intercepts disk I/O requests and performs encryption and integrity checking of disk sectors.

IBM have designed a distributed mandatory access control (MAC) architecture using trusted computing attestation and virtualisation called Shamon [108]. The MAC policy is enforced at the level of the virtual machine monitor, rather than the guest operating-system, which considerably simplifies the complexity of the policy, since it applies on a less granular level [141]. IBM suggest the BOINC grid platform as an exemplar use-case for Shamon, where the MAC policy ensures that only trusted clients can communicate with the BOINC server.

The Shamon architecture consists of a MAC enforcement virtual machine running on each trusted platform. It ensures that all members of a coalition of virtual machines share a consistent MAC policy. When two potentially remote, distributed virtual machines are joined in a coalition they each attest themselves to the other to determine that the trusted MAC enforcement is in place and that the policy is consistent and agreeable. The MAC policy specifies the attestation identity of trusted virtual machines.

Trusted computing can be used to protect stored grid credentials. Credential repositories provide a convenient centralised storage location for many users’ grid credentials, but the security impact of the repository being compromised is very high. Hardened MyProxy [97] and Shemp [104] both use protected storage to ensure that grid credentials are secured using the trusted computing TPM. The authorisation secret for the grid credentials is set to the users’ access password for the repository.
The Daonity architecture extends the use of protected storage to secure a user’s credentials on every delegated grid host [102]. Trusted computing migratable keys are used to allow the delegation of their credential between platforms. Since the private key is secured by the TPM, it is no longer necessary to enforce a limited lifetime using proxy certificates. An online certificate revocation authority can be used to revoke access to the credential from specific hosts. This mechanism allows malicious hosts to be immediately excluded from the virtual organisation in the event that a successful attack is discovered.

3.5 Other Applications of Trusted Computing

Besides grid security there are numerous other applications of trusted computing, including the following (although this is by no means an exhaustive list):

- Digitally signing email using a trusted viewer [64] and delegating certificate signing on behalf of a certificate authority [34];
- Secure auctions [123] and electronic voting [146];
- Single sign-on using digital certificates [119] and biometric authentication [25];
- Controlling privacy in online user profiling of the Web [121];
- Remote access to networks by profiling the trustworthiness of connecting systems using attestation [140] and establishing an encrypted connection using IPSec [71];
- Secure services such as distributed firewalls [55] and secure logging [2];
- Preventing denial of service attacks using rate-limiting [55];
- Protecting and authenticating mobile phones and devices [33].

3.6 Conclusion

There are many competing approaches to solving security problems in distributed systems. However trusted computing is a compelling solution because of its unique ability to extend trust into remote systems using attestation. In addition the trusted computing TPM chip
offers an opportunity to harness inexpensive and widely available hardware security solutions. These security mechanisms cannot easily be compromised, even by attackers with full, privileged access to software running on the platform.

Attestation, however, is not a straightforward solution, as is demonstrated by the large quantity of research on its correct application. There are two principal problems. The first is in knowing what to measure. The second is how to know whether a system is secure based on this measurement. For example, attestation might be used to prove that a client is running a mainstream operating-system installation along with many software applications, but all this achieves is to prove that the system being attested is insecure.

The following chapter explores how to build a highly interoperable software security solution, suitable for use on a global grid, that is also small and simple enough to be meaningfully attested.
4 A Trusted Execution Environment for the Grid

4.1 Introduction

The malicious host problem is a key difficulty in the grid. When a grid job runs on a remote system the user has essentially lost all control over it. An attacker may replace the job with a Trojan horse that steals or tampers with the results. Without additional security measures the user may be unaware these attacks have occurred. The malicious host problem is challenging in the grid context because it is difficult to know whether a remote system can be trusted.

Protection against the malicious host problem using host-based authentication [50], as discussed in Section 2.2, is significantly weakened in a large, distributed grid. There is a possibility that a certified member organisation has in fact gone rogue, and is actively malicious, but that can be discounted as only a very slight possibility.

More significant is the possibility that the organisation contains one or more malicious individuals who seek to access grid jobs without authorisation. The level of motivation for this kind of attack may be high, especially if the data contains valuable or proprietary information that can be resold to a competitor, for example.

Most significant of all, however, is the likelihood that at least some members of a large grid will have failed to adequately protect their systems from external attackers. A single system that remains unpatched from a security vulnerability creates a window of opportunity in which an attacker can install Trojan horse software that can attack grid jobs.

A trusted execution environment is a security mechanism that allows the user to determine that grid jobs will run safely on remote systems. Grid jobs running in this environment are protected against attacks on data integrity and confidentiality throughout their execution life-cycle. This includes attacks originating from other users of the grid, as well as privileged users such as system owners and administrators, or external attackers who have compromised the grid infrastructure.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The next section explains the
4.2 Trusted Execution Environments

A trusted grid needs to provide a secure, isolated environment where grid jobs can execute free from unauthorised inspection and interference. A trusted execution environment protects grid jobs while they are executing on remote, and potentially malicious, grid infrastructure. Confidentiality protection ensures the data cannot be accessed from outside the trusted execution environment. Integrity protection provides tamper-evidence for the data so that the user can detect unauthorised modifications when the results are retrieved.

A trusted execution environment is the fundamental building block in solving the grid malicious host problem. The user begins by dispatching the grid job securely onto an authenticated platform that is known to provide a trusted execution environment. The grid job data is sealed using trusted computing so that it can only continue to execute while the platform remains in a safe state. At a later time the user securely retrieves the results, after verifying the integrity and authenticity of the grid job and the trusted execution environment.

There are many different ways of implementing these security requirements. A key difference in the possible approaches is the level of trust the user can place in the enforcement mechanisms. The question of trust decomposes into two separate factors relating to identity and behaviour:

- The degree of certainty that the remote platform offers a trusted execution environment;
- The level of protection that the trusted execution environment provides.
The first factor is a question of identity, and is non-trivial for remote systems over which the user has no administrative control. The second factor relates to the strength of the enforcement mechanisms that protect the grid job from attack.

One naturally looks towards approaches such as trusted computing to provide a high-assurance solution to this problem. The user can use attestation to verify that a remote grid platform provides a trusted execution environment. Assuming the trusted computing protection mechanisms have not been broken, the user can detect the presence of Trojan horses directly through attestation, since the software will no longer match its expected measurement. Rogue organisations will be discovered, as well as machines that have been compromised by attackers who install malicious software.

As trusted computing allows users to measure the identity of remote software directly, they no longer have to trust grid providers to secure their systems. The user can determine security compliance directly using attestation.

Successfully attesting a trusted execution environment is not enough. The level of protection it offers must be sufficient to protect users’ grid jobs from attack. One strategy is for users to run their grid jobs under their own unique user account. The operating-system is then trusted to maintain separation. This approach does not achieve high assurance because a modern operating-system contains too much trusted code to enforce a strong degree of separation [99, 137].

Virtualisation can be an effective solution to enhance the security of mainstream operating-systems. By running each grid job in a virtual machine the level of isolation is significantly improved. The separation is enforced by a virtual machine monitor that is much simpler to design and build than an operating-system\(^1\) [137, 12].

Trusted computing attestation and virtualisation form excellent partners in a trusted grid, but they do not completely solve the problem of building a trusted execution environment. Two key problems remain. The first problem is that grid administrators can subvert the protection because they are authorised to access all data on the platform. The second is that remote attackers can compromise the grid job through the grid provider’s

\(^1\)However due to implementation challenges secure virtualisation systems have yet to become widely available in commercial solutions, see Section 7.3 for further details.
infrastructure. For example, a vulnerability might allow an attacker access to networked storage, where they can directly steal or modify grid data.

To complete the trusted execution environment the grid job data must be protected when it is stored on the grid provider’s network, so that it remains safe even if an attacker gains access via a compromised system. One approach would be to use segmentation and other countermeasures in the design of the network. There is, however, no easy way to use attestation to determine whether an entire network is secure. Attestation is normally only used to measure software running on an individual system.

The most effective remaining solution is to store the grid job data securely so that an intruder or administrator is unable to compromise it. Encryption can be used to protect data confidentiality. Attacks on integrity can be detected by comparing the hashes of read data to the previously written value. The encryption keys and hashes can be sealed using trusted computing protected storage to protect them from theft and tampering. This approach can prevent even privileged users, such as system administrators, from attacking users’ data.

To summarise, a trusted execution environment requires three protection mechanisms:

1. Protection of the grid job in memory during execution. Virtualisation has been suggested as an appropriate solution to achieve strong memory isolation [137].

2. Protection of the grid job while it resides on secondary storage, which can be achieved by encrypting and hashing the data for confidentiality and integrity respectively.

3. The ability to determine remotely that these mechanisms are in place, which can be achieved using trusted computing attestation.

It is important to understand the attacks these security mechanisms are not designed to prevent. Firstly it is assumed that the virtual machine monitor, and the other parts of the trusted computing base, are secure from attack. Secondly, they do not protect the user against attacks that originate from within the trusted execution environment. If an attacker is able to compromise the grid job they will have full access to its data without any integrity or confidentiality protection. Compromise may be possible either because the
grid job performs an insecure function, such as sending sensitive data over the network using an insecure communications channel, or because the grid job software itself contains a vulnerability, such as a software bug, that can be exploited by an attacker.

Of course, this is no different to the problems inherent in running software on any computer. The aim is to make the security risks to software running on remote systems the same as if it was run on a local, trusted machine. Trusted execution environments are useful for grid providers because they ensure that any attacks are likely to be the fault of the user, since the grid job is strongly isolated from other parts of the system. Such an outcome is important for commercial grid providers because of the threat of litigation for theft or mis-use of valuable corporate data processed on their systems.

4.3 Research in Trusted Execution Environments

4.3.1 Existing Approaches

Trusted operating-systems have been suggested for use as a secure platform on which to run grid jobs [55, 108, 151]. In Microsoft’s NGSCB operating-system [122], the Nexus security kernel runs on top of a streamlined set of software libraries that are invoked by applications using an XML-based language [114]. NGSCB requires all applications to be specifically targeted for development on the Nexus platform using a supported compiler.

BIND [151] allows attested software to run on any mainstream operating-system. When attestation is required a trusted security kernel takes control of execution. It is passed the memory address of the beginning and end of the measured process so it can read and hash the data.

The difficulty with BIND comes with the use of dynamically-loaded shared libraries and other memory regions which are non-contiguous. As these cannot be measured directly by the trusted OS, it is necessary, as described by Suh et al. [164], to adapt a stub in the user application itself to measure these memory segments. The stub is measured by the trusted OS to achieve a complete trust chain. As a result, applications must be specifically designed and compiled for BIND much like NGSCB.

IBM’s Shamon architecture [108] implements virtualisation to provide support for grid
jobs that run on existing mainstream operating-systems. Shamon implements two of the three key requirements for a trusted execution environment, namely virtualisation and attestation. It omits to provide protected storage for grid jobs so it is not suitable for users that require confidentiality protection, since the data is stored unencrypted.

The Terra [54] and Trusted Grid Architecture (TGA) [96] platforms implement most of the important aspects of a trusted execution environment. TGA is specifically designed for use on the grid, whereas Terra is designed to support any application running on a potentially untrusted system, such as a home user’s computer. These two approaches are compared and examined in detail in this section in order to draw conclusions about how appropriate they are for use in the grid (see Figures 7 and 8).

![Figure 7: The Terra Architecture](image)

Terra implements the commercial VMWare virtualisation platform [163] that supports a wide variety of mainstream operating-systems within guest virtual machines. The TGA is based on the open-source Fiasco micro-kernel developed at the Dresden University of Technology [70]. In a micro-kernel architecture, the operating-system kernel is re-implemented to support a highly efficient paradigm based on a message passing interface. As a consequence of the code changes required, operating-system support for virtual machines is currently far more limited, although Linux is currently supported under the L4Linux project [65].

Both Terra and TGA support integrity-protected and encrypted disks. In Terra, disk
I/O requests are intercepted by the VMM and protected storage is provided using a custom library that interposes on the communication with the VMWare drivers. In TGA, protected storage is implemented by adding support directly into the native drivers in the microkernel.

Attestation in TGA is performed at the point of grid job submission. The measurement includes the grid middleware software, as well as the underlying microkernel and other parts of the trusted computing base. A data staging service, also included in the measurement, is responsible for setting up an integrity and confidentiality-protected channel over which the user transfers the grid job data prior to execution.

TGA does not directly support grid job attestation, and this makes it difficult to securely retrieve the results. Assume that at a later time a user re-connects to the host to which the grid job was dispatched. The attestation measurement will identify the host platform but not the grid job itself (since the grid job data is not included in the measurement). As a result the user will have no way to know whether the results were retrieved from the same grid job they dispatched, or a Trojan horse that is impersonating their job.
The developers of TGA point out that it is possible to adapt the grid job to overcome the lack of support for grid job attestation [96]. For example the user can embed a private key in their grid job to use for authentication when collecting results. The authentication key can be used to determine that they are communicating with the same grid job virtual machine that was dispatched.

Terra supports grid-job attestation based on a measurement of the virtual machine image file. The virtual machine monitor exposes a special interface to each virtual machine that allows the hash measurement to be obtained by executing a system call that is intercepted by Terra.

The authors of Terra give the example of Quake, a network-based computer game, which they have modified to support attestation [54]. Each player connects to a computer that is running the server software. The game client is modified to verify the attestation measurement of the server prior to connection, and clients are attested to the server before allowing them to join the game. Attestation is implemented by modifying the Quake source code and network protocol to add a request for the measurement as part of the connection handshake.

The trusted computing base of both TGA and Terra is fairly large. In Terra, the user must trust the device drivers used by the VMM, in addition to a privileged management VM that is used by administrators to control virtual machines. In TGA, this same functionality is contained within services layered on top of the microkernel to support VM management and physical device access. Each time these components are upgraded the attestation measurement will change, and this must be communicated back to the user. In addition, a vulnerability in these components will break the protection provided by the trusted execution environment.

4.3.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches

A significant amount of research has been done in the area of building trusted execution environments for grid systems (see the previous subsection for further details). There has been relatively little analysis, however, of the feasibility of these solutions in a large scale
production grid environment. The remainder of this section critically examines existing approaches, focusing in particular on issues concerning the practicality of their deployment on a grid.

**Problem 1: Support for existing grid jobs**

Approaches such as BIND, NGSCB and Terra require users to modify their grid jobs to support attestation. As will be argued more fully in the next chapter, it is impractical to imagine that all grid jobs could be adapted to support attestation in this way. The changes require access to, and detailed understanding of, the original source code, together with changes to the network protocol used by applications. Significant expertise is required to implement attestation in an appropriate way without introducing security vulnerabilities. This is not a task that could easily be performed by the majority of grid users themselves.

Adding support for attestation in the TGA introduces significant complications. Firstly, the grid job virtual machine must be modified to add support for authentication when retrieving the results. For example, VPN software could be used to establish an authenticated channel with the user based on a private key distributed within the grid job itself. Secondly, only the original submitter can verify the attestation measurement of the grid job. An unassociated third-party would have no way to verify the authentication key. A public-key infrastructure could be used, but this introduces a considerable management overhead.

The lack of support for existing grid jobs is a major hurdle in the wide-scale adoption of a trusted grid. The time and expense required to convert existing applications places a heavy burden on end-users. There is a danger that the trusted grid will become a niche service demanded only by users with unusually high security requirements. This is at odds with the vision of a widely available secure service that can be taken advantage of by the entire user community.

**Problem 2: Interoperability**

In trying to build a trusted execution environment for grid jobs it is necessary to focus on the key requirement of interoperability. The power of the grid comes principally from the ability to combine resources across potentially thousands of administrative domains. Standardisation of the mechanisms underlying the grid enables jobs to be executed seamlessly
from any location to deliver results with the optimum efficiency.

Grid jobs built for use in the Terra environment are not portable to other architectures. The grid jobs become tightly coupled to Terra’s virtual machine monitor because specific system-calls are added to the binary code to support attestation. These system-calls will only execute correctly on systems running Terra.

TGA suffers from similar interoperability problems. In TGA the grid jobs are decoupled from the underlying microkernel and would potentially be portable to other architectures. The microkernel itself, however, requires specific changes to the operating-system running the grid job, essentially locking the user into grid platforms compatible with the Fiasco microkernel.

Both TGA and Terra require the support of a number of security components that must be installed within every grid execution host. For example both approaches require a storage service component to provide integrity-protected and encrypted storage for grid jobs. TGA requires a compartment and attestation service that integrates tightly with the rest of the grid infrastructure.

At present these are still active research ideas and there are no published standards for grid trusted execution environments. Each implementation offers its own unique set of security functionality including network I/O protection, secure storage, and different attestation schemes. Even within these functions there are differences such as the cryptographic algorithms used and the type of security protocols that are supported.

The current solutions for trusted execution environments cannot support a wide-scale, interoperable grid. Once grid jobs are developed for a particular trusted execution environment, they become locked-in. They cannot be used on another part of the grid if the service provider uses a different implementation. From the service providers’ point of view their choice of solution severely limits the range of customers they can serve. From the users’ point of view they remain restricted to using the subset of the grid that provides the specific security solution they have adopted.

In their current form, it is unlikely that service providers will adopt the trusted grid on a large-scale in the near future. Service providers must make vast and complex changes
to their existing infrastructure if they want to offer a trusted grid service. Worse, these changes must be coordinated over geographically distributed virtual organisations spanning many organisations, all of which must agree upon and implement a compatible solution. The expense and difficulty of this task means that the trusted grid might see a very low adoption rate in the initial stages, and there is a realistic possibility that it will never become available on a global scale.

**Problem 3: Attestation**

Attestation creates an interesting dilemma for interoperability. Ideally the details of the underlying security system and its implementation can be abstracted away using standard interfaces and protocols. Interoperability is a key driver for the application of web services in the provision of grid services. However when using trusted computing attestation the details of the implementation are a principal concern because the code itself is directly measured.

Attestation sits uneasily with grid standardisation. In principle attestation undermines the benefits for interoperability that standardisation can bring. Measuring a remote platform requires the user to be aware of, and furthermore to trust, a potentially large variety of trusted grid implementations. This is especially difficult because many commercial service providers are likely to use proprietary, closed-source solutions.

There are many management difficulties involved with attestation in a trusted grid. The existing trusted execution environments include software components that are owned and managed by the grid service provider, like device drivers and system management tools. The attestation measurement is therefore likely to change frequently whenever the service provider re-configures or updates their back-end infrastructure. The user community must be kept continually up-to-date with the details of these changes even though they might not be directly relevant to security.

**Summary**

In summary, the key problems with existing trusted execution environments include the following:

- Users must re-implement grid jobs to support attestation at great difficulty and ex-
pense;

- Users become locked-in to their chosen trusted execution environment and cannot make use of other parts of the grid or join non-compliant virtual organisations;

- The complex changes to existing grid infrastructure needed to support the trusted grid mean that it is likely to be adopted very slowly, if at all;

- The user is forced to verify details of the service provider’s back-end grid infrastructure that are subject to frequent change, because they are included in the attestation measurement.

4.4 The Job Security Manager

The rest of this chapter develops a novel approach to deploying a trusted grid. The trusted execution environment is pushed down to the grid node alongside the grid job. The user packages together security mechanisms with the grid job so they can be enforced wherever the grid job executes.

A key benefit of the new approach is that grid providers no longer need to pre-install complex software. A single grid execution node can support multiple implementations of a trusted execution environment. Users are no longer tied into using a single solution adopted by their grid provider. The user can decide on the most appropriate solution to package with the grid job depending on their security requirements.

No modifications are required to the grid job to support the security architecture. The grid job is protected transparently so that it need not be aware it is running within a secure environment. Grid jobs containing legacy code are fully supported. Time and expertise is no longer necessary to adapt the grid jobs to run on the security architecture. These improvements help make the benefits of a trusted execution environment widely available to all users on the grid.

The new architecture works by distributing the grid job along with a component called the job security manager, which helps enforce the trusted execution environment (see Figure 9). Normally grid jobs would be submitted as stand-alone virtual machines. Under this
new approach, each grid job is composed of two virtual machines, the first running the grid job and the second virtual machine running the job security manager.

The majority of the software involved in enforcing the trusted execution environment is packaged into sub-components of the job security manager. The secure storage service is responsible for encrypting and integrity-protecting grid data storage. The job attestation service uses trusted computing attestation to verify the integrity of the grid job on behalf of remote clients.

To ensure the architecture can be as widely available as possible very few requirements are placed on the host computer. Grid jobs can be deployed on any grid node that meets some basic hardware and software requirements. Memory protection, the remaining key requirement for a trusted execution environment, is provided by a virtual machine monitor that must be running on the host computer. Virtual machine monitors are available for
a wide range of computer hardware so this requirement can be met by many grid nodes. Secondly, a TPM is necessary for attestation and cryptographic key storage.

Virtualisation allows the job security manager to protect legacy, unmodified grid jobs. The security mechanisms are enforced transparently. No direct communications channel is opened to the job security manager because this would require the grid job to be directly involved. Instead the virtual machine monitor transfers control to the job security manager when the grid job accesses virtualised resources such as storage. The job security manager runs in a separate virtual machine, so it can apply protection outside the grid job itself.

The secure storage service works by virtualising access to the hard disk. Whereas the grid job believes it has access to a normal data partition, the underlying storage is encrypted and integrity protected. This is similar to the way the protection works in Terra [54] and similar architectures, except the software is implemented in the portable job security manager rather than the host computer.

Supporting attestation independently of the grid job is a novel concept. The existing approaches either do not attest to the grid job data at all, or require the grid job to be modified to support attestation.

The job attestation service works by virtualising access to the network. When the grid job makes a network connection the job attestation service takes over, measures the data and exchanges the attestation measurements. The grid job then continues execution as normal. The grid job is never directly involved, so it does not need to be modified to add support for attestation.

The job security manager architecture helps prevent attacks by administrators and other users with physical access to the grid node. Administrators are not permitted access to the cryptographic keys used to protect users’ grid data. The job security manager is designed to prevent any tampering that would break this protection. The user verifies the attestation measurement of the job security manager when the grid job is first deployed to ensure that this protection is in place. The cryptographic keys are then sealed by the trusted computing TPM to ensure they are protected throughout the life-time of the grid job.

Grid platforms can be attested to users more easily using the job security manager.
than they could with previous solutions. In TGA and Terra the user is forced to verify an attestation measurement for various system components in addition to their own, including device drivers and system management tools. This makes attestation more complex because the user must be aware of administrative changes made to the system (such as a driver upgrade) because these will change the attestation measurements.

In the job security manager architecture the user only needs to verify the attestation measurement of a small amount of trusted code, most of which resides in the job security manager that the user has themselves provided alongside the grid job. Such an approach is much easier than managing attestation for software maintained by the grid providers, that might change without notice. System management tools and device drivers are not part of the trusted computing base, so they can be modified without affecting the attestation measurement.

One of the key principles of the design is a clear separation of duty. Those parts of the system that are under the control of administrators can be used to implement security on behalf of the grid provider. The job security manager is wholly responsible for implementing security on behalf of the job owner. The division of job- and resource-owner security systems means the user only needs to verify the minimal amount of code needed for the protection of their data.

Another advantage of a clear separation of duties is that administrators can manage the system despite being partially locked out of it. In previous solutions administrators must be given access to the host environment in order to manage the system. Since the host environment also implements protected storage, administrators are able to gain access to the cryptographic keys used to protect users’ grid jobs.

The job security manager shifts the provision of protected storage into a separate compartment where the cryptographic keys cannot be accessed. As a result administrators can be completely locked out of the job security manager compartment whilst still being able to perform their job.

The decoupling of the user-focused grid security functions from the host computer permits the user much greater flexibility. By choosing the job security manager that is pushed
down to the grid node the user is given the opportunity to refine and specialise the security functions for their own particular requirements. For example the user may want to add network proxy or firewall functionality to the job security manager, or change a security policy. Users more concerned about security might place more emphasis on these areas, whereas other users may choose to loosen security enforcement to gain performance, for example by selecting different cryptographic algorithms and key lengths.

To summarise, the key benefits of the job security manager architecture over existing proposals include:

- **Portability**: Trusted grid jobs can be supported by any grid execution node containing a TPM and running a suitable virtualisation platform, ensuring that the trusted grid can be made widely available.

- **Compatibility**: The transparency of the operation of the job security manager means it supports all grid jobs, including legacy code, without modification.

- **Consistency**: The security architecture is bundled with the grid job, ensuring that security functions are applied consistently across the grid despite differences in the underlying infrastructure.

- **Flexibility**: The user can configure the job security manager to support a range of security functions meeting their particular requirements for functionality, performance and so on.

- **Simplicity**: By providing the job security manager as part of the grid job the user no longer needs to trust and verify the attestation measurement of large amounts of software managed by the service provider.

### 4.5 Secure Storage Service

#### 4.5.1 Transparent Storage Protection

The secure storage service is a component within the job security manager. It provides data storage confidentiality and integrity for jobs executing on remote grid platforms. The virtual
machine monitor works together with the secure storage service to protect against attacks from a potentially malicious host. Strong memory and storage protection are combined to prevent tampering or theft of grid data by attackers with access to the underlying grid infrastructure.
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**Figure 10: Secure Storage Service**

The secure storage service (see Figure 10) sits in between the grid job and the storage device, protecting all data read and write requests. Read requests made by the grid job are forwarded on to the grid platform, where the data is read from physical storage. The secure storage service decrypts and integrity-checks the read data before returning the response to the grid job. Write requests are integrity protected and encrypted before being passed on to the grid platform where the changes are made to the physical storage device.

Virtualisation is used so the grid job does not need to be aware that the storage protection is taking place. The grid job accesses unprotected storage as usual. The virtual machine monitor configures the secure storage service to virtualise the grid job’s storage. The responses to the data read and write requests made by the grid job are identical to those it would receive if it had direct access to unprotected physical storage. No modifications need to be made to the grid job to support the data protection applied by the secure
storage service.

Virtualisation is also used so the storage drivers in the host platform do not need to be modified. The secure storage service has its disk storage virtualised by the grid platform. When the secure storage service encrypts a write request, the encrypted data is passed on to the device drivers on the grid platform to be written to physical storage. The device drivers write arbitrary binary data to disk, so they do not need to be aware this data is encrypted.

Placing the secure storage service within the job security manager minimises the amount of code that must be trusted. Since the storage drivers can only access encrypted and integrity protected data, they are not part of the trusted computing base and do not need to be included in the attestation measurement of the grid platform. The grid provider is free to manage the disk device drivers without affecting users. The grid provider has great flexibility and can choose to implement a variety of local and networked storage solutions without affecting the attestation measurement.

The job security manager requires a different virtualisation configuration than that used in classical systems. Normally the virtualisation layer hosts device drivers for physical devices such as the hard disk. When a guest virtual machine accesses a privileged resource the virtual machine monitor transfers control to the device drivers. The job security manager architecture uses an additional layer of indirection. When the grid job accesses a virtualised resource, control is first transferred to the job security manager before being handed over to the device drivers that handle access to the physical device.

A rogue virtual machine situated between the grid job and the secure storage service can break the storage protection (see Figure 11). The read and write requests made by the grid job are not protected until they reach the secure storage service. A rogue virtual machine positioned between the grid job and the secure storage service could steal or tamper with the requests without detection.

If the data is modified or stolen before it reaches the secure storage service then it will be too late to protect the data even if the rest of the architecture functions correctly. The job security manager architecture requires an exclusive and secure communications channel
to be established with the grid job to prevent these attacks.

It is the virtual machine monitor’s (VMMs) responsibility to ensure that a secure channel is established with the job security manager. A VMM will typically set up a communications channel between two virtual machines by creating an exclusive shared memory region. The two virtual machines communicate with each other by reading and writing to the shared memory. The virtual machine monitor ensures that no other virtual machine on the platform has access to the shared memory region. Many VMMs already use these communication channels extensively to implement efficient hardware device virtualisation [12].

Provided the VMM virtualises the grid job with the correct secure storage service VM, and not a rogue VM, the attacks on unprotected data described above will not be possible. The VMM must attest itself to users to allow them to verify the shared memory channel is correctly configured. The changes needed to VMMs to support this process are described in detail in Chapter 7.

4.5.2 Tamper-evident and Encrypted Storage

The secure storage service allows the grid job to run with its data encrypted and integrity-protected on the physical storage device. Confidentiality is achieved by encrypting data
using a symmetric encryption algorithm as it is written to the disk.

Integrity is implemented by storing a secure hash of the data on every write operation, and checking that the hash matches when the data is read back. This approach does not prevent an adversary from modifying the grid job data, but it does ensure that all changes can be detected (this might be termed tamper-evidence).

An adversary must not be able to gain access to sensitive grid job data by tampering with the job security manager. To protect against these attacks the job security manager needs access to protected storage provided by the trusted computing TPM. Sensitive data is stored in protected storage, including the encryption keys and the hashes used for data integrity.

The job security manager must perform an authenticated boot process in order to protect the keys. Data hashes and keys are then sealed in protected storage where they cannot be accessed if the job security manager is tampered with. The current platform state must match the measurement at the time the data was sealed for access to be authorised by the TPM. Since an attacker can neither alter the integrity hashes, nor decrypt the encryption keys when they are sealed in protected storage, the grid job is protected from attacks involving tampering with the job security manager.

There may be many job security managers running on a single grid platform, but there can only be a single hardware TPM. IBM’s virtual TPM (VTPM) architecture [15] allows a single physical TPM to be shared by many virtual machines. The physical TPM is used to protect the storage root key of the virtual TPM, so there is no significant loss of security. Using a VTPM is an effective solution to make the job security manager available to many grid jobs running on the same platform.

Some ways of implementing job data integrity are much more efficient than others. Digitally signing a hash of data written to disk (as suggested by the creators of TGA [96]) would achieve security guarantees, but with a large performance penalty due to the expensive public key operations. A more efficient solution involves using a message authentication code algorithm based on a private key protected by the TPM. Other researchers have suggested effective ways of implementing integrity-protected storage [85, 100, 173].
In terms of data integrity special care must be taken to prevent roll-back attacks, where an attacker replaces an entire encrypted image with one from a previous point in time without access to the decryption key [100].

Confidentiality can be implemented using a cryptographic key held in protected storage. The key is used to encrypt data written to disk and decrypt the data when it is read back. Other researchers have suggested suitable designs and approaches for encrypted filesystems [85].

Confidentiality protection is optional. If the user only requires integrity protection, it is sufficient to verify integrity by attesting the grid job when the results are retrieved. Any tampering with the grid job can be discovered at this stage because the attestation measurement will no longer match the expected value, and the results can be discarded.

Achieving confidentiality protection for grid jobs is significantly more challenging than integrity protection. If confidentiality is required for any part of the grid job data then integrity must be enforced at all times. Otherwise an attacker could tamper with the encrypted grid job and cause sensitive data to be leaked by altering its behaviour.

It may at first seem unlikely that an attacker could successfully tamper with the encrypted grid job to cause data leakage without access to the corresponding plaintext. A straightforward attack is possible when the grid job is only partially encrypted. Imagine that the application software is integrity protected, and only the input data is encrypted. This might be a common situation where the application software is public, but the data being processed contains proprietary or personal data. In this example an attacker can steal the input data by replacing the application software with a Trojan horse.

Even if the entire grid job is encrypted, integrity attacks are still possible. The attacker can attempt to tamper with encrypted blocks using data manipulation attacks that result in data leakage. These attacks are described by Niels Ferguson [44] and were overcome by building integrity enforcement into the design for Microsoft’s Bitlocker encrypted filesystem. In any instance where grid job confidentiality is required, integrity must be enforced to avoid data manipulation attacks.

Confidentiality attacks that are achieved by tampering with the grid job can be pre-
vented with a small change to the job security manager. Tampering with the grid job will be detected by the job security manager when it checks the data against the stored hashes, since they will no longer match the hash of the stored data. At this point, the secure storage service can discard the invalid data and refuse to return it to the grid job. The result is that it is impossible to execute tampered code, and an attacker cannot introduce a Trojan horse into the grid job by tampering with data storage.

4.6 Job Attestation Service

4.6.1 Attesting the Platform

A problem still facing the user is how to securely transmit an encrypted job onto a grid node. So far this chapter has concentrated on how a job can execute in a trusted execution environment. It remains to be explained how a job can be securely transferred onto the platform.

It is not possible for a user to distribute a grid job ahead of time that can be accessed by any valid job security manager. The user could try submitting the job encrypted with a public key, with the equivalent private key sealed under the attestation measurement of the job security manager. However, the user would have to negotiate this public key with the destination platform prior to dispatching the grid job. Only non-migratable keys can be sealed, so there is no way to encrypt the data to a private key that is then shared by all possible destination platforms.

One solution to securely transfer data into a trusted execution environment is to have
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the user actively involved. A suitable approach is shown in Figure 12. The user begins by requesting the attestation measurement of the job security manager. The user checks the measurement is valid to ensure the job security manager has not been tampered with and can be trusted to safeguard the encrypted job. The user then transmits the grid job data over a confidentiality- and integrity-protected communications channel (using a secure protocol such as TLS [35]).

The job security manager receives the grid job data and encrypts the data as it is written to disk using the secure storage service. This approach ensures the grid job is securely negotiated onto the grid platform, where the grid job will be protected throughout its lifetime by the trusted execution environment.

This solution is not compatible with many grid systems. Normally the user would be offline at the time when the grid job is scheduled for execution. Data staging services would be used to upload the grid job data on the user’s behalf. Chapter 6 returns to this issue and explains how to develop a more sophisticated version of this architecture that is compatible with grid middleware services.

4.6.2 Transparent Grid Job Attestation

One of the major problems with existing solutions is that grid jobs have to be modified to support attestation. The job attestation service can perform attestation without the direct involvement of the grid job. Any grid job can immediately gain the benefits of attestation when it is run in this architecture. Grid developers and users can begin using trusted computing without the need for expensive modifications to existing grid jobs.

The job attestation service virtualises the grid job’s network access. When a user connects to the grid job to collect results the job attestation service takes over and performs a remote attestation exchange. During this process a measurement is sent to the user allowing them to verify that the grid job ran without tampering. If the user is satisfied that the grid job ran correctly, they can continue to communicate directly with the grid job to obtain the results. The grid job is completely unaware that the attestation exchange has taken place.
The job attestation service works by acting as a network proxy for the grid job. All network connections going into or out of the virtual machine are intercepted. When the job attestation service receives an incoming network connection from the user, it performs an attestation handshake with the client. The virtual machine monitor uses memory protection to ensure that the network traffic exchanged between the proxy and the grid job cannot be attacked by untrusted code running on the remote grid platform.

Attacks on the job attestation service are possible if it is not designed carefully. An attacker could wait for attestation to occur and then substitute the job security manager with a Trojan horse. Since memory is protected by the virtual machine monitor the attacker would have to do this by modifying the job security manager on disk and restarting it. IBM solve this problem in their Shamon architecture [108] by having the client periodically demand re-attestation. This approach is unsatisfactory because there is a time window between checks in which the Trojan horse could operate undetected.

Impersonation attacks can be prevented by having communication take place over a protected channel. The job attestation service authenticates itself to clients and sends the grid job measurements over an integrity-protected network connection. All subsequent communications with the grid job, including remote attestation, take place over the protected channel. A temporary cryptographic session key is used for integrity protection and is held in memory.

Attackers can no longer modify the job security manager and restart it without detection because the temporary session key will be lost and existing client connections cannot be resumed without re-negotiating attestation measurements. This improvement eliminates the time window in which impersonation attacks can occur.

Rather than developing new cryptographic protocols it is important to make use of existing standards wherever possible to avoid introducing new security vulnerabilities. The protected channel established by the job attestation service could be implemented using a variety of well known protocols such as TLS [35] and IP Security (IPSec) [168]. Both of these protocols would allow the user to authenticate the grid platform using host certificates. Authentication prevents man in the middle attacks where attestation measurements
are relayed from another system by an attacker to fool a user into interacting with an impersonated grid job.

A high-level design for the job attestation service is shown in Figure 13. The architecture uses multiple levels of virtualisation in the same way as the secure storage service. The grid platform software hosts the drivers that access the physical network card. All network traffic is protected by the job attestation service before it is passed to the network drivers. As a result the grid provider’s networking software is not part of the trusted computing base. In existing approaches such as TGA and Terra, changes to the network management infrastructure would alter the attestation measurements. The job security manager architecture allows the grid provider to manage their network infrastructure freely without affecting users.

There are a number of different ways a user might connect to a grid job during its execution life-cycle. The user may want to perform computational steering, or retrieve partially completed results. Alternatively the grid job may connect back to the user (or a service of their choice) during execution to push down the grid job results or deliver a status update. The job attestation service proxy is able to initiate a protected channel for
both incoming and outgoing network connections, so it is flexible enough to deal with all these data exchange scenarios.

Changes in application security requirements will become commonplace as existing organisations shift from using a local trusted network to a remote grid infrastructure. A secondary benefit of this architecture is that it allows security to be easily retrofitted onto existing code. Users can make use of protected network communications without making any modifications to their grid jobs. Confidentiality protection can be added to the protected channel established by the job attestation service, in addition to integrity protection, if the user requires it. This allows organisations to add security protection to existing applications to deal with the new threats that arise in the grid.

Remote attestation cannot be completely transparent. Although no modification is required to the grid job to support attestation, the responsibility is placed on the user to verify the measurements. Grid job integrity can be verified by a wide variety of client systems because the verifier does not need a TPM in their computer. Nevertheless there are potential interoperability problems because client applications and bespoke systems need to be modified to perform remote attestation.

The job attestation service can establish the protected channel prior to exchanging the attestation measurements. This approach has the advantage that existing protocols such as TLS [35] and IPSec [168] do not need to be modified, but with the drawback that existing client software must be adapted to retrieve and verify the remote attestation measurements. An alternative is to adapt a protocol such as IPSec to include exchange of attestation measurements as part of the security association [168], permitting interoperability with legacy applications.

### 4.6.3 Remotely Attesting a Grid Job

Grid job attestation is not as simple as measuring the job itself. The job attestation service must allow the user to establish trust in all the components that are involved in the trust chain. Several components are part of the trusted computing base, including the job security manager and the virtual machine monitor.
Conceptually the user must verify two parts of the system. Firstly, a measurement proving the integrity of the trusted execution environment, and secondly a measurement of the grid job running within it. Both of these measurements are exchanged with the user by the job attestation service.

Attestation was initially designed to measure a single computing platform. The TCG have released specifications for the PC describing how the TPM can be used to measure each stage in the boot cycle up to the operating-system [166]. With the introduction of virtualisation a single platform might be running many virtual machines each containing their own operating-system and software. The attestation of virtual machines is complicated because they are not aware they are virtualised, and thus cannot directly measure the underlying virtualisation platform.

A new approach is needed to support attestation for virtual machines. Berger et al. describe a solution in their work on virtual TPMs [15] (see Section 2.3.7 for further details). The initial stages of the boot cycle are the same as with a normal PC platform. The virtual machine monitor is one of the first pieces of software loaded, and its measurement is stored in the physical TPM\(^2\). When a virtual machine is created these existing measurements are copied into its virtual TPM. The virtual TPM continues to store measurements for the virtual machine itself. The user can now verify the integrity of both the virtual machine and its underlying virtualisation platform using attestation.

There is a need to use attestation to verify networks of computers and not just individual platforms. IBM’s existing work on VTPMs assumes that each virtual machine is completely isolated, so it can be measured individually. In the architecture proposed here this approach would not be useful. The grid job virtual machine cannot be measured separately because it relies on the job security manager to enforce a trusted execution environment. An extension to IBM’s work is necessary to support the concept of coalitions of virtual machines that are tightly coupled together, where measuring one without the other would be insufficient (see Section 7.4 for a detailed discussion of coalitions).

\(^2\)An added complication here is that the trusted virtualisation software might include other components, such as a Management virtual machine, that would also need to be measured (this is discussed further in Section 7.3)
The problem of attesting the grid job is simplified because the virtual machines form a hierarchy. The job security manager virtual machine loads before the grid job, because it provides it with secure access to disk storage. The solution is to have the job security manager use the trusted computing authenticated boot process and then measure the grid job. The virtual TPM now contains a hierarchy of measurements from the virtual machine monitor through to the job security manager and the grid job itself (see Figure 14). This is a change from the IBM architecture [15] because the virtual TPM contains measurements for more than one virtual machine. The job attestation service can now verify the measurement of the grid job together with all the other components relies upon to support the trusted execution environment.

The job security manager needs to measure the grid job virtual machine in order to attest it. Normally virtual machines are completely isolated and cannot access each other’s data. The virtual machine monitor permits the job security manager to virtualise the storage of the grid job it is attached to. The secure storage service has access to a set of data files that each contain a data storage partition used by the grid job. Before the grid job starts the secure storage service can decrypt and read these data files to generate a measurement for the grid job. The job attestation service uses this measurement to verify the integrity of the grid job.

A number of different attestation schemes can be implemented by the job security manager architecture. The job security manager can perform a new approach to attestation that is particularly suited to grid jobs (this is the subject of Chapter 5), but also a number of alternative approaches that have been suggested by other researchers. Some forms of attestation are easier to implement than others, however.

The attestation scheme used by Terra can be implemented by having the secure storage service read and hash a subset of the grid job data partitions every time attestation is requested. Some data partitions are used to hold dynamic data, and these are not measured.
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These partitions are protected from modification using the integrity-protection feature of the secure storage service. If the static data is altered the measurement will change, so the measured subset of data partitions should be chosen carefully.

The secure storage service is not well suited to attestation schemes that operate on a low level of granularity. The IBM Integrity Measurement Architecture measures each executable file and library as it is loaded during software execution, which can be verified later using attestation. This style of attestation cannot easily be implemented by the job security manager because it sees the grid job data files as a collection of disk sectors. It does not have access to the filesystem drivers necessary to identify individual files and folders. Removing filesystem support from the secure storage service reduces its complexity, simplifying attestation and reducing the likelihood of vulnerabilities. It also ensures that the architecture works with legacy grid jobs implementing any arbitrary filesystem.

Attestation schemes that measure individual files can be implemented at the expense of increasing the complexity of the job security manager. Filesystem drivers can be installed within the job security manager. The device drivers used to access the physical storage device remain in the management virtual machine administered by the grid provider. The secure storage service can now read individual files from the grid job and use these to create the attestation measurement. The grid job is still unaware this measurement is taking place, so this approach maintains compatibility with unmodified grid jobs.

4.7 Conclusion

One of the key problems with existing trusted computing grid solutions is a lack of interoperability. Complex changes must be made to existing grid middleware, but this precludes re-use of existing software. There is a danger that a trusted grid might become an enclave used only by those communities that have particularly strong security requirements, rather than a widely accepted mainstream technology.

The job security manager offers a solution to this interoperability problem. The security functions are placed in a portable virtual machine. The functions operate using virtualisation, beneath the level of existing software. As a result no changes are required to existing
grid jobs or middleware to use the job security manager. This is a significant improvement over existing state of the art research.

The job security manager is a secure foundation that can form the foundation of a trusted global grid. Since it is small and simple, it is meaningful and feasible to verify using attestation. However users must check the integrity of more than just the job security manager to know that a grid job has run securely — they must also verify the grid job itself. The next chapter goes on to examine a new form of attestation that is particularly suited to grid jobs running in public-resource computing style environments.
5 Attestation on The Grid

5.1 Introduction

Attestation is an exciting security primitive that makes it possible to extend trust over the varied distributed systems that comprise the grid. When software is run on remote platforms beyond local administrative control, it is difficult to ensure that security policies will be appropriately applied and enforced. There may be numerous potential attackers, such as rival organisations sharing the same infrastructure, and insiders with physical access to the remote platform.

In conventional approaches it is necessary to take it on trust that countermeasures have been appropriately applied. In a grid context, a single mis-configuration in the data centre, or an unpatched component, could render grid jobs vulnerable to a variety of threats. Attestation offers huge potential to improve this situation because it allows users to measure the identity of remote systems, and thus ensure that appropriate technical measures are in place to protect data assets deployed on the grid.

On the face of it attestation seems to be little more than a code-signing digital signature. A digital signature is typically used by a vendor to sign a published software package in order to prove its origin and integrity to customers who receive the software through potentially untrustworthy distribution channels. Likewise, attestation uses a digital signature to prove the origin and integrity of software running on a computer system. So why have so many researchers developed alternative approaches to using attestation (as described in Chapter 3)?

Trusted computing remote attestation differs from traditional digital signatures in the potentially high-degree of uncertainty in the identity of the object being signed. In the case of a traditional digital signature the receiver has possession of the object, and therefore its identity is self-evident. When a user requests remote attestation, they are not in control of the identity of the system being measured. They must rely on the trusted computing infrastructure to correctly capture and relay the identity of the remote object. Many problems with trusted computing arise from the potential for an unknown discrepancy between the actual and the measured identity of an object.
One important use for attestation in the grid is to confirm that jobs have run free from tampering and interference. The grid job can attest itself to the user when collecting the results to show that it has not been replaced with a Trojan horse that might tamper with the data. The results data can be protected with a key sealed to the identity of the grid job to enforce its integrity throughout its life-time.

If the user requires confidentiality protection for their data it is not sufficient to have the grid job attest itself when retrieving the results. In addition the grid host must be attested when the grid job is dispatched. Otherwise, a malicious platform might tamper with the execution of the grid job causing sensitive data to be leaked to the attacker. Although confidentiality protection is optional, for completeness the rest of this chapter will normally assume that it is required.

When a platform is first switched on, an authenticated boot process takes place where all software is measured prior to execution. Once these measurements are made they will usually remain unaltered even though the state of the platform may continue to change. The attestation measurement represents the state of the platform when it was first booted, not its state at the current point in time. The idea here is that any Trojan horse software that is present on the system will be detected by the initial authenticated boot measurement.

It is important to understand that a platform reboot is a significant event in the context of attestation. After the platform is rebooted a fresh authenticated boot process takes place. At this point changes to the state of the grid job during its previous execution will be measured. For example state changes could include temporary data and results written to the disk. These changes can cause a difficulty for a user attesting the grid job at a later time when collecting the results, because the measurement will have changed from its initial value when the grid job was first dispatched.

This chapter examines a number of ways that jobs running in a grid environment can attest themselves to users. Shortcomings with existing approaches to attestation led to the development of a new scheme called origin attestation that is more suited to grid environments, where uncontrolled reboot events may occur frequently due to system maintenance or failure.
5.2 Problems with Attestation

5.2.1 Entire-state Attestation

Attesting the entire data state works well for a limited category of grid jobs. Assume that a user submits, say, one thousand jobs that each run for one hour before returning results. If any of the grid hosts needs to be rebooted (for example due to a power failure), the attestation measurement will be recalculated. If the grid job stores no state information during execution, and the results are stored in memory and not written to disk, the attestation measurement will remain the same as when it was dispatched. The user can verify this measurement when retrieving the results by comparing it to the original value.

In the more likely case where the grid job stores some state information, the attestation measurement will be altered. When retrieving the results, the grid job will fail attestation because the hash does not match that the value expected by the user. Since the grid jobs are short-term, this will not be a major problem for the user and they can simply re-submit the failed job. This analysis shows that this approach works well in environments where very few failures or platform reboots occur, or for short-term grid jobs for which the time penalty of resubmission is low.

Unfortunately most grids are designed to support long-running grid jobs with a high degree of fault-tolerance. Consider the case of a grid job that runs for many days to complete a computation. If the platform restarts, the attestation measurement will be invalidated, and the user will no longer be able to successfully retrieve results from the attested grid job. The only solution is to restart the job, leading to days of lost CPU time and an unacceptable quality of service.

Another important category of grid for which attesting the entire job state fails is public resource computing. In these scenarios, grid jobs are run on computers that are shared with other interactive users, who may be physically using the computer system. For example, consider a cycle-stealing application where grid jobs are run on workstations located throughout an enterprise, or Seti@Home style computing [8] where grid jobs are run on users’ home computers. Such systems cannot be relied upon to run for any length
of time without interruption. If the computation runs for several days, it is very likely that
the owner of the platform will reboot or shutdown the system, invalidating the attestation
measurements and necessitating a complete re-submission of the grid job.

A final category of grid job for which attesting the entire job data is inappropriate is
cloud-computing type delivery models. In this model the grid would need to support access
to critical business data over a long period of time. Consider a web service, for example,
where the cloud is used to give guaranteed levels of performance, storage, and throughput
for a large corporate web site [130]. In software-as-a-service distribution models, it would
clearly be unacceptable if the availability of business-critical data was affected because the
attestation measurement was invalidated after a platform reboot. Software-as-a-service
models must support very long-term execution of grid jobs with reliable guarantees over
access to the outsourced data.

5.2.2 Partial-state Attestation

To successfully have long-running jobs attest themselves, it is necessary to implement more
complex attestation schemes. Many researchers have observed similar problems with attes-
tation, and proposed a number of solutions mostly based on the idea of separating out the
more static parts of the system for measurement (see Chapter 3 for further details).

Unfortunately these approaches are currently unsuitable for the grid. The remainder of
this section examines the limitations of these attestation schemes in the grid context.

Simplifying attestation by restricting measurements to the binary executables them-
selves (for example, IBM's Integrity Measurement Architecture [143]) can lead to insur-
mountable problems due to the number of possible legitimate variations. For example,
Jones reports that in the first six months of 2007 there were 36 patches released for Mi-
crosoft Windows XP, 281 patches for Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 4.0, and Apple
fixed a total of 60 vulnerabilities in OS X [78]. The number of valid attestation values for
software varies with the factorial of the number of patches, assuming that the vendor allows
subsets of the available patches to be applied according to customer requirements.

This leads to an unmanageable situation where the number of valid software identities
for a single product becomes far too large to cope with through the release of digital signatures. In its present state, attestation is not well suited to mainstream operating-systems and other complex software due to the huge number of potentially valid identities.

Attestation is seen as being a threat to open-source software [137]. When the developer has access to the source code they can compile their own software. In this case the identity would change depending on a variety of complex factors, including the exact version of the compiler and software libraries in use. In open-source operating-systems it is common to patch the kernel to provide support for custom hardware, for example, leading to an almost limitless number of valid kernel images.

With closed sourced systems, such as Microsoft Windows, there is only a single version of the kernel and a large but still limited number of drivers available. Under trusted computing, open-source systems are said to suffer because it becomes impossible for any distribution authority to attest to a de facto version of the software while allowing full freedom for users and developers. This has led the free software advocate Richard Stallman to tag trusted computing as ‘Treacherous Computing’ [57], since it threatens the movement for open-source computing platforms.

Isolating the static, attestable components, from the highly variable temporary data in applications is itself a difficult problem. Difficulties arise because legacy software has not been specifically designed to accommodate attestation. It is typically insufficient to measure only executable code, as the following example will demonstrate.

Consider a firewall application. To determine the trustworthiness of the firewall it is necessary to have an attestation measurement of both the enforcement software and the policy configuration files. Without this distinction it will be impossible to tell the difference between a firewall that allows illegitimate inbound and outbound traffic, and one that correctly implements corporate policy.

Manual analysis is necessary to determine the exact data that should be attested. This process is expensive as it ideally needs the involvement of both domain- and security-experts. A careful balance needs to be struck between ensuring that the firewall cannot be maliciously subverted (measuring a lot of state information) and reducing the complexity
of the attestation measurement (measuring less state information). The cost of adding attestation support to legacy applications is one of the key barriers to the mainstream adoption of attestation as a universal mechanism of trust negotiation between networked components.

In some cases legacy software is likely to require a significant re-design to support attestation. Take for example BOINC, a popular middleware platform for public-resource computing used for science projects such as Seti@home [7]. McCure et al. suggest an architecture where the project science server verifies results from clients using the attestation measurement of the science application [108].

A detailed analysis of the operation of BOINC [32] reveals that this approach fails in practice. The BOINC client saves a cached copy of the science project’s home page every time it runs. A hidden tag embedded in the web page is used to retrieve the location of the server that hands out jobs and accepts results. By manipulating this file, an attacker could redirect the results to a rogue server. Including this file in the attestation state for BOINC clients is infeasible, as the measurement would change every time the project home page is updated. This example shows that determining the appropriate boundaries for measurement can be difficult, and often requires a detailed understanding of the underlying code.

The need for software modifications arises primarily because existing applications have not been designed to support attestation. In grid scenarios, there is typically a requirement to support the execution of dynamic, user-generated jobs. Many grid users are unlikely to have the expertise necessary to correctly implement attestation for their jobs without the support of a security specialist. For many grid applications the result is that attestation functionality will simply not be available.

Another problem with attestation in its current form is a lack of support for legacy software. Applications cannot be re-designed to support attestation if the source code is no longer available, or if the application is closed-source and the vendor is unwilling, or unable, to implement the required changes and provide ongoing support.

Trusted computing significantly increases the vulnerability surface of applications, and
therefore increases the difficulty of writing secure code. Traditionally, developers concerned with application security have focused on preventing vulnerabilities that allow attackers to execute privileged code. As a result, it is industry best practice to run code with the least privileges necessary to perform its function [73].

Preventing privilege-escalation attacks will not help reduce the impact of vulnerabilities in attested code. Most software bugs, regardless of whether they allow privilege escalation, will allow an attacker to replace an attested application with a Trojan horse. For example a buffer-overflow vulnerability will allow an attacker to inject arbitrary code into the memory space of the affected application. The attacker can then alter the behaviour of the attested software. The behaviour-conformance advantages of attestation can easily be lost, because the vulnerability surface is much larger than it is in the majority of software in use today.

The increased vulnerability surface restricts the category of applications for which attestation can be used. A necessary consequence of this is that attestation can only be used reliably for small, simple applications, or those for which the probability of bugs resulting in arbitrary code execution can be minimised. Microsoft’s NGSCB [122], for example, requires legacy applications to be ported to a trusted operating-system. The need for re-implementation would cause significant problems for grid-type environments as it would restrict the ability to run open, interoperable operating-systems and code.

Remote attestation holds great promise for the grid, where there is a need to automatically establish trust in hundreds, or even thousands of service providers, where non-technical means of establishing trust break down. Attestation is not a “magic bullet” that can be easily deployed to solve these problems. This section has addressed many issues with attestation that mean that, in its present form, it is not well suited to the grid.

A grid that can only run software designed to support attestation can only meet the needs of a niche community whose members have the necessary time and security expertise to produce such systems. A specialised, secure subset of the grid is in opposition to the research community’s vision of an inclusive, global grid that might change the nature of commodity computing on a wide scale.
5.2.3 Formalising Existing Approaches

This section presents a more formal analysis of the existing attestation schemes. This analysis will help clarify their shortcomings, and will serve as a useful introduction to the following section, which uses the same formal representation to describe how origin attestation improves on these earlier approaches.

Consider a simple approach for grid job attestation where the entire grid job and the associated (stored) state is measured. Let $s_0$ represent the state of the grid job when it is dispatched. In a typical grid job, the state will change over time as temporary values and new results are written to the disk. Each successive state $s_x$ represents a new, changed state of the system when a new attestation measurement is made, for example following a platform reboot.

Let $M()$ be a function that takes the state of the system as input and produces a unique attestation measurement for each possible input value. Typically, $M()$ would be a hash measurement of the grid job state data, and this assumption would not hold due to hash collisions, but these issues can be safely ignored for the purposes of this discussion.

Let us assume a simple scenario where the user dispatches a grid job that runs to completion, and the results are then collected. When the user retrieves the results from the grid job in state $s_x$, the job is attested by checking that the measurement $M(s_x)$ corresponds to a valid job state $s_x$. Figure 15 shows the attestation values that would be produced for the given state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System state:</th>
<th>$s_0$</th>
<th>$s_1$</th>
<th>$s_2$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$s_n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement:</td>
<td>$M(s_0)$</td>
<td>$M(s_1)$</td>
<td>$M(s_2)$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$M(s_n)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Attestation of the Entire Grid Job State

Measuring the entire grid job state works well for grid jobs whose attestation measurement is unaltered between deployment and collection of the results. When the user dispatches the job, the initial measurement will be $M(s_0)$. Consider the case where the dispatched job is entirely self-contained – it computes a result in memory without writing any data to the disk. In this case, even if the platform is rebooted, the measurement will
remain at $s_0$ because the on-disk state remains unaltered.

If the same user dispatches the job and collects the results, they can easily verify the measurement $M(s_0)$ matches the expected value by remembering it at the time of dispatch. Alternatively, a third-party (such as the vendor that wrote the software) could sign a digital signature to vouch for the validity of $M(s_0)$. Digital signatures allow the results to be verified by a different user to the one who submitted the job.

Measuring the entire grid state causes problems for grid jobs whose attestation measurement is likely to be updated between dispatch and results collection. For example, consider the same scenario where the grid job contacts a server for the input data, and the grid jobs are run on users’ home computers (this represents a typical Seti@home style public-resource computing scenario).

The initial state will always be the same value of $s_0$. Once the user shuts down and restarts their computer, the system state will change to $s_x$, according to the input data and current state of the output data and temporary files written to the stored state. On retrieving the results, the user will have no way to determine whether $M(s_x)$ is valid. Enumerating every possible state would be impossible for software of any reasonable level of complexity, particularly taking into account possible non-deterministic values in the input or output data (for example, writing to the operating-system virtual memory page file). Measuring the entire grid job state is therefore not suitable for a substantial category of grid applications.

An alternative method proposed by several researchers involves separating the program state into a static portion of trusted code and data, $t$, and dynamic, non-security relevant state $u_x$ [54, 143, 122]. Again, assume that $u_0$ is the measurement of the dynamic state when the job is submitted, and $u_x$ represents a changed dynamic state during a subsequent attestation measurement. Figure 16 demonstrates the idea behind this attestation scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System state:</th>
<th>$t, u_0$</th>
<th>$t, u_1$</th>
<th>$t, u_2$</th>
<th>$\ldots$</th>
<th>$t, u_n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement:</td>
<td>$M(t)$</td>
<td>$M(t)$</td>
<td>$M(t)$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>$M(t)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: Attestation of the Partial Grid Job State

This approach has the same advantages as grid jobs where the entire state is measured
and the attestation measurement does not alter from the time of dispatch. At every possible system state \( u_x \), the attestation measurement is always the same, \( M(t) \). The user who receives the results can either verify \( M(t) \) based on the known value during job submission, or a third-party could digitally sign the measurement \( M(t) \) to vouch that it corresponds to a trustworthy software distribution.

There are a number of serious shortcomings with approaches that separate out static state for attestation. The most serious of these is the need to segment the job state into a trusted state, and a dynamic untrusted state. These decisions need to be made using manual processes that are time-consuming and highly prone to error. In general, changes may be required to the source code of the software to support a clean division of the trusted and insecure state (further discussion of these problems can be found in the previous subsection). As a result, this attestation approach does not align well with the vision of an open, ubiquitous and easy to use grid platform.

5.3 A New Approach to Attestation

5.3.1 Origin Attestation

Origin attestation is a new form of attestation that overcomes many of the problems in existing approaches. Origin attestation always returns the measurement of the grid job state at the point of dispatch, or origin, rather than its state at the current point in time (see Figure 17). Each time the state of the system changes and is re-attested, the historical measurement of the grid job at the point of dispatch, \( M(s_0) \), is returned.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{System state:} & s_0 & s_1 & s_2 & \ldots & s_n \\
\text{Measurement:} & M(s_0) & M(s_0) & M(s_0) & \ldots & M(s_0) \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 17: Origin Attestation

This has the same advantages of whole job attestation, where the value \( M(s_0) \) can be easily verified because it is well known. It overcomes the problems of whole job attestation, because even if the state of the system changes during execution the attestation measurement remains a constant value \( M(s_0) \). Origin attestation does not require the job state
to be divided into static and dynamic portions in order to achieve a constant measurement value like other approaches, so it can be applied automatically to all legacy grid jobs without modification.

It may seem unusual that origin attestation returns a historical measurement that tells the attester only something about the state of the system in the past. After all, an attacker could have maliciously modified the job in the intervening time to replace it with a Trojan horse. Origin attestation is designed to work on a host that provides a trusted execution environment to prevent external modifications to the grid job state. An attacker cannot maliciously modify the grid job because it is protected using memory protection and secure storage.

When using origin attestation, the attester must examine $M(s_0)$ to determine that the job is running in a trusted execution environment (using the approach described in Section 4.6.3). If this is the case, then the attester can conclude that any changes to the grid job state must have occurred through legitimate execution of the grid job. The attester can additionally verify the grid job measurement comprised in $M(s_0)$ to ensure the job is not an impostor. So origin attestation allows the job to be verified while disregarding irrelevant changes to the job state that result from normal execution behaviour.

To illustrate how origin attestation works for a typical grid job take, again, the example of a Seti@home style grid job run on home computers, where every grid job is an identical executable program. The project server dispatches the grid job in state $s_0$. $s_0$ is a well known, constant value. During execution, the job contacts the project server to obtain a unique set of input data and begins execution. The user then shuts down their computer and upon restart the system is in, say, state $s_1$. The job completes and contacts the project server to return the results. The job attests itself using origin attestation with the measurement $M(s_0)$, which the project server verifies corresponds to a genuine job executable, and additionally verifies that the job is running in a trusted execution environment. Since the results were produced from a valid grid job executable, and the owner of the platform did not tamper with the results, the project can conclude that the results are valid.

It might seem somewhat surprising that the TPM could produce an attestation mea-
surement for a platform state that no longer exists. The key here is to understand that, from the point of view of the TPM, the attestation measurement is based on arbitrary values given to it by software. Most existing researchers have based this measurement on executables and data currently stored on persistent storage, but there is no requirement to do this. In origin attestation trusted software that runs earlier in the authenticated boot cycle stores a measurement of the grid job when it is first dispatched to the platform, and this value is replayed in subsequent attestation challenges.

Attestation involves a digital signature of the values stored in the platform configuration registers (PCRs) within the TPM. Each measurement takes place by concatenating it with the previous value held in the requested register, and then hashing the result (as described in Section 2.3.3). Normally when software loads, a series of measurements are made into the same PCR representing the hashes of each software component that is loaded from disk.

Origin attestation involves trusted software setting the PCRs to a historic value representing the state of the platform in the past. The sequence of measurements comprising $M(s_0)$ are held in protected storage where it cannot be modified by unauthorised software. The sequence of hash values are retrieved from protected storage and each measurement in turn is extended into the relevant PCR. Once this process is complete the PCRs will be set to the identical values representing $M(s_0)$, and attestation can be performed as usual.

Attesting the trusted execution environment when the results are retrieved is sufficient to prove that the integrity protection was enforced throughout the execution life-cycle. To see why this is the case, consider that at some point prior to attestation an attacker tampered with the job stored on the disk. When the trusted execution environment restarts the secure storage service will detect the modifications and it will refuse to continue grid job execution. The changes can be detected because the hash of the read data will not match the hash value written to protected storage when the grid job was last securely shutdown.

Also, consider what happens if the grid job is tampered with prior to its first execution. When the user dispatches the grid job they verify the grid host using attestation and then transfer the data over an integrity-protected, authenticated channel. As the data is written to disk, the data hashes are generated and written to protected storage. The attacker
cannot manipulate the hashes at this stage because the platform is attested to ensure it does not contain malicious code.

Origin attestation is easy to implement within the job security manager described in Chapter 4. The secure storage service is modified to store the initial measurement $M(s_0)$ in protected storage. The measurement is calculated by hashing the initial job state as it is written to disk after being dispatched by the user over a secure communications channel. The measurement is sealed so that it can only be accessed by the job security manager, and it remains unaltered throughout the lifetime of the grid job. The job attestation service retrieves the initial measurement from protected storage each time attestation is requested.

5.3.2 Discussion

Origin attestation is more suited to short-term grid jobs because the measurement at the point of origin becomes less useful after a long period of time has passed. Consider the example of a software-as-a-service model where a company outsources an email server onto third-party infrastructure. The company would like to use origin attestation to determine that the server has the most recent security patches applied before allowing it to process an email containing their intellectual property. The origin attestation measurement will only reveal the state of the server when it was first deployed, and the measurement will not confirm what state changes, such as security patches, have occurred since that time.

These problems are not so much related to the length of running time as they are with the degree of resolution the attester needs over exactly what state changes have occurred. For example, a long-running grid job that runs independently on a computational problem would not suffer from these drawbacks, because the attester knows that all the state changes are the result of normal execution. Origin attestation is less useful when the attester needs detailed resolution of the current state of a system, especially when that system undergoes frequent security-relevant changes to its state.

A detailed knowledge of the current state of a software system is sometimes unnecessary provided it is known that the normal execution behaviour is secure. In origin attestation the trusted execution environment protects against unwanted external interference to the
job state, so all remaining changes must have been requested by the job itself. Take, again, the example of an email server on the cloud, where the user would like to determine that up-to-date security patches are installed. Origin attestation cannot prove the current state of the system. Provided, however, the email server regularly self-updates as a result of normal execution, the user may take it on trust that the current security patches have been applied.

There is a risk that the security updates failed, for example due to a broken network connection. The email server can be designed to resist such failures by refusing to service requests until the update server has been contacted and all updates discovered are successfully installed. There is a greater risk involved in using origin attestation because it does not detect silent failures, but the risk can be managed even for long-running services.

Origin attestation is weaker than traditional forms of attestation because the user has no way to determine whether malicious changes have occurred since the job was deployed. The trusted execution environment protects against external malicious changes, such as replacing a binary file with a virus on persistent storage, but not changes that are requested by the job itself during normal execution.

For example, consider a job that contains a vulnerability allowing an attacker to execute privileged code. The attacker can insert a backdoor into the system allowing them privileged access in the future even if security patches fixing the vulnerability are later applied. Using origin attestation there is no way to detect the malicious changes that have occurred since deployment. In traditional attestation approaches, persistent backdoors can be detected because they result in a change to the binary files on disk, and these changes will be detected when re-attestation is triggered, such as following a platform reset.

Other forms of attestation only provide weak protection against vulnerabilities in the attested software, so the fact that origin attestation is also weak in this area is not a significant detraction. The general problem in this area is that attestation does not detect in-memory modifications. An attacker need only shift their strategy and ensure that all attacks modify binaries in memory and not on persistent storage to avoid detection. Origin attestation is thus no weaker than other forms of attestation in this regard.
However, if the attacker does insert a backdoor into the system this may allow them access to the system in the future even if the vulnerability is patched. Other forms of attestation can identify backdoors provided the modified files form part of the measured state of the system. Provided origin attestation is used for relatively short-running jobs the lack of detection of persistent backdoors does not represent a major shortcoming.

Origin attestation is compatible with grid job migration across platforms with some additional support from the host platform. Consider a job in state $s_x$ that is migrated to another platform. Normally this platform would measure the state of the job at the point of dispatch, which in this case would be $M(s_x)$. Unless the grid job was migrated in state $s_0$, origin attestation will fail after migration because the attester will have no way to verify a value like $M(s_1)$, say. A relatively simple fix to this problem is to allow the host platform to securely migrate the measurement $M(s_0)$ to the target platform during migration. When the grid job is measured it will then return the correct value $M(s_0)$ following migration. As long as the measurement cannot be tampered with during migration, and the $M(s_0)$ is associated with the correct grid job and not an impostor, the security guarantees of origin attestation should hold.

Although this section has focused on applications of origin attestation for grid jobs, the approach is widely applicable to software in other scenarios. Consider the example of an Internet bank that distributes packaged virtual machines to customers that contain a safe web browsing environment for customers to access their bank account. Using normal attestation methods the virtual machine measurement would need to be specifically programmed to disregard state changes, such as the browser cache, that result in unpredictable changes to the overall state of the virtual machine. Under origin attestation, the bank need only verify the measurement $M(s_0)$ matches the virtual machine originally dispatched to customers.

Since this research was performed a similar concept has been published by Paul England from Microsoft, which he terms birth certificates [41]. The focus of this work is on the use of attestation within enterprise computing environments where IT personnel wish to verify the state of machines under their control, such as employees’ laptop computers. The
independent discovery of this concept in other application domains underlines that this approach has wider use beyond grid computing.

**Checkpointing** allows origin attestation to detect malicious changes to a system resulting from an exploited vulnerability. Returning to the example of an Internet bank that distributes a safe browsing environment to customers, the bank is concerned that some customers are running VMs that at one time contained a web browser vulnerability that attackers have used to install a backdoor Trojan onto the system to steal password details. Using checkpointing the bank resubmits a fresh virtual machine to customers after a serious vulnerability has been patched. The bank uses origin attestation to ensure that all customers are using the latest checkpoint virtual machine image.

Checkpointing is a useful solution for software that does not store data that must be maintained between checkpoints. In the example of a safe browser for Internet banking, replacing the software is easy because no important persistent data is stored on the client. On the other hand, consider a peer-to-peer collaboration environment for working on office documents. Once checkpointing has been performed all historical data would belong in a separate compartment that would fail attestation because it does not conform to the latest checkpoint image. Collaboration on historical documents would then no longer be possible, which is likely to be unacceptable to users.

Solutions to this problem do exist but they rely on a migration system that exchanges data between trusted execution environments. Such a system would be complex to build because it must ensure that it does not migrate Trojan horses along with the data. Origin attestation has been designed mainly to facilitate use in grid environments where the job can be resubmitted without any risk of permanent data loss.

### 5.4 Case-study: Public-resource Computing

This section explores a case-study showing how the job security manager architecture presented in the previous chapter can be combined with origin attestation to deliver a public-resource computing (PRC) solution.

First consider BOINC [7], a prevalent middleware platform for PRC projects. BOINC
implements a number of server- and client-side middleware components. On the client side, a controller application allows the user to select PRC projects they wish to join. The controller allows the user to run multiple science applications at the same time. The user may choose from a number of projects that are built on BOINC including Climateprediction.net [159], Seti@Home [8], and many others.

When a user joins a science project the controller contacts the project’s servers and fetches a science application. It also authenticates the user using their username and password so their results can be tracked on the project leaderboard. The server-side BOINC components, which form part of the project’s servers, are responsible for generating work units for the science application to process, and retrieving results sent in by the controller.

One key problem with BOINC is that there is no way to enforce data integrity protection. The controller and science applications run directly on a user’s home computer and therefore can easily be compromised by malware. The current solution to this problem is to re-submit the same work unit to many different users and only accept the results when a particular number of the results match.

This case-study considers the following scenario. It is desired to update BOINC to run on a trusted grid architecture to avoid the need to resubmit work units unnecessarily. Integrity protection will allow any changes to the results, the science application or other trusted software to be detected, and the results discarded. The BOINC developers would like the new system to meet the following constraints:

- Make minimal changes to the existing software. This includes the controller, the server-side components, and also existing science applications.

- Not all users have a platform containing a TPM and trusted virtualisation software. The software has to interoperate with existing legacy users.

- It must be possible to run BOINC like any other virtual machine. Users should not be expected to replace their underlying virtualisation software with a more secure version compatible with BOINC.

- The new system will protect the integrity of the results. There is no desire at present
to support confidentiality, but this might be required in the future and it should be possible to upgrade without difficulty.

- Individual science projects have no particular reason to trust other science projects that use the BOINC platform. Since BOINC is an open platform, anyone can join it, including potentially malicious individuals. As a result, it should be possible to prevent one project from affecting the results of another.

The basis for the solution will be the job security manager presented in Section 4.4. The secure storage service will be used to provide integrity of the software and data while it is executing on participants’ computers. The job attestation service will be used to verify the integrity of the client system when retrieving the results to ensure it has not been maliciously or accidentally tampered with.

The job security manager architecture has a number of properties that make it well suited to the project’s requirements. Firstly, because the security layer is pushed down to the participant’s computer, it does not require any changes to their existing virtualisation platform. In addition, it can run on any virtualisation platform offering a TPM that is trusted by the science project. Secondly very few changes are required to BOINC to support the new platform. The controller and science applications do not need any modifications, since the security functions such as attestation are performed within the job security manager. Thirdly, since the job security manager can already support confidentiality (see Section 4.5.2), this capability can easily be added later on.

The architecture chosen for the deployment is shown in Figure 18. The BOINC project team plan to develop a job security manager virtual machine to help support the new version of BOINC. Each project’s science application will run in a dedicated virtual machine together with a controller to handle delivery of the results. If the user is participating in more than one science project using the BOINC platform, they can control the CPU-time allocated to each virtual machine to adjust the proportion of time they wish to allocate to each (this would be a feature supported by the virtual machine monitor rather than

---

4Changes are required to support launching of BOINC within a virtual machine, as discussed later, but most virtualisation environments should provide a simple way of doing this.
Figure 18: Public Resource Computing Case-study

BOINC itself).

Since individual science projects do not trust each other, the user will run each science application in its own virtual machine, packaged with its own instance of the job security manager. For example, a user might run one virtual machine configured to use Seti@home, and another configured to use Climateprediction.net. Since they run in separate virtual machines they are strongly isolated from each other and cannot affect the integrity of each others’ data.

In the new architecture a user performs the following steps to join a new science project:

1. The user downloads a new software package containing images for the job security manager and Seti@Home virtual machines.

2. The user configures and launches the virtual machines (the full details of the requirements for the virtualisation platform is given in Section 7.4).

3. The secure storage service within the job security manager ensures the controller and
science application are integrity protected during execution.

4. The controller starts running and presents a GUI allowing the user to enter their username and password. In fact this is identical to the existing BOINC controller except it does not allow a user to join more than one project (this must be done by launching separate virtual machines).

5. The controller contacts the science server in order to fetch the first work unit.

6. The job attestation service, which is virtualising access to the network, intercepts the connection request and attests the client platform to the science project server (this is described in further detail later).

7. The controller continues to function as normal, requesting work units and returning results as necessary. Each time a network connection is made the job attestation service performs an attestation handshake before establishing the connection.

8. The GUI is used to present the user with feedback and visualisations to monitor the progress of the analysis performed by the science application.

Using the origin attestation protocol described in this chapter means that no changes are required to the existing BOINC software to support attestation. The origin attestation measurement will always match the data that the user initially downloaded in stage 1 above, even across platform reboots. The origin attestation works as follows:

1. The job security manager begins execution for the first time. Each data partition attached to the job security manager is enumerated. In the example this includes one partition holding the controller, and another holding the science application.

2. Each data partition is read in its entirety and the resulting hash measurement is stored in a platform configuration register in the VTPM. A log of this sequence of measurements is then sealed in protected storage to the identity of the job security manager, so it can be retrieved after a platform reboot to perform origin attestation (as described in Section 5.3.1).
3. The data needed to support data integrity for the secure storage service (for example, disk block hashes) are saved to disk using protected storage under the VTPM, sealed to the identity of the job security manager, where they cannot be tampered with or accessed by other applications.

4. The Seti@Home virtual machine is booted. The secure storage service provides integrity protection for the controller and science application throughout execution. Each time data is read from the disk it is checked against the saved integrity hashes. As data is written to disk, the integrity hashes are updated to reflect the new values.

5. When the controller initiates a connection to the science servers, it does so using a network proxy with the job attestation service (using the process described in Section 4.6). The job attestation service initiates an attestation handshake with the project science servers.

6. The next time the job security manager starts up following a platform reboot, the disk hashes and measurement log are retrieved from protected storage. Provided the job security manager has not been tampered with it will be able to retrieve this data.

7. The original measurements in the log file are then replayed into the appropriate platform configuration registers.

8. The secure storage service then reads the disk hashes and ensures the science application and controller have not been tampered with as they are executed from disk.

Consider what happens during software updates to the controller or the science application. Normally these components will periodically contact the science server in order to retrieve an update. Since the secure storage service provides integrity protection, this update mechanism cannot be tampered with. Provided it takes place over an integrity protected channel (such as SSL), an attacker (including the user of the computer) cannot directly interfere with the update process.

One of the most attractive features of this solution is that very few changes are required to existing software. Since they operate in a virtual machine, the controller and science
applications continue to function as they would have if run directly on the user’s desktop. The secure storage service provides strong protection against attacks on integrity without requiring complex security software to be added to the user’s virtualisation software. As a result it is compatible with many different virtualisation architectures.

One of the disadvantages of origin attestation is that it is not possible to be certain which version of the software is currently running. In Section 5.3.2 this problem was described, along with a solution called checkpointing. Checkpointing can easily be implemented in this architecture. If a serious vulnerability is found in the science application, for example, the user can be prompted to download the update. They do this on their desktop computer and replace the virtual machine image of the science application (or a tool can do this for them automatically). A configuration option is set on the job security manager indicating that the next time it starts it must generate a fresh origin attestation measurement to reflect the software updates.

Care must be taken when performing checkpointing to take a fresh measurement of the entire system. If any part of the system remained unmeasured across a checkpoint, it would provide a persistent home for malware. The attack would proceed as follows: the attacker replaces the controller with a Trojan horse which infects the science application with malware. The attacker then rolls back the controller to a legitimate version and initiates a fresh checkpoint. To avoid these attacks, fresh measurements of every component must be made to ensure they do not contain a Trojan horse. If the controller is checkpointed, the science application must also be measured for the purposes of attestation. Note that one downside of checkpointing is that partially completed results and user credentials are discarded, but a checkpoint should be a relatively rare event, so this is unlikely to be a serious issue.

Not all users will have the necessary hardware and software to support a trusted grid. This includes a TPM, and virtualisation support from their host operating-system. BOINC can be designed to inter-operate with legacy systems. When a new work unit is retrieved, the job security manager performs attestation. When this is performed successfully work units can be labelled to ensure they are not given out again. On the other hand, work units
that are retrieved from legacy software that is not trusted can be given out to multiple computers, and the majority result chosen, as is done in the existing approach. This hybrid solution can take advantage of legacy computers as well as deriving maximum benefit from computers capable of supporting a trusted grid.

5.5 Conclusion

Public-resource style computing scenarios offer particular challenges for attestation. Each time the host computer is restarted the attestation measurements are re-calculated, making it difficult to pin down any static notion of identity. Software can be specially designed to overcome these limitations, but that creates barriers for wide interoperability and availability of a trusted grid on a global scale.

This chapter has explored origin attestation, a new approach that permits full interoperability with unaltered, legacy software. This is achieved by having the virtualisation layer measure the software before it is first executed. Since this measurement is stored in protected storage and retrieved each time the grid job is restarted, it remains consistent over time. Provided the initial state was secure, and a trusted execution environment has protected the job from outside interference during execution, a trust decision can be made on the basis of an origin attestation measurement.

The following chapter goes on to examine in detail how trusted execution environments can be adapted for use on the grid. The grid raises particular challenges for attestation, because the user might be offline at the time the job starts and unable to perform an integrity challenge. To solve this problem a new component, the key management service, is introduced to perform attestation on the user’s behalf.
6 A Solution to the Grid Middleware Problem

6.1 Introduction

The middleware problem is the high likelihood of security vulnerabilities in the software that drives grid systems. Grids currently rely on middleware software that has been designed to optimise performance and interoperability. These goals necessarily result in complex software that is likely to contain vulnerabilities. Indeed, the short history of grid middleware systems has proven this to be the case (the full justification for this argument is given later in Section 6.2).

The middleware problem leads to high impact attacks. Grid infrastructure is implicitly trusted in most current architectures. An attacker who compromises the grid middleware will gain access to all the grid user credentials delegated to that resource. They will also gain access to the sensitive grid job data accessible from that resource. The middleware problem therefore undermines the trust placed in grid systems.

There is a trust asymmetry problem in the grid. The user authenticates and delegates their credentials to the grid resource. Authentication helps the grid resource provider gain trust in the user, but the user has no way of knowing whether the grid resource is trustworthy. The user is forced to delegate their credentials to the grid resource with very little assurance over whether or not they will be misused.

One of the problems with grid credentials is that a large number of hosts typically require delegated access to them: schedulers, data management systems, information systems, and so on. The large number of systems holding delegated user credentials increases the probability that one of them will be stolen and misused.

Existing grid middleware solves the problem of credential misuse using proxy certificates. A proxy certificate is a copy of a user’s long-term credential with a shortened life-span. Attacks on the grid middleware leading to credential theft have a reduced impact because they can only be used for a limited time.

It can be argued that short-lived credentials do not fully solve the problems with delegation. Proxies typically last for around twelve hours [178]. In that time a significant
quantity of sensitive data could be modified or stolen. Proxy certificates do not support revocation [178] so attacks cannot be stopped within the user credential lifetime. Even if the lifetime is short, an attacker can repeatedly steal the credential using the same attack until they are discovered and mechanisms put in place to prevent it happening again.

There are usability issues with using very short-lived proxy credentials, as they may expire within the lifetime of the grid job. The problem is that the credential cannot be refreshed while the user is offline. This problem has been solved by having the grid middleware store users’ long-term credentials [50]. When the proxy credential expires, the grid middleware can immediately create a new one. Although this overcomes the usability problems of credential expiry, the security cost is significant because attackers can now steal users’ long-term keys.

Restricted credentials also suffer from usability problems. Restricted delegation can reduce the impact of attacks by limiting the privileges available to a user credential. However once the privileges attached to a credential have been restricted they cannot be re-gained without the user re-issuing a fresh credential. This creates usability problems because a delegated grid job may have insufficient access rights to execute successfully.

The previous discussion has demonstrated that proxy credentials are an inappropriate solution to the middleware problem because of security and usability limitations. A novel solution suggested in this chapter is to add additional security controls to prevent credential misuse. All grid jobs are pre-encrypted and trusted computing attestation is used to ensure that the data can only be accessed within a trusted execution environment. Credential theft no longer gives an attacker access to sensitive data because it is encrypted and integrity protected on disk during execution.

Exercising controls over data use on the grid can be seen as an example of a digital rights management platform. Trusted computing has received a negative reception because of its ability to be used to control content distribution by large providers such as the film and music industry [57, 9]. On the contrary, in this approach the user is empowered to control how their grid job is disseminated and protected on third-party systems. Grid data is given out with strict controls on the environment in which it can be used in order to
enhance security for the users of the system.

One of the key difficulties in building this architecture is maintaining interoperability with existing middleware systems. It is important to ensure that grid users continue to enjoy the performance and features of the existing grid middleware, while providing enhanced security for those that need it. Interoperability could be a major barrier to the introduction of the new architecture, so allowing an upgrade path is an important consideration.

Building trusted computing support into middleware systems is a time consuming and expensive process. Most existing grid systems are built around the assumption that the middleware is fully trusted. Adding trusted components would require substantial changes to the existing software design. One of the goals of the solution presented here is to decouple the security policy enforcement layer from the existing infrastructure, so it can easily interoperate with any grid middleware platform.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 argues that the middleware problem will become an increasing issue in the future and a deterrence to some organisations joining the grid. Section 6.3 discusses related work in solving the middleware problem, and its limitations. Section 6.4 describes a novel solution to the middleware problem that works by pre-encrypting grid jobs and distributing the keys within trusted execution environments using a new component called the key management service. Section 6.5 discusses a number of security policies that can be used to implement digital rights management and mandatory access controls for the grid.

6.2 The Middleware Problem

Grid middleware is a weak link in grid security. This section presents evidence that grid middleware will be one of the key security problems facing users of the grid in the future. The middleware problem is caused by the high likelihood of vulnerabilities that result in grid users’ data and credentials being compromised. Moving forward the middleware problem may lead to setbacks in the commercial adoption of the grid, and for other organisations who possess sensitive data.

To some extent grid middleware functionality mirrors, and seeks to replace, what was
previously the domain of the operating-system. Middleware allows grid jobs to abstract
over the differences in underlying technology and provides a uniform interface to common
grid functionality. Much like an operating-system, middleware has a high level of code
complexity and large quantities of privileged code, a combination that in the past has led to
operating-systems being one of the most popular targets for attack [172]. Grid middleware
shares many features in common with operating-systems that are likely to make it the
target of frequent and successful attacks in the future.

Software complexity tends to lead to security vulnerabilities [118]. The Globus toolkit
grid middleware software currently consists of nearly two million source lines of code (see
Figure 19). By comparison the Linux operating-system kernel consisted of over two million
lines of code in 2005 [17]. A recent study demonstrated evidence of one security vulnerability
for every 45,000 lines of code [4]. The complexity of grid middleware software is likely to
lead to a high number of security vulnerabilities.

Figure 19: Source Lines of Code (SLOC) Breakdown of the Globus Toolkit Version 4.0.3
(Total SLOC 1,816,203)

Figure 19 shows a breakdown of the size of various software components within a recent
version of the Globus Toolkit. Nearly three-quarters of the code is concentrated in the
largest six modules, implementing critical functionality including security, information ser-
dvices, data management, and the web services framework. Although this analysis focuses
on the Globus toolkit, this fact demonstrates the complexity of the core functionality that is common to all grid middleware software.

Security functionality is not the same as assurance. The complexity of grid middleware results in a lack of assurance that undermines the security functionality it offers. For example grid authentication and authorisation systems can be bypassed by exploiting bugs, such as a buffer overflow, that allow an attacker to execute arbitrary code. In Figure 19 the largest of all components in the Globus toolkit is the security layer, known as the GSI [50]. This is indicative of the huge amount of research invested in grid security services, the complexity of which potentially undermines the security they offer.

Looking back at the trends of vulnerabilities in the Globus Toolkit [60], there has been a general increase between versions (see Figure 20 below). It is hard to determine the exact cause of the increase. One reason is likely to be the increasing code complexity as new features are added. These figures are currently far below that of a modern operating-system, but one could argue that grid computing has received relatively little attention from the security community thus far. As the grid is increasingly used to process high value business assets, these figures can be anticipated to grow significantly.

![Figure 20: Globus Toolkit Security Advisories](image)

Although this analysis has focused on the Globus Toolkit it is intended to be indicative of grid middleware in general. The Globus Toolkit is among the most mature frameworks,
with a large user community, and as a result is the most promising candidate for analysis. It is also one of the few such projects to carefully document security vulnerabilities.

Grid middleware is an excellent focus for attack because it tends, by its very nature, to be ubiquitous across many domains. Similar to an operating-system, the middleware may represent an attractive target for attackers because a vulnerability can be re-used to compromise many different systems, representing a relatively high return on the time invested in discovering the vulnerability.

![Diagram of Grid Middleware Architecture](image)

**Figure 21: User Credential Delegation in a Typical Grid Middleware Architecture**

It is a good design practice to limit the amount of privileged code in a system. Grid middleware software eschews this principle. Many components have access to sensitive user credentials. Figure 21 shows a typical architecture. The user delegates to a super-scheduler, which selects an appropriate grid service provider based on information services, and then repeatedly delegates to grid services which coordinate to execute the grid job. What should be clear from the diagram is that many components are trusted to handle delegated user credentials.

The grid middleware problem leads to severe difficulties in the protection of grid credentials. The variety of services that need access to credentials greatly increases the amount of software that the user has to trust. This problem is made worse by the fact that popular grid middleware systems typically store the credentials unencrypted on the hard-disk [158].

The grid middleware problem also leads to problems protecting grid data. As shown in Figure 21, network-based storage is an efficient way to build grid infrastructure. Many execution nodes can share the same storage area, avoiding the need to copy the grid job...
data onto the execution node selected by the scheduler. The downside is that network-based storage increases the vulnerability surface of the grid provider. There is effectively no isolation of user data in the system, so that grid data integrity and confidentiality can be compromised by exploiting a vulnerability in any part of the service provider’s grid infrastructure.

The grid middleware problem is not trivial to solve. It is easy to criticise the existing designs for a lack of isolation of sensitive data. The grid middleware, however, needs access to user credentials to perform delegation. If these credentials were isolated in some way, for example using encryption, then it would be impossible to delegate user credentials, and jobs could not be executed. In other words, strong access controls are not a viable solution because the grid middleware needs authorisation to access credentials and sensitive data.

6.3 Analysis of Existing Solutions

A number of solutions to the grid malicious host problem have been suggested in the literature. The proposed solutions generally fall into two categories. The first attempt to enhance the protection of grid data, and the second look at ways of securing user credentials. A common feature of these solutions is a failure to address the middleware problem, as will be seen in the analysis that follows.

Many current grid platforms support confidentiality and integrity for the transfer of grid data, and this might lead users to believe that their grid data is adequately protected. For example the Globus GSI [50] supports the use of SSL to provide an integrity protected and encrypted network channel for transferring grid data using the gridFTP protocol [5]. These security mechanisms only protect the grid job data as it is passed over the network. Once the data has been transferred it is stored unprotected on the grid service providers’ infrastructure where it is left open to attacks on integrity and confidentiality.

One vision of the grid is as a large reliable storage platform. The idea is to have a remote data storage ‘cloud’ into which organisations can deposit data that can be read back at a later point. The gLite grid middleware architecture facilitates data encryption for remote data storage [149]. In this strategy the data is held offline on the grid and the
keys are retained by the data owner. Although this solution overcomes the middleware problem it is a rather specialised category of data grid. In the more general case of a grid that supports remote execution, this use of offline encryption is not possible.

Although virtualisation can provide enhanced isolation between grid jobs the protection is undermined by the middleware problem. A typical architecture is that used in the Globus Workspaces project [84] where the middleware and grid jobs are each run in their own virtual machine. The middleware virtual machine has access to the data and credentials for all the grid jobs running on the platform. If the attacker compromises the grid middleware they can compromise all the grid jobs and credentials available on the platform. The grid middleware is trusted not to break the job isolation, but the middleware problem undermines this trust.

The Trusted Grid Architecture (TGA) [96] attempts to solve the middleware problem using trusted computing attestation. The grid middleware first attests itself to the user, proving that it will protect data and credentials from attack. The grid job is then transferred over an encrypted and integrity protected network transport protocol. Grid jobs and middleware are run in virtual machines where they are protected against attacks from the host platform. Further details on the TGA are given in Section 4.3.

Attestation does not in itself enhance software security. If code is insecure, attesting it does not help the user because all it does is to prove that they are communicating with insecure software. This problem relates specifically to the solution used by TGA. The middleware is placed within the trusted computing base, despite the fact that the middleware problem means it is not trustworthy. Following attestation there is nothing to prevent compromise of the grid data and credentials. Attestation in itself cannot be a solution because the problem stems from a lack of isolation in the architectural design of grid middleware.

A straightforward way to enhance credential storage is to make use of trusted computing hardware. Researchers have used trusted computing to enhance the security of grid proxy credentials by protecting the private key using a hardware security co-processor [97, 102, 104]. The private key is protected by the hardware module, and only authorised software can access it to perform cryptographic operations (this research is discussed in further detail
Grid middleware must be authorised to access user credentials. When the private key is protected by the trusted computing TPM, grid middleware is authorised to authenticate using the credential. The digital signature operation is performed inside the hardware chip, so the private key is never directly exposed to the grid middleware. This prevents the key being read and copied out to another platform, but it does not prevent misuse of the key for unauthorised delegation and authentication. If the grid middleware is compromised an attacker can masquerade as another user by launching the attack from the system holding the credentials. It could be argued that these solutions protect the confidentiality of the private key, when what actually needs protecting against is the misuse of the corresponding credentials.

6.4 Solving the Middleware Problem

6.4.1 Grid Data Protection

Existing grid middleware does not sufficiently isolate sensitive data. A reasonable solution would be to re-design the grid architecture so that only trusted components are permitted to handle user data. The idea is to reduce the vulnerability surface by segmenting the grid middleware into a number of different trust levels.

Consider how grid middleware might be re-designed to enhance isolation between components. Data management servers might transfer data encrypted with cryptographic keys that are known only to the execution nodes. Execution nodes would be trusted to access the grid data, but data management services would not be. By segmenting the grid middleware in this way an attacker who compromised the data management service would be unable to access users’ data.

The problem with isolating sensitive grid data is that it requires extensive changes to the existing grid middleware. There is evidence that security issues resulting from a lack of isolation in grid middleware are gradually being addressed. For example the Open Grid Forum, a body involved with grid standardisation, lists isolation as a key requirement [13]. However, introducing isolation throughout the existing grid services would be a major
change to the current architecture and is unlikely to occur in the near future.

Technical challenges remain in using trusted computing to remotely establish trust in service providers. Even if a more secure grid middleware architecture became widely available, it would be difficult to use attestation to determine whether it was installed and configured securely. Attestation can measure the software running on a single computer but it cannot directly measure a network of computers running a variety of grid services. In addition, it is difficult to measure complex variable data such as configuration information to determine that it is secure.

Even if these problems were solved (perhaps by consolidating multiple measurements) the complexity of the overall system would be too high to enable trust determination for a large-scale community. The number of alternative, valid measurements across service providers would be so large that maintenance would quickly become unmanageable, as every configuration change made by a service provider would result in the need to publish a new measurement. Attestation works well when it is used to measure small amounts of trusted code, it does not work well when it is used to measure an entire network infrastructure.

A final problem is interoperability. As the onus is placed on grid service providers to implement a secure architecture, the likelihood increases that the grid might become either highly variable in the security protection it offers, or highly segmented to meet the demands of users with varying security requirements and expectations.

In light of these problems, improving the security of the existing grid middleware through greater isolation of sensitive data is not a feasible solution at this stage. The time and difficulty of re-engineering the existing architecture imposes a high cost. The complexity of the resulting software means that it would be difficult to use trusted computing to establish trust in the overall infrastructure.

The remainder of this chapter describes the design of a grid middleware security architecture that overcomes these problems. The security layer is decoupled from the existing grid middleware so that no re-design is necessary. The service provider is free to implement the software of their choice (on the grounds of manageability and performance, for example) without compromising security.
The job security manager architecture, initially described in Chapter 4, is expanded to protect grid job confidentiality and integrity as it moves across untrusted grid middleware software. A single trusted computing attestation measurement is sufficient to determine trust in the overall system, and the trusted software is simple enough that a large degree of trust could be placed in it.

If the user only requires integrity protection for their grid job, and has no confidentiality requirement, the problem can be partially solved using the job security manager architecture that has already been presented in the previous chapter. The grid middleware is given access to the unprotected grid job data. If the user’s data is tampered with, it will be detected when the results are retrieved. The job attestation service will attest to a measurement of the grid job, and the user can detect that the measurement does not match the expected value.

The job security manager architecture has limitations because the integrity of the grid job can only be verified while it is executing. The job attestation service runs as part of the job security manager, a virtual machine that is deployed alongside the grid job. The virtual machine terminates when the grid job has completed, so integrity measurements can no longer be made. It is common for results to be staged out by the grid middleware once the grid job has completed execution to avoid unnecessarily tying up execution resources.

A solution to providing offline integrity is to have the secure storage service store a digital signature of the grid job while it is shutting down. The digital signature is written out as a file on disk. The digital signature is then staged out by the grid middleware along with the other grid job data files. The receiver can verify the integrity of the grid job by examining the digital signature and verifying the attestation measurements it contains.

One shortcoming of offline attestation is that it cannot directly protect against replay attacks. The measurement generated by the storage service is signed using a trusted attestation identity key in exactly the same way as a regular online attestation challenge. Online attestation protocols include a nonce challenge provided by the verifier in the digital signature to prove that the current measurement is live and not a replay of a historic value. The nonce cannot be included in the digital signature used for offline attestation because
the verifier might be offline and unable to take part in a challenge and response handshake.

A suitable alternative to avoid replay attacks in offline attestation might be to include a trusted timestamp in the digital signature. There are difficulties with this approach however: all parties must have access to a consistent source of secure time. This is difficult to guarantee in a distributed environment like the grid where systems are under different administrative control. Alternatively, for many grid jobs it might be possible to confirm successful termination by examining the output data. For example many applications write status information to a file once they have successfully completed processing.

Running grid jobs in a trusted execution environment is one means to achieve confidentiality in addition to integrity protection for grid data. In Chapter 4 a solution was described where grid data is transferred directly into the job security manager over an encrypted and integrity-protected network channel. Unfortunately this solution is not suitable for use on the grid due to the need to support data staging while the grid job is offline.

One way to enable confidential data staging is to run the grid data transfer service within the job security manager. This solution is unsatisfactory because of the middleware problem. The software responsible for staging grid data is too complex to be part of the trusted computing base. For example, the implementation of the GridFTP protocol used by the Globus toolkit consists of approximately 100,000 lines of code, and it only makes up part of the data transfer service.

A solution that is built on throughout the remainder of this chapter is to have sensitive data pre-encrypted before it is downloaded. The use of pre-encrypted grid jobs facilitates compatibility with existing grid middleware. The data management software can make use of data staging, allowing the grid job to be downloaded prior to execution. This approach maintains compatibility with existing data management technology such as data striping and replica management. It makes no difference that the data is encrypted because these services work with arbitrary binary data.

The security architecture is overlayed on top of the existing grid middleware services so that no changes are necessary. The job security manager is distributed unencrypted alongside the job data. The grid execution management services schedule and execute the
job security manager like any other job. Once it starts executing the job security manager is responsible for retrieving the keys and decrypting the grid job prior to execution. The job security manager is distributed with the grid job and does not need to be pre-installed by the service provider.

The security infrastructure is completely decoupled from the grid middleware. Moving the security software from the middleware into the job security manager is a powerful feature because it facilitates interoperability with existing grid middleware platforms. The user can run a grid job with strong confidentiality protection on any host on the grid simply by distributing it alongside the job security manager. This opens up the grid so that the user can make the best use of available resources without being restricted to providers that support the necessary secure software.

A new set of infrastructure components must be introduced to handle secure negotiation of the grid data encryption keys. The keys are held by key management services that are owned and managed by data owners. This infrastructure is completely separate from the grid middleware. The job security manager contacts the key management service for the keys so it can decrypt and execute the grid job. The key management service will only release the keys following successful attestation of the job security manager. The policy enforcement means the user can ensure the job can only be executed within a trusted execution environment.

The malicious host problem makes it difficult to protect user credentials when they are delegated on the grid. With these improvements the secrecy of user credentials is no longer wholly relied upon for security. Impersonating a user allows the attacker to download the encrypted grid job, but not to steal the data it contains. The key management service will only release the keys to a trusted job security manager. Once they are released the keys are stored in protected storage under the trusted computing TPM so they cannot be stolen from the host platform.

Using the job security manager is essential to make trusted computing attestation feasible. In other approaches attestation causes problems because complex grid middleware software must be measured. Placing the security enforcement software within the job secu-
rity manager means that only a single attestation measurement is necessary to determine that integrity and confidentiality protection will be enforced. The grid middleware does not need to be measured as part of attestation since it is not trusted. The job security manager is designed to be small and simple so that attestation measurements rarely change. The measurement will not vary between grid jobs provided they use the same job security manager.

6.4.2 The Key Management Service

The primary purpose of the key management service is to control access to data on the grid. The grid middleware is not trusted. Instead the grid job is encrypted before it is accessed by the grid middleware. The key management service authorises release of the decryption keys according to a security policy. The keys are delivered into a trusted execution environment running on the execution node where the data is protected from attack by the host platform. The key management service is a critical component because it is wholly responsible for policy enforcement.

Anyone can run a key management service but it will not necessarily be trusted. The key management service helps broker trust on remote systems. It will typically not run on remote infrastructure alongside existing grid middleware, but instead in a secure environment belonging to the data owner where it can be protected from attacks. Trust is implied when decryption keys are deposited in a key management service which is then relied upon to control access to those keys. A data owner will typically only trust a limited set of key management services.

The steps involved in executing an encrypted grid job are as follows (see Figure 22):

1-3. The job security manager is downloaded (along with the encrypted grid job) and executed using existing, unmodified grid middleware services.

4. The job security manager performs an authenticated boot process and attests itself to the key management service to prove it will securely manage the keys once they have been released.
5. If attestation is successful, the key management service transfers the decryption keys and hashes for the requested grid job over a secure communications channel.

6. These keys are then used to decrypt the encrypted job data, and the data hashes are verified to enforce integrity. The grid job then runs within a trusted execution environment where it is protected against attacks from the host platform (using the approach described in Chapter 4).

Figure 22: Solving the Middleware Problem

The job security manager is trusted to hold keys and other data securely. One of the intentions behind the design of the architecture is to minimise the likelihood of security vulnerabilities in the trusted parts of the system. This is achieved by offloading functionality to untrusted software wherever possible. The majority of the complex functions such as data staging and execution management are left to the grid middleware.

The integrity of the grid job must be verified to prevent the introduction of a Trojan horse into the encrypted data. Integrity is verified using hashes of the data. The job security manager generates a hash of the grid job prior to execution and compares it to the expected value received from the key management service. If data tampering is detected
the job security manager will refuse to execute the grid job, so it is not possible to introduce a Trojan horse.

There might be multiple key management services involved in executing a single grid job. The key management service authorises access to data. A grid job might be composed of data that comes from multiple organisations. For example, a grid job might be comprised of software from the grid user, a data set obtained from the virtual organisation and yet another data set obtained from a third-party for a license fee. Each data owner might trust a different key management service in a separate physical domain. Before the grid job can start, each key management service needs to be contacted in turn to obtain all the decryption keys.

In a large grid the user may be unaware which key management service to contact to obtain access to some encrypted data. To avoid this problem, each encrypted data item is tagged with the location of the corresponding decryption key. This metadata is stored in a separate file alongside the encrypted data on the data server. The user requests the middleware to download the metadata like any other data file using data staging services. When the job security manager starts up it reads each metadata file in turn and retrieves the location of the key management service. This approach removes the responsibility from the user to locate decryption keys. It also allows data owners to alter the location and configuration of the key management service over time without needing to inform users.

Data owners are free to implement many different security policy enforcement strategies. For example the data owner might want the key management service to perform host authentication before releasing the decryption keys, or a more complex digital rights management system (see Section 6.5). The policy enforcement and decision point is implemented entirely within the key management service so it can be customised to the needs of the data owner.

The architecture attempts to balance the need for customisation against a desire for standardisation and interoperability. The key management service policy will be configured to trust only a limited set of job security managers. If every grid job security manager was unique attestation would become too difficult to manage. Using standardised protocols
to pass authorisation requests to the key management service, such as the web services protocols, can ease the need to support several different job security managers.

Across projects, however, different functionality might be required. The design of the grid job security manager might be altered to trade off performance against security, for example. There is likely to be a number of competing designs for the job security manager that will adopted by different virtual organisations and projects.

The key management service is not attested to the job security manager (see Figure 22). A benefit of this approach is that the job security manager is interoperable with the many different key management service implementations that are likely to exist in a large cross-organisational grid.

In summary, the key benefits of using an architecture based on key management services are as follows:

- **Security assurance**: The grid middleware problem is overcome because the grid infrastructure is no longer trusted to protect users’ data. The reduced complexity of the job security manager and other trusted components significantly decreases the likelihood of security vulnerabilities.

- **Secure credentials**: Credential theft no longer results in the compromise of sensitive data, overcoming the difficulty of protecting grid credentials in existing grid architectures.

- **Interoperability**: The security enforcement will work with any grid middleware layer and grid job without modifications.

- **Flexibility**: The user is free to choose the security software and interfaces based on their individual requirements. Equally, the service provider is free to choose their own middleware software implementation without impacting on users’ security.

- **Manageability**: The trusted software is small and simple, so the remote attestation measurement is unlikely to change frequently over time or across projects and organisations.
6.4.3 Problems with the Key Management Service

Even though user credentials are not completely trusted, a significant security weakness arises if the key management service does not authenticate the user. Although the architecture minimises complexity, it is still likely to contain bugs. If the trusted software or hardware contains a vulnerability, an attacker who exploits it can steal the decryption keys. Assume an attacker compromises a computer containing such a vulnerability. The attacker can request the decryption keys from every key management service available on the grid, and potentially compromise a significant quantity of data before they are discovered. Without additional defensive measures the impact of a vulnerability will be very high.

Additional countermeasures can minimise the impact of a vulnerability within the trusted hardware and software. The job security manager should be required to authenticate the user before it receives the decryption key. The security architecture does assume that the grid middleware is untrustworthy, and that grid credentials can be stolen, so this may at first seem to be of little use. Even though grid credentials can be stolen, however, it is unlikely than an attacker could steal the grid credentials of every user on the grid. The impact of the attack is reduced using this countermeasure because the attacker can only steal decryption keys authorised for release to the compromised user accounts.

One problem with requiring the job security manager to perform user authentication is that it might require tight integration with the grid middleware. Standard web services-based protocols have been devised for credential delegation on the grid [48]. Provided these are supported the job security manager should be compatible with any underlying grid middleware implementation. However implementing a web services delegation client within the job security manager does raise the code complexity and likelihood of vulnerabilities somewhat. In light of these concerns, the decision about whether to require user authentication is left open as an implementation choice.

It is also important to think about how attacks can be prevented once they have occurred. Minimising the impact of a large-scale attack, as outlined above, will not stop an attacker who is determined to attack a single user or organisation. To protect against these attacks it is important that the impact of vulnerabilities can be minimised once they are
discovered.

Key revocation provides a potential solution to this problem. The key management service verifies the identity of the host running the job security manager. The digital certificate of a compromised host can be revoked. The key management service should check for revocation before releasing decryption keys. Similarly, if a vulnerability is discovered in the trusted software, the digital certificate containing the attestation identity can be revoked. These measures allow the impact of an attack to be mitigated while existing systems are patched and upgraded to eliminate the vulnerability.

As well as examining the advantages, it is important to look at some of the disadvantages of using the key management service. Chief among these is the problem of key management. Key management in distributed systems has long been considered as an independent research topic [56]. The security policy controlling the release of the shared data can quickly become unmanageable, and the need to resolve policy conflicts arises.

A global object naming system for each data object is required to locate the appropriate key management service. Data owners are free to implement key management services in any way they see fit, so the latest research on the solution to these problems can easily be incorporated into the architecture (see Chapter 7 for further details).

One key barrier to the introduction of the key management service architecture is the lack of availability of data in a suitable encrypted form. Many users of the grid have large catalogues of data and assembling all of these into an appropriate encrypted format might be prohibitively expensive. The potential cost is a significant barrier in adopting such an architecture on a large scale.

To overcome this problem the architecture allows for the gradual introduction of trusted systems on the grid. Existing grid credentials are not replaced, and they can be used to access existing data repositories. Unprotected data can be mixed with encrypted and integrity-protected data where necessary, provided the risks of doing so are appropriately managed. The ability to continue to use existing data repositories while more sensitive data is introduced in protected form considerably improves the feasibility of the architecture. Further solutions to this problem are examined in Chapter 7.
It is important to avoid single points of failure in distributed systems. A data owner must take resilience into account when deploying key management services. If the host running the key management service fails then the impact would be significant because none of the data it holds keys for could be accessed. It is possible to provide multiple duplicate key management services for failover but this can introduce concerns that the keys might be compromised. Researchers have addressed this problem in other architectures by splitting and distributing the decryption key into multiple pieces so that only a subset of the keys are needed to access the data [16].

There is potentially a large security risk when using the key management service because all the decryption keys are held in one place. The assumption is that a strong level of protection can be put in place because it is situated within the data owner’s trusted network. Physical, network-based, and other countermeasures can be managed and enforced by the data owner. If necessary the risk of compromise can be reduced further by using split decryption keys [16]. These split keys can then be held by key management servers in multiple locations while mitigating the risk if one of them is compromised.

Some data cannot easily be pre-encrypted ahead of time, especially if it is highly dynamic. For example, consider grid data held in a large distributed database. Many databases encrypt data stored on disk and decrypt the data in response to a user query. Database records can be obtained while the grid job is running by transferring the query results over an encrypted network protocol. A problem arises if the data needs to be pre-staged. If the grid middleware was authorised to query the data it would gain access to the unprotected database records.

Despite that, highly dynamic data is less likely to need to be staged prior to grid job execution by its very nature — the grid job is likely to need access to the most up to date copy during execution. Pre-encryption is not feasible with some types of data, especially when they are held in proprietary storage systems that cannot be adapted to work with the key management service architecture.
6.5 Digital Rights Management for Grid Computing

6.5.1 Trusted Subgrids

The key management service enforces digital rights management controls for grid data. Data access is authorised by releasing decryption keys for data, subject to a security policy. The grid job is encrypted not just for confidentiality, but also to support access controls. The use of encryption ensures that the policy is enforced wherever the grid job is accessed throughout the grid.

Digital rights management is often seen in a negative way, as a technology that unfairly prohibits legitimate data use [57, 9]. On the contrary, the use of digital rights management can empower users by allowing new forms of working that would not otherwise be possible due to security concerns. Digital rights management is used by the key management server to allow the job owner to maintain ultimate control over their data.

Digital rights management is powerful because it ensures that the data access policy is consistently enforced throughout the grid. Digital rights management ensures that the checks are consistently applied. Any host that wishes to access protected data must obtain authorisation from the key management service before it can retrieve the decryption keys.

The key management service is designed to be flexible. Users are free to choose a security policy that meets their individual requirements. The security policy can restrict the users, resources, and software that is able to access grid data. Several example security policies are described in the remainder of this chapter.

In a large grid there will be varying levels of trust between the members. It is infeasible to think that organisations will trust the entire grid. Members of the same virtual organisation might trust each other, but not organisations outside the virtual organisation. Enterprises might trust only those cloud service providers with which they have a contract in place. One could say that in the grid the virtual organisation forms a trusted boundary. Parts of the grid outside of this boundary will typically not be trusted.

Delegation makes trusted boundaries difficult to enforce. When a grid job is executed on the grid it generally runs outside the owner’s administrative domain. The job owner has
no direct control over the external organisation. The service provider must be trusted to ensure the grid job executes within the trusted boundary.

Most current grid architectures use host certificates to help enforce a trusted boundary. Host certificates are typically signed by a certificate authority that is trusted by the virtual organisation. Once a host obtains a valid certificate it is admitted to the trusted boundary of the virtual organisation. Grid services typically perform mutual host authentication before authorising grid credential delegation [50]. Grid hosts that are not within the trusted boundary will fail authentication, so delegation cannot take place.

Authentication of host certificates is insufficient as a means to enforce a trusted boundary. Host authentication offers no guarantee that the host is secure. The middleware problem significantly raises the likelihood that hosts on the grid may be compromised. This is a significant problem because once a host has been compromised it cannot be relied upon to enforce a trusted boundary.

Trusted boundaries are not only broken by attacks on the host platform. The problem is that in most current grid implementations the service provider, and not the job owner, decides which host certificates to trust. For example imagine a company that has outsourced part of its business processes to an external grid provider. The service provider may decide to delegate some of the jobs to a partner without obtaining approval from the customer. In fact one of the advantages of the grid is that the service provider can choose to execute the job where it is most appropriate. This is fine when performance is the primary concern, but not when security is an over-riding factor.

One possible solution to the enforcement of a trusted boundary is the notion of subgrids. Subgrids are a trusted subset of the grid with a strong boundary. Subgrids are defined and controlled by the data and job owners, and not the service providers. Sensitive data cannot be leaked outside of the subgrid even if the service provider attempts to do so. The hosts within the subgrid are measured using trusted computing attestation to ensure they can be trusted to enforce the subgrid.

The key management service can be used to enforce subgrids. Each time a host needs access to protected data it must obtain authorisation from the key management service. The
owner organisation can therefore configure a centralised policy within the key management service defining hosts on which the grid job can safely execute. The policy allows the owner to define the trusted boundary.

The owner of a grid job assumes the job is safe provided it executes within the trusted boundary. This assumption relies on two key requirements. Firstly, the hosts within the trusted boundary must secure the grid job against attacks. Secondly, the hosts within the trusted boundary must prevent sensitive data from being leaked outside. A grid host must provide protection against the malicious host problem to ensure the boundary cannot be bypassed.

The key management service uses remote attestation to determine that an execution host can be trusted before authorising data access. The checks made by the key management service prior to releasing the decryption keys must be comprised of the following policy requirements to enforce a subgrid:

1. The identity of the host on which the job security manager is running and its physical Trusted Platform Module are within the subgrid;

2. The job security manager and the rest of the trusted computing base is trusted to enforce the subgrid.

The host and the TPM can be authenticated by verifying the attestation identity key of the platform’s TPM. The job security manager can be attested using the process described in Section 4.6.3.

Subgrids are useful when a member of a virtual organisation does not completely trust the other members. Assume for example the data provider is a hospital trust, and the user is conducting a medical trial. The hospital trust has a duty of care to ensure that patient data is protected. The digital rights management controls can enable this type of research to happen in a large distributed system by enforcing a trusted subgrid around those systems authorised to participate in the trial. Without strong data protection trials would need to take place on isolated networks that are expensive and difficult to maintain.

In more complex scenarios there might be multiple levels of trust in the grid. Organi-
sations might belong to multiple virtual organisations, some of which they trust more than others. For example an enterprise might trust a grid made up of its business partners more than it trusts an external cloud provider. To deal with different levels of trust subgrids can be implemented as multiple overlapping subsets of the grid. Grid jobs might be restricted to particular subgrids depending on the sensitivity of the data they contain.

The key management service can implement policies for subgrids supporting multiple levels of trust. The policy can be configured on the level of individual data items. Data can be grouped according to sensitivity or areas of interest. For each group of data the policy can define a different subgrid that is authorised to execute or receive that data. Thus by varying the granularity of the security policy enforcement it is possible to implement various data protection schemes.

6.5.2 Recipient Keys

It is important to think about how to get data securely back out of grid systems. The previous section described how grid data can be kept within a subgrid. It is equally necessary to enforce a strong trusted return path for the results. Combining these features together creates a secure chain where both the incoming grid job and the outgoing results are contained within the trusted subgrid. Stakeholders can then set a security policy that will be applied consistently over an entire grid workflow.

Pre-encrypting the grid data creates problems for key management. The recipient may receive encrypted results data without knowing the decryption key. The solution used by the Trusted Grid Architecture [96] is to have the grid job send the results out over an encrypted channel during execution. The disadvantage of this approach is that the grid data cannot be staged out by the grid middleware after the grid job has completed execution. The grid middleware has no way to access the decryption keys and without these the recipient will be unable to decrypt the results.

An extension to the functionality of the key management service can enable the secure staging out of grid job results. The security policy for a data item is extended to include one or more authorised recipients. Recipients can be specified for the entire grid job or
for individual pieces of data. The key management service ensures that the data is only available to the intended recipients by exporting the data encryption keys for those users.

Access to the data encryption keys is controlled by wrapping\(^4\) them for the intended recipient. When a key is wrapped it is encrypted in order to control distribution. For example assume each recipient has a long-term private key and the key management service knows the equivalent public keys. The key management service creates the recipient keys by encrypting the data key for each recipient’s public key in turn.

The recipient keys are handed to the job security manager along with the hashes and data encryption keys. The recipient keys are stored as files on storage that can be staged out by the grid middleware along with the grid job results after the grid job has finished. The recipient can then unwrap the data key and use it to decrypt the results. If the recipient is an impostor they will not be able to unwrap the key to decrypt the data, since they do not possess the intended recipient’s private key.

Encrypted data staging maintains full interoperability with existing grid middleware. The job security manager writes the recipient keys out to disk storage. The recipient keys are stored on the file system so they can be read by the grid middleware. At any time during or after job execution the grid middleware can stage out the encrypted data together with the wrapped keys. The encrypted data and wrapped keys can be transferred using existing grid middleware without any modifications.

The recipient keys are generated outside of the job security manager to permit flexibility in the cryptographic mechanisms used to wrap the keys. The key management service wraps the keys on behalf of the job security manager. For example the cryptographic key length could be altered without needing to redistribute a new job security manager implementation and manage a new set of attestation measurements. A secondary benefit of external key generation is that the complexity of the job security manager is further reduced, lowering the likelihood of security vulnerabilities.

The list of recipients is likely to alter on a job-by-job basis. The key management service security policy might be configured to allow hundreds of authorised recipients. Distributing

\(^4\)The term *wrapping* is used here as a term to denote an encryption key encrypted under another key for the purposes of secure distribution.
those recipient keys for every job would result in unnecessary overheads. Instead the job security manager is configured by the user to request a particular set of recipients. If it is authorised by the security policy, the key management service will give out the recipient keys that were requested.

Care must be taken that the attestation measurement of two identical job security manager implementations remains constant. The requested recipient keys can be configured by the user in a file contained within the job security manager. This configuration is not attested as part of the authenticated boot measurement. The configuration is not security-relevant so there is no need to attest its value. If the user attempts to specify a recipient who is not authorised to retrieve the data, the wrapped key will not be given out by the key management service. If a valid recipient adds themselves to the list without the authorisation of the job owner, then they will get a copy of data that they are already entitled to receive, and could obtain independently, so this does not break the security policy.

There is a great deal of flexibility in the way recipient keys can be used. The key management service security policy can be configured to implement a number of different protection schemes. The recipient key could be held by an organisation or a single person. Alternatively it could be held by a data repository. In this approach, all the grid job results are staged out to a single data repository. The repository decrypts the grid job results and then uses standard access controls to authorise access to the results by end-users.

6.5.3 Mandatory Access Controls for Grid Data

The Need for Mandatory Access Controls

One of the challenging aspects of grid security is the large number of stakeholders involved. The stakeholders might include the owner of the grid job, the (potentially multiple) owners of the data comprising the grid job and the owner of the grid resources. Each of these participants might want a say in defining how their data and resources are used. An effective grid security framework must allow each party to enforce their own security policy.

In a mandatory access control system the user cannot alter the security policy. Instead
the policy is defined by the various stakeholders involved. Even though users may be given access to data, the ultimate control over its use remains in the hands of the data providers.

The policies described previously in this section can be seen as a form of discretionary access controls. The grid job owners must be trusted because there is nothing to prevent a grid job transferring data to a third party during execution. Recipient keys and subgrids are only used to protect against attacks originating from the host platform or the grid middleware. An alternative approach involves using a mandatory access control policy that cannot be over-ridden by the job owner.

Not all users in a large virtual organisation are likely to be fully trusted. One of the advantages of mandatory access controls is that the policy cannot be subverted by malicious members of a virtual organisation. The policy is enforced by a security reference monitor that is designed to resist attacks. As a result members of the virtual organisation are unable to bypass the security policy.

Trusted computing attestation can extend access controls in an exciting way. Traditionally mandatory access control policies have been defined based on a classification of subjects and objects given read and write access [14]. Attestation allows the policy to define the type of data access permitted at a more fine-grained level. For example, the user can be restricted to accessing the data with a particular software package that only permits certain usage, like playing a film a certain number of times. Attestation allows mandatory access control policies to be specified in terms of domain-specific behavioural controls.

Mandatory access controls will be useful for the grid because they allow data owners to control how their data can be used. For example the data provider might collect consumer information, and customers may only be allowed to calculate aggregate statistics on those values in order to maintain privacy. This can be achieved by giving customers a database together with a client application that extracts aggregated values from the database. The security policy forces users to access the database via that particular application. A similar approach can be used to control access to non-anonymised patient records in a medical trial.

Mandatory access controls can help prevent benign security failures as well as deliberate
attacks. An important category of security failures on the grid is caused by accidental user errors. For example a grid job might include unpatched software containing security vulnerabilities. As another example, users may be socially engineered or otherwise tricked into running a Trojan horse. By controlling the software used to access their data, owners can help protect against attacks resulting from software vulnerabilities and malicious code.

Data owners and other stakeholders have a vested interest in preventing security compromise caused by user error. As the grid grows in popularity and the number of users increases these problems will become more and more prevalent. Mandatory access control policies allow the stakeholders to prevent untrustworthy software from executing on grid systems.

Service providers can also make use of mandatory access controls to mandate the software users can access on their systems. The service provider might want to mandate, or at least audit, the software that runs for legal and compliance purposes under their obligation to monitor usage of the network. For example illegal activities such as computer hacking tools or software involved in propagating child pornography could be prevented by controlling the software users can execute.

Service providers can enforce mandatory access controls by running their own key management service. In this model all software is under centralised control by the grid authority. For example, the security policy might be administered by an entity like the UK National Grid Service [58]. The policy would be configured so users can provide their own input data, but they can only choose from the pre-defined list of applications selected by the service provider. These might correspond to a set of pre-installed virtual machines containing the most up-to-date version of eScience applications, for example.

**Implementing Mandatory Access Controls**

The key management service can enforce mandatory access controls. The security policy defines the software permitted to execute within the subgrid. Before giving out the decryption keys the key management service examines the grid job to determine whether it is authorised to access the data. The grid job is first measured by the job security manager.
The key management service receives the measurements and examines the policy to determine the access rights for the given software. Data will only be released if the software is authorised to process it.

Depending on user requirements both a whitelist and a blacklist approach is possible. In a whitelist the policy would list the complete set of allowed applications. A blacklist would identify software that is specifically prohibited from executing. These two approaches trade off complexity of policy configuration against security. Whitelists are harder to manage but ensure that Trojan horses are not allowed. Blacklists are easier to manage because users are not impeded from using new software, but there is a window of opportunity for attacks between policy updates.

Policy enforcement is considerably easier if the grid job is distributed in a single package. Assume that the grid job is a set of packaged data and software in a single virtual machine image supplied by an individual data provider. The mandatory access control policy then states that the grid job cannot be instantiated alongside any other data files. It is sufficient to verify that the grid job has not been substituted or run alongside a Trojan horse before authorising access to the data.

The power of mandatory access controls can be seen more clearly once a grid job is split into multiple components. The data might come from several data providers, each of whom specifies a different policy for the protection of their data. For example, consider a grid job that is used for medical research. An experimental data model is provided by a research company, and patient records are provided by a hospital trust. The research company has a key management server configured to allow any experimental model to be run provided it is kept within a trusted subgrid. This allows them to participate in several medical trials at the same time. The hospital trust also has their own key management server controlling access to the patient records. The hospital trust policy requires patient data to be processed within the research company by a specific experimental model that cannot be altered by the user. In this example there would be two key management services implementing mandatory access controls on behalf of each of the respective stakeholders.

A straightforward approach to grid job integrity measurement leads to problems when
data owners do not trust each other. Consider what happens if the key management service pushes the expected data hash values down to the job security manager along with the decryption keys. The downside of this approach is that the key management service loses visibility of grid job data that belongs to other data owners. Each key management service pushes down the hashes for the data it controls. If the grid job contains data from multiple owners, each owner will only verify the hashes for their own data. Unless every data owner trusts the other, there is a danger that there might be an unseen Trojan horse in the unverified data.

Instead, the job security manager should accurately report all the data making up the grid job. The key management server relies on this information to make policy decisions. If some measurements were omitted Trojan horse software could be hidden within the grid job. To ensure the information is comprehensive the job security manager reports measurements of the grid job in a manifest. The manifest lists all the grid job data files and the corresponding data hashes, as well as the requested recipient keys for each data item. The manifest is passed over the secure channel established with the key management service to prove its authenticity and integrity. The key management service can make an informed policy decision based on analysing the contents of the manifest.

Mandatory access controls should be resilient against attacks by corrupt users or service providers. To prevent users spoofing the data integrity measurements, each data owner verifies the hashes of their own data files before authorising release of the decryption keys. Since the job security manager is attested, the data provider has confidence that these hashes will be correctly verified after the data is decrypted. If a data provider lies about the integrity values, the job security manager will detect a discrepancy in the data when it performs the integrity check prior to execution of the grid job.

Security attacks might be possible if the manifest does not capture sufficient information. In cases where the grid job is split into multiple data partitions it can be important to know which one is the bootable image. Otherwise an attacker might be able to run a job with two applications, one of which is a Trojan horse. The key management service might authorise data release to the genuine software without being aware that the Trojan horse will execute
in its place. To prevent these attacks the manifest marks one data file as the bootable image. The job security manager ensures that this is the image executed first. It does this by restricting the initial read access to the bootable data image within the virtualised storage device layer.

The basis of the effectiveness of digital rights management is secrecy of the encryption key. Even when the data is accessed by the user they must not have access to the decryption key. If an attacker gains access to the keys, the data can be decrypted and accessed without the digital rights management controls in place.

Recipient keys offer a potential way to bypass the digital rights management controls. An attacker can obtain the decryption keys for the data if the policy defines them as the recipient. This will give the attacker access to the decryption key, allowing them to bypass the digital rights management protection. To prevent these attacks the key management service must ensure that the recipient list is empty for all data that is under mandatory access controls.

6.6 Case-study: Cloud Computing

This case-study explores how digital rights management controls can be used to restrict access to sensitive patient data by a company performing medical research. The company wants to make use of an external compute cloud to provide high-performance data analysis.

The company has a legal obligation to enforce controls over the appropriate use of patient data. A trusted grid solution will be used to mitigate the following threats:

1. A company employee deliberately or accidentally leaks patient data to an unauthorised user;

2. Another user of the cloud (for example a rival company) gains unauthorised access to patient data.

The company employees are split for the purposes of access controls into two main groups (see Figure 23). Modellers are responsible for developing new software analysis tools but do not have access to patient data. Analysts are permitted to analyse patient data, but
are restricted to do so using the approved software analysis tools. Analysts dispatch this software onto the cloud along with the encrypted patient data. The results are then sent back to a company database to which the analysts are permitted restricted access.

A key management service together with a job security manager can be used to provide strong protection for the confidentiality of patient data using features described in Section 6.5. Mandatory access controls can be used to ensure only permitted software analysis tools can be executed on the cloud. Subgrids can be used to ensure analysts are only able to submit grid jobs to a cloud provider approved by the company. The cloud provider must support execution of a job security manager to provide confidentiality protection against other users of the cloud. Finally, recipient keys are used to ensure the results are held in a database that enforces access controls on the data.

Before the patient data can be securely accessed from the cloud it must be pre-encrypted. The company does this by encrypting various data-sets and making them available on a public data server. The decryption keys are kept strongly protected within an internal key management service. The high-level key management service policy is established by trusted administrators at this stage. This policy consists of the subgrid and recipient keys,
and will be discussed further later.

Code reviewers are responsible for updating the mandatory access control policy. The modeller develops new program code which is approved by a reviewer to ensure it does not contain backdoors or unintended functionality that could result in data leakage. Once the new program is approved the reviewer updates the policy of the key management service to allow the software to execute on the cloud. This is done by adding the hash value of the software analysis tool to the policy for each data-set in order to authorise its release to that application.

Analysts are permitted to configure and dispatch the analysis tools onto the cloud to perform experiments on the patient data. The countermeasures are chosen to protect against the possibility of a malicious analyst. The analyst is not permitted direct access to patient medical data because it is encrypted. Instead the analyst configures the input data for the experiment and dispatches the software onto the cloud. The company’s key management service will only release the decryption keys for patient data to authorised software.

A trusted subgrid is used to restrict access to an authorised cloud provider. This check is performed by verifying the host certificate of the platform requesting access to the patient data. The certificate identifies the host as belonging to the approved provider. The certificate authority trusted to verify this claim is configured as part of the high-level policy of the key management service.

Recipient keys are used to ensure that analysts are not given direct access to experimental results. Instead access is mediated by a trusted database. The exact protection mechanism here is out of scope, but for example it might ensure that only aggregate statistics can be retrieved from the data. This guards against the possibility of an analyst revealing personally identifiable information.

To set up this protection the database server is allocated a private host key. The corresponding public host key is stored in the key management service as the recipient key. The recipient key is given to the job security manager executing on the cloud. Once the
analysis tool has terminated successfully, the results are encrypted with the recipient key\textsuperscript{5} and staged out to the database server. Only the database knows the corresponding private key so the results cannot be obtained by an unauthorised user.

Integrity protection is used to ensure these countermeasures cannot easily be subverted by an attacker. If the analysis tools are tampered with prior to execution on the cloud, the hash value measured by the job security manager will be altered. Access to the decryption keys of the patient data will be refused because the application will no longer belong to the list of hashes of authorised software. The analysis tools are designed to prevent access by external attackers, so there should be no way to compromise data confidentiality without finding a vulnerability in the trusted components (see Section 8.2 for further discussion of the security of this architecture).

6.7 Conclusion

Until the grid middleware problem is solved there can be no secure foundation on which to build a trusted grid. Vulnerabilities in the underlying grid middleware layer undermine grid security, since they allow higher level services such as authentication and authorisation to be bypassed. Attackers will always focus on the weakest link in a system, so there is a fundamental need to overcome the middleware problem before a trusted grid can be developed.

The key management service is a key component introduced in this chapter. It prevents attacks on grid middleware from compromising grid user data or credentials. User data is protected using encryption and data integrity protection. The key management service contains a policy that will only authorise key release to a verified, attested job security manager. Attestation foils credential theft, since these credentials only allow data use within a trusted execution environment.

One of the most exciting properties of this approach is interoperability with existing systems. It does not require any alteration to the grid middleware itself, so it can immediately be used alongside the plethora of different middleware implementations that are in

\textsuperscript{5}This is an over-simplification. In reality the results would be encrypted with a random key that is itself encrypted with the recipient key and staged out along with the data. See Section 6.5.2 for further details.
use today.

A second benefit is that the key management service permits the construction of digital rights management and mandatory access control policies. These policies are strongly enforced using trusted computing attestation. Digital rights management can be used to empower users as well as data owners, and other stakeholders, to control how their data is used and disseminated on a global grid.

The following chapter examines in further detail how this architecture could be implemented in practice. It turns out that some changes are required to existing virtualisation software to support the job security manager. Since this goes against the original aim of this work, which was to achieve full interoperability with existing software, some alternative solutions are examined which weaken the security architecture somewhat in order to achieve that goal.
7 Ideas for Implementation

7.1 Introduction

Several difficult challenges must be overcome before the trusted grid can be implemented on a large scale. New trusted infrastructure services must be developed and integrated into current systems. In addition, these new services must be capable of being used without prohibitive management overheads or usability issues. The purpose of this chapter is to describe how these challenges can be addressed during implementation. This will enable an exploration of the feasibility of building a widely available trusted grid.

The approach suggested in this chapter places the emphasis on practicality and the need to ease the transition to trusted grid services. A key idea is to maintain backwards compatibility with existing data, and re-use existing solutions wherever possible. Where changes to existing services must be made, the goal is to offer a range of alternative implementations that trade off interoperability with legacy hardware and software against the level of security required by users.

A key management service is one of the new components needed to support a trusted grid. Organisations might find it difficult to add a key management service to their existing infrastructure for a number of reasons. Policy and key management is likely to be a complex and time-consuming task. Also, the vast majority of existing grid jobs and data repositories are not available in a suitable encrypted data format.

In Section 7.2 solutions are developed to

- implement automated policy updates to make operating the key management service largely transparent to end-users and service providers, and
- allow existing legacy data formats to be used within a trusted grid.

Most existing virtualisation software cannot fully support a trusted grid. Section 7.3 explores the changes necessary to create a trusted virtual machine monitor (VMM). A trusted VMM prevents administrators and owners of the platform from accessing data within virtual machines belonging to users. In addition the amount of trusted code is
minimised to reduce the likelihood of security vulnerabilities. These improvements are necessary to support fully encrypted and integrity-protected grid jobs running on remote, and potentially malicious, hosts.

The job security manager uses a novel architecture where the security layer is pushed down to the grid node in a virtual machine running alongside the grid job itself. Implementing this concept requires significant conceptual changes to the virtual machine architecture. In this new approach software can be deployed across many intercommunicating virtual machines that present themselves to the user as a single application. Section 7.4 develops a solution to this problem using a new concept termed a coalition of virtual machines, and explains how existing virtualisation software can be adapted to support this paradigm.

It might take a significant period of time for trusted hardware and software to be adopted by a large part of the grid community. In Section 7.5 a number of alternative solutions are examined that maintain support for existing platforms running legacy hardware and software. The different solutions demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks of implementing a trusted grid on platforms without trusted virtualisation software, and even without a trusted platform module chip.

7.2 Key Management Service

7.2.1 Key Management Service Architecture

The key management service acts as both the policy decision and enforcement point. Part of the intention behind this design is to keep the job security manager, that runs on remote grid infrastructure, as simple and robust as possible. Potentially complex access control policies are implemented by the key management service within the data owner’s trusted network perimeter.

In a large distributed system like the grid, organisations are likely to adopt individual policy management solutions that are customised to their own requirements. It is important that the key management service can interoperate with many different policy enforcement and decision points. This allows organisations to continue to rely upon their existing, tested solutions with which they have already gained valuable experience.
Adopting widely used standards can facilitate the integration of the key management service with existing infrastructure. Trusted Network Connect (TNC) [167] is a standard developed by the Trusted Computing Group to add client attestation to network-based access control devices. Existing TNC solutions already solve many of the requirements for the key management service.

TNC is typically built into a gateway device that performs user and host authentication. TNC adds support for client attestation to verify that trusted software is in use before a client is granted access to the network. TNC is becoming popular in commercial network devices and is supported in the latest version of the Windows operating-system.

Figure 24: Key Management Service Architecture

Much of the access control functionality required for the key management service can be delegated to a network access gateway supporting TNC. An example architecture is shown in Figure 24. When the job security manager (JSM) contacts the key management service (KMS), access is mediated by the gateway. The gateway is responsible for authenticating the host platform and attesting that trusted software is in use. The gateway will refuse access to the network if attestation or authentication fails. The key management service runs as a service behind the gateway. Connections to the key management service are not
possible unless they are authorised by the gateway.

In this approach attestation is split into two distinct phases (see Figure 25). In the first phase, enforced by the gateway device, the remote grid platform is attested using TNC. The job security manager and all underlying components, such as the virtualisation layer, are attested at this stage (using the process described in Section 4.6.3). The gateway is configured to permit only a limited number of job security manager and virtual machine monitor solutions that are trusted by the organisation. In the second phase, the grid job itself is attested. This exchange is performed by the key management service. Mandatory access control and user-defined policies are enforced at this stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIOS</th>
<th>Boot Loader</th>
<th>Virtualisation Software</th>
<th>JSM</th>
<th>Grid Job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Attested by the TNC Gateway

Attested by the KMS

Figure 25: Example Platform Configuration Registers Used to Attest a Remote Grid Host

The TNC gateway provides a secure communications channel. For example, many gateways support a virtual private network for remote access that provides communications integrity and confidentiality using a protocol such as TLS or IPSec [115]. The job security manager running on the remote grid platform establishes a secure channel that is terminated at the TNC gateway.

The key management service and other components behind the gateway can communicate without support for the virtual private network. The integrity protection and end-point authentication provided by the gateway ensures the attested platform cannot be spoofed throughout a network session following attestation. Confidentiality protection is important to protect the decryption keys as they are transported to the job security manager over untrusted networks.

The key management service can be integrated with existing grid services. Grid middleware can then be relied upon to support user authentication based on delegated grid credentials. This significantly reduces the amount of new functionality that needs to be implemented. The use of grid middleware allows the key management service to support widely used standards for authentication in distributed systems such as Kerberos [113] or
X.509 proxy certificates [72].

The key management service must support a protocol to enable the exchange of grid job measurements and decryption keys. Implementing this protocol using web services languages such as SOAP [114] further improves interoperability with different job security manager implementations.

### 7.2.2 Policy Updates

The key management service has access to a policy database that defines the conditions for release of the decryption keys. This can include restrictions on the authenticated user and the grid job data measurements. The policy can be updated to reflect the users’ requirements for protection of their data.

Key generation can be made the responsibility of the user that dispatches the grid job. The user stores the key securely in the key management service where it can be retrieved later. This improves interoperability with different cryptographic mechanisms because keys can then be stored and retrieved as uninterpreted binary objects. A database can be used to store the keys. Recipient keys can then be implemented by indexing separate wrapped keys for each data file according to each possible recipient.

Strict controls must be placed on changes to the key management service policy. These access controls can be enforced by the underlying database management system. This is one of the advantages of implementing policy and key storage using a database. In a discretionary access control policy users are permitted to manage their own policy updates to control the software that is authorised to run on the grid.

Mandatory access control policies can be implemented by preventing users from making changes to certain policy entries. Users will typically have no access to the policy controlling client host authentication and integrity measurements, as only administrators have access to the gateway access control device. This is appropriate because the permitted hosts and trusted software (such as the job security manager) should be decided on an organisational level.

Policy management is one of the key overheads in using the trusted grid. Each time
an encrypted job is submitted the user must make the required changes to the policy, and ensure the new decryption keys are made available. Requiring users to make manual updates to the access control policy is tedious and error prone. For example imagine a user is compiling a software application to analyse a data set. Each time the software is recompiled the user must update the policy configuration to enable access for the new version. This involves uploading a new set of data hashes, and possibly a new decryption key. This approach is unlikely to scale well for highly dynamic grid jobs in a large user environment.

Automated policy updates can make the underlying security layer completely transparent to users. Policy updates can be made by middleware that supports the process of job submission (refer to Figure 26). The middleware can contact the key management service on the user’s behalf and update the policy to allow the grid job to execute. In addition, organisations might set global policies that cannot be over-ridden by users. For example, that all grid jobs must run with confidentiality protection. The advantage of this approach is that the security infrastructure becomes just another part of the grid middleware that non-technical users do not need to be directly concerned with.

Figure 26: Automated Key Management Service Policy Updates
7.2.3 Data Management

One of the key difficulties in a trusted grid is making encrypted data available on a large scale. The cost of converting existing data repositories into a compatible encrypted format is likely to deter many data providers from participating in the trusted grid. A second problem is the resulting difficulties with key management. Key management activities such as rolling over old keys, handling key revocation and managing data provenance and destruction are likely to add further cost overheads and complexity.

![Diagram of On Demand Grid Job Data Encryption](image)

Figure 27: On Demand Grid Job Data Encryption

There are two different approaches to the encryption of grid data for digital rights management. To some extent these approaches trade off interoperability with the complexity of key management and data conversion. The first, from here on called *ahead-of-time encryption*, involves pre-encrypting the job data files and making them available on a data server (refer back to Figure 26). An alternative approach can be termed *on-demand encryption*. In this approach data is not encrypted until access to it is requested. The data is encrypted dynamically as it is transferred from the data server (see Figure 27).

There are advantages and disadvantages to these two approaches and the choice of which to use depends on the user’s requirements. Ahead-of-time encryption is suitable where ease-of-implementation and interoperability is the over-riding concern. It is fully compatible with legacy grid middleware services. The data server is able to transfer the encrypted data like any other binary data. As a result it is fully compatible with data caching and replication services, data striping and other data transfer performance enhancements.

On-demand encryption requires special support from the data server. When a protected data file is requested, the data server performs several actions before allowing the file to
be downloaded. First an encryption key is generated and stored in the key management service. The file is then encrypted as it is read from disk.

A key feature of on-demand encryption is that no modifications are required to the grid middleware running on the external service provider. The data transfer is requested and retrieved using standard grid middleware protocols, and the key management and data encryption is handled independently by the data server. Therefore no change is needed to the existing grid data transfer protocols. However some performance optimisations like data striping — using simultaneous downloads — are incompatible with on-demand encryption because each replica will be encrypted using a different randomly generated key.

There are various strengths and weaknesses to the two approaches. Using on-demand encryption helps ensure that the data being accessed is the most up to date copy. With ahead-of-time encryption there is a danger that the encrypted copy of data will become out-of-date as changes are made to the original data. Also, data storage requirements are reduced because it is no longer necessary to hold encrypted copies of data. On the other hand, encrypting data as it is retrieved adds a performance overhead that might affect high-speed data transfers. Organisations are free to choose the most appropriate solution for their requirements, or to adopt both approaches for a different subset of their data.

7.3 Virtual Machine Monitor

7.3.1 The Need for a Trusted Virtual Machine Monitor

Making the trusted grid widely available depends on ubiquitous support for trusted virtualisation. There are signs that the grid is beginning to embrace virtual machine technology. Researchers predict that virtualisation will be widely available on many client and server platforms in the future [45, 83, 88, 147, 183]. This trend is reflected by the hardware support for virtualisation that is now available in mainstream computing platforms [162, 62], as well as virtualisation support in operating-systems such as Microsoft Windows Server and RedHat Enterprise Linux.

A trusted grid requires the availability of a trusted virtual machine monitor. The current generation of virtualisation technologies is designed primarily with the aim of server
Security is not an over-riding concern because the servers are kept within secure enterprise networks. A trusted grid, on the other hand, requires a VMM that can resist attacks from a potentially malicious host platform managed by an external service provider.

A second problem in achieving a trusted VMM is the diversity of current implementations. There are many large vendors pushing their own virtualisation technology [163, 12]. Standardisation is a particularly difficult issue. It could be said that vendors have little incentive to standardise VMMs because each vendor wishes to advocate exclusive use of their own solution. However there are signs that this is changing, as the Distributed Management Task Force industry consortium has recently released an open standard to enable interoperability of virtual machines [117].

Despite the variety of implementations, the high-level architecture of the current generation of VMMs is broadly similar. Many commercial VMMs including those by VMWare [163], Microsoft and Citrix (who own the commercial rights to the Xen hypervisor [12]) share the same high-level architecture shown in Figure 28. The management VM is used to configure and control all the virtual machines that run on the platform. The management VM is part of the trusted computing base because it has privileged access to the VMM and

---

Figure 28: A Typical Virtualisation Architecture

Despite the variety of implementations, the high-level architecture of the current generation of VMMs is broadly similar. Many commercial VMMs including those by VMWare [163], Microsoft and Citrix (who own the commercial rights to the Xen hypervisor [12]) share the same high-level architecture shown in Figure 28. The management VM is used to configure and control all the virtual machines that run on the platform. The management VM is part of the trusted computing base because it has privileged access to the VMM and
Mainstream VMMs do not currently provide protection against insider attacks. Administrators are generally permitted access to the management VM in order to use the VM management tools. However, once a user has privileged access to the management VM they can compromise virtual machine isolation, because they will have full access to the physical memory of the host platform. The management VM must have access to physical memory in order to host device drivers and to perform other privileged operations.

One of the goals of the trusted grid is to resist attacks from administrators, but current VMMs cannot meet this requirement. Administrators with access to the management VM can bypass the protection provided by the job security manager by reading sensitive data before it is encrypted, or by overwriting it with a Trojan horse.

A second major problem with current-generation VMMs is that the trusted computing base is too complex to be trustworthy. The management VM typically runs on a mainstream operating-system like Linux or Windows Server. The advantage of using these popular operating-systems is that they include wide device driver support. These operating-systems also have, however, a history of repeated security vulnerabilities [4, 78, 137].

The Xen hypervisor is one of the few popular VMMs to include support for a trusted computing platform module (TPM) [15]. The TPM is virtualised within the management VM using software that simulates the behaviour of a genuine hardware module. Here, again, the security of the management VM is critical because it holds sealed keys and attestation measurements. If the management VM is compromised this data can be stolen or manipulated by an attacker. For example an attacker could alter the attestation measurement of a virtual machine running a Trojan horse so that it appeared to be a genuine job security manager.

Within the commercial space changes are underway to improve the assurance of virtualisation. VMWare [163] offer a VMM that is implemented in firmware by supported hardware platforms. Implementing the VMM within hardware significantly enhances the protection of the trusted computing base, but this solution still permits full access to authorised users and administrators.
The current state of the art for trusted grid designs further undermine trust in the VMM. In the Trusted Grid Architecture [96] the grid middleware is placed within the management VM. This is convenient because it provides easy access to the VM management tools. However it means that attackers exploiting the middleware problem will gain complete control of the host platform, and from there they can compromise the job security manager and all the grid jobs running on the platform.

Building a trusted grid requires improvements to the current generation of virtualisation software. A trusted VMM is one that has the following properties:

- The trusted computing base resists attacks from authorised and unauthorised users and external attackers;
- The VMM runs virtual machines within an isolated environment with full memory protection;
- The VMM can attest to a remote user that it supports strongly isolated virtual machines using trusted computing.

No currently available VMM meets all the requirements for a trusted VMM. There have been several attempts to build a trusted VMM in the literature [54, 64, 122, 124, 138, 141]. These approaches, however, are not currently integrated into mainstream commercial virtualisation software. The remainder of this section concentrates on how to achieve a trusted VMM for use on the grid with minimal changes to existing solutions.

### 7.3.2 Implementing a Trusted Virtual Machine Monitor

It may take some time before commercial trusted VMMs become widely available. It is possible to adapt the current solutions to meet the requirements for a trusted grid. The purpose of the changes is to harden the trusted computing base by significantly reducing its complexity and removing the ability for administrators to compromise security-critical functions.

A suggested architecture is presented in Figure 29. The grid middleware is moved into an unprivileged virtual machine. All of the changes are confined to the management VM and
VM management tools. This considerably reduces the complexity of the implementation because no changes need to be made to the VMM itself, or the grid middleware.

 Administrators must have access to the VM management tools, however, they do not need complete access to the host platform. In the new architecture the VM management tools are moved into an unprivileged VM that runs the grid middleware. Virtual machines are controlled via a restricted management interface exported by the management VM. The middleware VM is able to call the management interface using inter-VM communication such as a virtual network connection established by the VMM.

 Administrators are no longer given privileged access to the physical memory of the platform, or to sensitive data such as the contents of virtualised TPMs. Instead they are only able to access the essential VM management functions needed to administer the platform such as configuring, starting and stopping virtual machines.

 Many vendors are actively developing management interfaces for virtualisation software. The purpose of these management systems is to permit remote and automated management of virtual machines. This existing code can be used as the management interface for a trusted VMM. For example, VMWare have published a proposed standard management
interface that is shared by all their products [6]. This means that a significant part of the new functionality required for trusted a VMM is already being implemented by VMM vendors.

Buggy device drivers have been shown to cause 85 per cent of the system crashes in the Windows XP operating-system [165]. Many operating-system vulnerabilities have resulted from coding errors in kernel-mode drivers [39]. Once these vulnerabilities are exploited the attacker gains full, privileged access to the compromised system.

The trusted VMM architecture removes the majority of device drivers from the trusted computing base. Instead they are placed in the untrusted virtual machine running the grid middleware. The storage and networking drivers do not need to be trusted because the job security manager ensures all data is integrity and confidentiality protected before being handed over to the management VM.

Trusted computing functions are strongly protected against attack in the trusted VMM architecture. Unlike other device drivers, support for the virtual TPM is kept within the management VM. This prevents administrators and unauthorised users from attacking attestation measurements and encryption keys. An attacker who compromises the grid middleware will be unable to affect the integrity of the job security manager, so users’ data will remain protected. This architecture overcomes the middleware problem because the virtual machine running the grid middleware is not privileged to access protected system resources.

Normally a virtual machine that hosts device drivers for physical devices will have uncontrolled access to memory. This is because many hardware devices implement direct memory access (DMA) to boost data transfer performance. DMA allows hardware devices to read and write to arbitrary locations in memory. Attacks utilising DMA must be prevented in a trusted grid architecture. Otherwise an attacker who compromises the middleware virtual machine could gain complete access to the host platform by communicating with the storage and network devices [122, 67].

New hardware virtualisation support being introduced on PC platforms provides protection against DMA attacks [179]. These improvements allow the management VM to restrict
access to DMA so that the middleware virtual machine can efficiently implement the storage and network drivers without bypassing memory-protection. Any access to unauthorised memory, such as that allocated to the VMM or other virtual machines, will be prohibited.

7.4 Job Security Manager

7.4.1 Virtual Machine Coalitions

Delivering the job security manager in a virtual machine is a powerful concept. Pushing the security layer onto the platform alongside the grid job means that the solution is interoperable with all compatible virtualisation software. Isolating the security layer from the grid job itself means that the solution works seamlessly with legacy software submitted by users. The digital rights management controls are isolated and protected within a dedicated virtual machine providing enhanced protection for encryption keys. Code complexity can be minimised because the job security manager is dedicated to a single purpose. This has a secondary benefit for management of attestation identities because simplified and specialised software is less likely to change often.

There is a problem, however, because currently available virtualisation software cannot run the job security manager. The reason for this is that they assume all virtualised device drivers are pre-installed. Every virtual machine is configured to use some subset of the available virtualised devices like storage, networking and so on. The job security manager, on the other hand, provides its own virtualised storage device that adds new security capabilities. The grid job is configured to use this security-enhanced storage device to provide data integrity and confidentiality. Current generation virtual machine monitors do not support user-definable virtual devices.

To understand the changes needed to support the job security manager, it is first necessary to understand in some detail how device virtualisation works. When a virtual machine attempts to execute a privileged operation to access a hardware device, the virtual machine monitor takes over. The access request and associated data is forwarded to the virtual machine hosting the virtual device driver. The data is copied into its memory space and the operation is performed, possibly on the real underlying hardware. The results are then
The virtual machine monitor can copy memory between virtual machines because it can access the entire physical memory space of the platform. To save copying the data, it is more efficient to share the memory pages between both virtual machines. A key part of device virtualisation involves setting up communications channels between virtual machines using shared memory.

Implementing the job security manager requires the creation of what might be termed a coalition of virtual machines. A coalition is a group of virtual machines that are tightly coupled together. They provide services to each other such as virtualised devices or other high-speed data channels.

On a technical level, the virtual machine monitor allows the virtual machines in a coalition to share memory with one another. This allows two virtual machines, that would normally be completely isolated from each other, to implement a communication channel such as inter-process communication. The virtual machines in a coalition can communicate with each other in the same way as multiple processes running on a shared operating-system.

Coalitions do not require significant new functionality to be implemented. All existing virtual machine monitors can already support virtual machine coalitions. This is because they use the same shared memory channels that are fundamental to existing device virtualisation.

In current virtualisation software the shared memory channels are fixed, as they are always established to the same device driver domain. The difference in coalitions is that the user can define their own shared memory channels. For example, the grid job and the job security manager virtual machine can be placed in the same coalition, allowing the grid job to have its storage device virtualised by the secure storage service.

### 7.4.2 Implementing Virtual Machine Coalitions

Support for coalitions can be added to virtualisation software by providing support for their definition and configuration. Instead of supporting a fixed set of virtualised devices the management layer must permit new virtual devices to be created and hosted within a
user-provided virtual machine.

Figure 30 is an example of a suitable configuration for the coalition containing the job security manager and a protected grid job. The job security manager configuration specifies that it hosts a virtual device called secure_storage that will be used to implement secure storage. The grid job virtual machine has its storage configured to use the secure_storage virtual device. This means that a shared memory channel will be established between the two virtual machines. The job security manager will receive data write requests from the grid job, encrypt the data and then forward the request to the underlying grid job storage image file (which is connected to HARD DRIVE C). The same process happens in reverse for data read requests.

BEGIN COALITION

VM LABEL "Job Security Manager"
  HARD DRIVE A = "file:///jsm.image"
  HARD DRIVE B = "file:///jsm_config.image"
  HARD DRIVE C = "file:///grid_job.image"
  VIRTUAL BLOCK DEVICE "secure_storage"
  VTPM = true

VM LABEL "Grid Job"
  HARD DRIVE A = "vbd://secure_storage"

END COALITION

Figure 30: Example Configuration for a Virtual Machine Coalition

Normally virtual machines are configured and created independently. In a coalition, a group of virtual machines are defined and started together. In the configuration file in Figure 30, the grid job will be booted up at the same time as the job security manager. There is a problem here, because the grid job cannot read any data from disk until the job security manager has successfully launched and obtained the decryption keys. This process is handled by the virtual machine monitor in the same way as for standard device driver virtualisation. The grid job virtual machine will block once the read request is made. The response will only be received once the job security manager reads the data on its behalf. The virtual machine monitor will wake up the grid job virtual machine after copying the
response into its shared memory area so it can continue to boot from the encrypted image file.

Another point of difficulty is how to use attestation with a virtual machine that is part of a coalition. Normally attestation involves attesting a single platform, or virtual machine. However attestation must capture information about a coalition or group of virtual machines. The reason for this is that becoming part of a coalition involves opening up shared memory pages with another virtual machine. The attestation measurement must capture the existence of shared memory, otherwise a malicious virtual machine could modify the behaviour of an attested virtual machine by manipulating its memory (refer to Section 4.5 for a full description of this attack).

Attestation of a coalition of virtual machines involves measuring the configuration of the entire coalition. This can be achieved by having the management VM include the coalition configuration in its attestation measurement. This allows the attester to verify that all shared memory channels are set up correctly in the authorised manner. Any manipulation of shared memory will be detected because the attestation measurement will change.

Consider for example how the job security manager (configured as in Figure 30) would be attested. The user dispatches the grid job along with the coalition configuration file. Assume the virtualisation architecture is implemented as it is described in the previous section (see Figure 29). The grid middleware will create the coalition by calling the VM management API. When the job security manager starts, its virtual TPM measurement is extended to include a measurement of the configuration of the coalition. If the configuration has been altered, for example by an attacker that has compromised the grid middleware, this will be detected because the attestation measurement will change.

There is a convincing argument for the use of coalitions in a wide range of applications, beyond providing a trusted grid. Coalitions allow any existing application to be broken down into separate virtual machines to enhance security and isolation. High-profile organisations have already shown interest in this idea. It was the basis of Microsoft’s NGSCB architecture [122], where for example a web browser might run in an untrusted virtual machine, and receive support from another trusted virtual machine for security-critical op-
erations like completing online purchases. The idea has also been explored in the research community to enhance the security of existing applications [34, 42, 144].

Coalitions must become widely supported before they can be used in a large-scale grid. This is only likely to happen once coalitions are adopted and implemented by the virtualisation vendors themselves. This section has shown that coalitions can be implemented without adding significant new functionality to virtualisation platforms.

7.5 Alternative Implementations

The lack of availability of trusted virtualisation platforms is currently holding back the deployment of a trusted grid. Changes to the virtualisation architecture are necessary to prevent administrators from over-riding the security mechanisms, and to support the concept of distributing the security layer in the job security manager. Although these changes might be introduced by vendors of virtualisation products in the future, it is likely to be some time before they widely are available.

Even though coalitions are not currently supported by virtualisation vendors, there is nothing to stop these improvements being made by the user community. An open-source virtual machine monitor such as Xen [12] could certainly be adapted to support coalitions. This modified software could then be adopted throughout a virtual organisation. If changes can be made to the virtualisation software, however, there are much easier ways to implement a job security manager. After all, one of the key ideas behind its design is interoperability with any virtualisation platform. Once that constraint is removed the design can be considerably simplified.

7.5.1 Adapting the Virtualisation Layer

If the virtualisation software can be modified an alternative solution is to pre-install the job security manager in the host platform. The job security manager is installed and managed by the service provider as part of the underlying virtualisation layer.

Some changes to existing virtualisation software are still necessary to prevent administrators from accessing the data encryption keys. A suitable approach involves installing the
job security manager inside the management VM (see Figure 31), using an adapted form of the architecture presented in Section 7.3. Administrators can only access the management VM through a restricted API interface, from which they are unable to steal users’ encryption keys.

Support for virtual machine coalitions is not needed if the virtualisation software can be modified. The secure storage driver can be provided like any other device driver that is pre-installed on the host platform. With these improvements a virtual machine can be configured to use either normal, unprotected storage, or the secure storage device provided by the job security manager. The Xen hypervisor, for example, already supports secure storage drivers on behalf of virtual machines [177]. For virtualisation platforms that currently implement secure storage the only extra functionality that needs to be added is support for obtaining decryption keys from the key management service.

There are advantages to pre-installing the job security manager. Firstly, a single job security manager can be shared between many grid jobs. When coalitions are used, each job has its own dedicated job security manager which results in a memory overhead, particularly if thousands of grid jobs are run on a single platform. Secondly, there is no need to support a virtual TPM device. The job security manager can access the physical TPM directly, because there is no longer a need to share it between multiple virtual machines. Avoiding the use of virtual TPMs overcomes key management difficulties in tying a software-based
TPM to a physical platform [15].

One of the advantages of using virtual machine coalitions is interoperability. Pre-installing the job security manager lacks flexibility because users can no longer provide their own customised implementation. Service providers may choose to adopt different job security manager implementations. Since the user can no longer push down their own implementation they will have to trust each available job security manager. They also need to keep track of changes to the attestation measurements.

Pre-installing the job security manager does not scale well in a global-scale grid. In large virtual organisations it will be difficult to mandate that every member uses customised virtualisation software with the necessary security enhancements, especially if these systems are not supported by the software vendors. Widespread support for coalitions is therefore essential if the trusted grid is to become universally adopted.

The security architecture is weakened quite significantly when the job security manager is placed in the management VM. In this approach a vulnerability in the job security manager gives the attacker access to the entire physical memory space. A successful attack therefore leads to a compromise of every grid job running on the platform. The attack also harms the service provider because sensitive management functions such as billing and bandwidth monitoring can be compromised.

When coalitions are used the job security manager runs as an untrusted virtual machine so a successful attack would only compromise the single grid job it is attached to. This means that poor security will only harm the party that is responsible for it. Other users and organisations running a secure job security manager on the same platform, and the service provider themselves, will not be directly affected.

7.5.2 Adapting the Grid Job

There is another alternative implementation for the job security manager that is fully compatible with all virtualisation platforms without any changes. This step forward in interoperability can be achieved by implementing the job security manager within the grid job virtual machine (see Figure 32).
The job security manager can be installed in the operating-system running the grid job. Disk volume encryption support is already available for popular operating-systems [85]. The job attestation service can be built upon an IPSec client or a locally-installed SSL network proxy. A significant advantage of this approach is that the job security manager will work with any virtualisation platform available today. No virtual machine coalition or secure storage support is required from the virtual machine monitor itself.
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Figure 32: The Job Security Manager Installed in the Grid Job Virtual Machine

The grid job virtual machine can no longer be entirely encrypted if the job security manager is installed within it. The job security manager must obtain the decryption keys before the grid job can be decrypted. This can only happen once the operating-system has booted and the job security manager software has started running. It follows that although the grid job software and data can be encrypted, the operating-system cannot. In most cases this is not a problem because the operating-system itself is unlikely to contain proprietary software. Complications do arise however, such as ensuring that the swap file is encrypted so an attacker cannot steal sensitive data that has been paged out to disk.

Although the operating-system cannot be encrypted, it must be integrity protected. The operating-system running the grid job can be adapted to perform a trusted computing
authenticated boot process using a virtual TPM. The job security manager is measured in
turn by the operating-system before it is executed. The key management service attests
these measurements before releasing the decryption keys. Operating-system support for
attestation is vital to prevent attacks on the integrity of the job security manager, leading
to compromise of the data encryption keys.

Once the decryption keys have been obtained the grid job is ready for execution. The
decryption key is passed to a secure storage driver within the operating-system. The driver
is responsible for encrypting and integrity-checking all disk read and write requests to
the grid job data partition. The job security manager then decrypts and measures the
grid job to verify its integrity prior to execution. The job attestation service can use this
measurement at a later time to allow the user to verify the integrity of the grid job when
collecting the results.

Legacy software is no longer supported once the job security manager is installed inside
the grid job. The user is forced to use an operating-system that is compatible with the
job security manager. When coalitions are used the grid job runs in a separate virtual
machine that can use any operating-system. A second interoperability problem is that
the operating-system must be modified to support attestation. Linux currently supports
authenticated boot, but other popular operating-systems like Microsoft Windows do not,
and legacy operating-systems are unlikely to ever support attestation. When coalitions are
used this problem does not arise because the grid job can be attested externally by the job
security manager.

Like other alternatives, installing the job security manager in the grid job significantly
weakens the security architecture. The problem is caused by the resulting lack of isolation
between the grid job and the job security manager. An attacker who compromises the grid
job will also compromise the job security manager. The attacker can now request all the
other decryption keys the user has access to by sending fake grid job data measurements.
The job security manager will be successfully attested to the key management service,
which will then give out the decryption keys even though the attacker has gained complete
control over it. This attack is prevented if coalitions are used because there is strong
isolation between the grid job and the job security manager.

7.5.3 Trusted Computing Hardware Requirements

Trusted computing hardware is evolving rapidly. There are now a range of hardware technologies that may or may not be available on a trusted platform. A trusted grid must be able to cope with a heterogeneous mix of available hardware and software resources. Better security will be available on platforms running the latest trusted computing technology. Older platforms should not be precluded from participating in the trusted grid altogether. Achieving the vision of a global grid requires support for a wide range of devices offering different levels of assurance.

The trusted platform module is at the heart of a trusted platform. Early versions of the TPM adhered to the 1.1b specification [166]. This was later succeeded by version 1.2 [170] adding support for a number of new features. Further revisions are likely in the future. Many features in the specification are optional. There are a number of different TPM chip manufacturers and each have chosen to implement a different subset of the specification [135]. This situation means that the trusted grid must interoperate with a variety of different TPM chips.

The core trusted grid functionality uses fundamental trusted computing functions. The main function used by the trusted grid is attestation, and this has been present since the very earliest generation of TPM chips. An older TPM chip implemented to the 1.1b specification is sufficient to support a trusted grid. The TPM 1.2 specification introduces new features that can be useful in some specific scenarios. Monotonic counters can be used to prevent sealed data being rolled back to a previous version by an attacker [100]. This can enhance the security of public-resource computing style scenarios, where there is a need for persistent access to data across platform reboots.

Even if a platform does not contain a TPM chip it is still possible to take advantage of some of the security benefits of a trusted grid. Attestation is not needed if the user fully trusts the owner of the platform. Provided the job security manager is integrated into the virtualisation layer (as in Figure 31 in Section 7.5.1) it is sufficient to prove that the
platform is owned and managed by a certified service provider. The service provider is then trusted to ensure that the job security manager and the rest of the trusted computing base is correctly installed and configured. In this case no TPM is required and the user retains the benefits of secure storage and the isolation of untrusted grid middleware.

When a platform does not contain a TPM it is still necessary to verify the trustworthiness of the remote platform. This can be done using host certificates instead of attestation. The grid execution host is authenticated by the job security manager when the connection with the key management service is established. The grid job measurements are then exchanged over the secure channel. This approach relies on a certification procedure for service providers that includes verification that the systems are kept secure and well-managed. It is particularly suited to cloud computing and smaller data grids where there are fewer participants. As the grid becomes larger it becomes harder to maintain close evaluation and certification of all the members in this way.

Another optional trusted computing component is hardware support for direct memory access (DMA) protection. DMA protection allows device drivers to be placed outside the trusted computing base within the middleware virtual machine (as in Figure 29 in Section 7.3.2). DMA protection, for example using Intel’s Directed I/O technology [1], has only recently become available on PC hardware. It is possible to implement DMA protection in the virtualisation software without direct hardware support [179]. If neither a hardware nor a software solution is available, all device drivers must be placed in the trusted management VM. This increases the complexity of the trusted computing base, but retains the other advantages such as the restricted management interface.

Traditional trusted computing attestation requires all the firmware chips involved in the boot process to be measured [170]. This includes the BIOS and option ROMs contained in devices such as storage controllers. In a cloud computing environment containing mostly homogeneous equipment this might be practical, but as the grid increases in size the number of potentially valid measurements soon becomes difficult to manage.

Intel Trusted Execution Technology simplifies attestation because it introduces a new trusted launch functionality that does not rely on firmware for secure execution [62]. This
technology is only available on the latest hardware as it requires the TPM version 1.2 chips and a supported motherboard and CPU. It will be some time before trusted execution technology is widely available but until that time very large scale grids will be more difficult to manage due to the variety of valid attestation measurements for heterogeneous hardware equipment.

It is clear that a global grid will need to accommodate a large variety of trusted computing hardware and software. Depending on their requirements users may be willing to trade off security against performance and interoperability. An effective way to deal with this problem is to extend the existing grid information services framework with data about the availability of trusted computing support. Grid job schedulers can then take this into account along with other factors when selecting a suitable service provider and execution node. This approach permits the user great flexibility when matching existing grid resources to their own individual security requirements.

7.6 Case-study: Grid computing

This final case-study considers how a trusted grid can be achieved in a virtual organisation with varied support for trusted computing and virtualisation. This brings together several of the concepts in this and previous chapters to show that a trusted grid could be achieved by gradually moving over to more secure technologies, without the need for wholesale replacement of existing hardware and software.

Consider the example virtual organisation (VO) depicted in Figure 33, consisting of a medical company in a research partnership with two universities. The company intends to release sensitive medical data to the universities to help them conduct research experiments. In order to fulfill its duties for the protection of medical data, the company wishes to ensure that only the university researchers directly involved in the experiments can access the data. Other users of the grid hosted by the universities must be denied access.

In existing grid technology these requirements would be solved using access controls. User authentication and authorisation systems can be used to control access to the patient data. These existing technologies have two fundamental security weaknesses that
the trusted grid attempts to solve. Firstly the company must trust that the grid systems managed by the universities are able to secure user credentials from theft by an attacker who could then masquerade as a legitimate user. Secondly the company must trust the universities to safely handle the data after it is released, and to securely wipe it once it is no longer needed.

The company has decided that on a large university campus, containing a wide variety of grid and non-grid systems, the likelihood of vulnerabilities resulting in data loss is too high. Instead a trusted grid will be used to provide strong data confidentiality protection while it is processed on university systems. To achieve this the company builds a key management service to authorise release of the data to pre-approved analysis software. The key management service policy lists the hashes of software that is trusted to access the data, and the company verifies new software before adding it to the list.

Whereas a cloud provider has to support many users with different security requirements, a smaller VO can adopt a more specialised, unique solution. The universities partic-
ipating in the VO have each installed a customised virtualisation layer that provides a job security manager in the virtualisation layer (as described in Section 7.5.1). This is feasible because the universities have a close working relationship and are willing to agree upon a common software and security solution. A significant advantage of this approach is that it only involves making minor changes to existing open-source virtualisation software, rather than developing full support for VM coalitions, which is a much more complex change (see Section 7.4).

One downside of this approach is that researchers do not have full control over the analysis software that performs the experiments. New software must be vetted by the company and added to the key management service before it can be used. New experiments can be run using the existing authorised software by changing the input parameters. However if a novel experiment requires the development of new software, there will be a delay while this is authorised by the company. For experiments that require constant re-development of the analysis software this approach would introduce unnecessary overheads.

The company decides to offer the use of its own internal systems to the universities to permit the execution of dynamic software. The company is willing to allow this because it has perimeter security and other countermeasures within its internal network that carefully control allowed data import and export. These countermeasures prevent potentially malicious grid jobs from exporting sensitive patient data to an attacker on an external system.

This use-case can be implemented by adding an additional set of policy rules to the company’s internal key management service. These rules permit release of data decryption keys to any grid host that is internal to the company. University researchers would be authorised to update these policy rules before dispatching new software onto the grid. As discussed in Section 7.2.2, automated software could perform these updates on their behalf, making use of the trusted grid a transparent user experience.

The company wishes to avoid unnecessary data encryption. The encryption operations are expensive in terms of time and data processing overheads. When grid jobs are executed within the company’s infrastructure, there is no need for the medical data to be encrypted.
Instead, the unencrypted data can be transferred directly to the target grid host, since the company fully trusts its own infrastructure to provide suitable protection for the data. On the other hand, medical data must be encrypted before it is transferred to external university grid systems. A suitable solution here is to use on-demand encryption (see Section 7.2.3).

This case-study is intended to illustrate how a trusted grid can be achieved without significant changes to existing infrastructure. Note that a key management service is only needed if there is a requirement for data confidentiality. For example if the universities wish to execute grid jobs on their infrastructure with only integrity protection, then a key management service is not needed. Instead the TPM is used to provide a strong guarantee over software integrity once the results are retrieved. This shows that a great deal of benefit can still be gained from a trusted grid without implementing the potentially complex data access policies needed to support data confidentiality.

### 7.7 Conclusion

The trusted grid architecture presented in this thesis places strong requirements on the underlying virtualisation layer. In many ways virtualisation software is still maturing, and a trusted hypervisor is still only available in research prototypes. However new hardware and software developments mean that a fully trusted solution is likely to be commercially available in the very near future.

The job security manager is a new concept for virtual machine deployment. Virtual machines must work together co-operatively in a coalition. Since this is a new research idea borne out of the work for this thesis, coalition support is not currently available in existing virtualisation software. However the changes it requires have been shown to be straightforward, existing mainly at the higher level VM configuration layer, rather than requiring changes to the underlying hypervisor.

To some extent requiring changes to the virtualisation layer goes against the original stated aim of achieving full interoperability with existing software. This chapter has therefore gone on to show that a number of alternative solutions are possible, installing the job
security manager either alongside the hypervisor, or in the virtual machine running the grid job. Both these approaches weaken security slightly, with the huge benefit of maintaining interoperability with existing software.

The following chapter evaluates the proposed solution on the basis of both performance and security. The aim is to demonstrate that the proposed architecture is not just feasible to implement, but could also meet the strong performance requirements placed on grid software. It is difficult to find a concrete way to measure security, so instead the approach taken is to explain how defense in depth is achieved even if individual trusted components become compromised.
8 Evaluation

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the feasibility of the trusted grid architecture. Two separate aspects are examined. Firstly, whether the architecture offers sufficient protection for users’ data when it is processed on the grid. Secondly, performance is considered, and whether the overheads introduced by the security architecture could seriously affect the usability of the grid.

No system can completely eliminate security vulnerabilities. Trusted grid architectures should aim to minimise the amount of trusted software such as grid middleware. Security problems remain, however. The correct operation of hardware and software is relied upon for the security enforcing functions.

It is important to understand the vulnerabilities that the trusted components are exposed to, their likelihood, and the impact of compromise. A vulnerability analysis (Section 8.2) helps highlight the security-critical parts of the architecture, as well as identifying additional countermeasures that can be put in place to mitigate the risk. It also gives an insight into design decisions that were made to enhance the robustness of key components.

Operations like encryption and hashing necessarily incur performance penalties. This is in contradiction to the goals of the grid, which aims for very high speed computation and data processing. The performance analysis (Section 8.3) identifies key areas that are likely to be crucial for achieving acceptable performance. The main areas of concern are the overhead of virtualisation and protected storage. The section goes on to discuss a number of design decisions and emerging technologies that will help ensure a high quality of service for users on the trusted grid.

8.2 Security Analysis

8.2.1 Attacks on the Trusted Hardware and Software

Trusted computing mechanisms are susceptible to hardware attacks if the attacker has physical access to the platform. Prevention of hardware attacks is not one of the design
goals for the trusted platform module (TPM) [62]. Researchers have demonstrated how a number of hardware attacks are possible as a result.

To reduce costs the TPM chip is soldered directly onto the motherboard with the pins exposed. This leads to an attack where the TPM attestation measurements can be set to zero by placing a piece of wire to the reset pin, allowing the attacker to spoof the attestation measurements of a running platform [82]. The attestation measurements sent to the TPM over the low-pin count bus can be modified with relatively inexpensive equipment to hide the actual state of the platform [89]. A custom hardware modification attached to the system memory modules can cause them to provide false data during attestation [74].

Hardware attacks can be performed without physical access to the platform. For example vulnerabilities in the CPU can bypass memory protection, allowing an attacker to break the isolation between virtual machines. According to the Intel Specification Updates, the Intel Core 2 CPU has 128 confirmed bugs, many of which remain unfixed [75].

Modifications to the BIOS can subvert trusted platforms, and many machines permit unauthenticated firmware updates [82]. Trusted computing attestation relies on the integrity of the BIOS because it performs the first measurement.

Although the TPM is designed to resist software attacks, there is also the possibility that it could fail given malicious input. Recent research has demonstrated some API level vulnerabilities by formally modelling the TPM specification [132], and further work is ongoing in this area [69].

The implications of compromising trusted hardware varies depending on the application. An important factor is the level of physical security that can be put in place. Dedicated data centres used for cloud computing are likely to have physical countermeasures in place that make such attacks unlikely. Hardware attacks are more likely in a data grid where shared IT infrastructure is used and unauthorised individuals might have access to grid systems. In public-resource computing scenarios no physical security is likely to be possible. The owner of the platform has complete access to the machine, but may not have the skills required to modify hardware. A similar scenario in games consoles has lead to an industry developing around the sale of hardware chips that bypass built-in security mechanisms [174].
New developments in trusted computing are likely to make hardware attacks more difficult. The late launch feature of Intel Trusted Execution Technology removes the BIOS and other firmware from the trusted computing base [82, 62]. Intel have plans to integrate the TPM into the motherboard chipset [62]. This will make physical attacks considerably harder because data will pass over the high-speed bus, which requires expensive hardware probing equipment to access [62].

Attacking trusted software is in many ways easier than attacking hardware. Unlike hardware, the behaviour of software can be altered by modifying program code in memory. The TPM is normally used to measure software as it is loaded from disk [142, 91]. An attacker can avoid detection after compromising the system by ensuring that they do not modify the disk storage for attested applications. The result is that attestation changes the method of attack somewhat, but it does not thwart software attacks.

A trusted grid relies on many software components for its secure operation. The trusted computing base includes the job security manager, the key management service, the virtualisation layer and the grid job itself. Memory isolation and other security mechanisms are used to limit the impact of a successful attack.
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Figure 34 shows an overview of the trusted software components. The numbers indicate the impact of compromise, where a higher value is more severe. The arrows indicate trust dependencies between components. For example compromising the job security manager implies that the grid job is also compromised because it has full access to its storage data.
The remainder of this section examines each of these areas, including the attacks against them and the countermeasures that can be put in place to add additional protection.

8.2.2 Grid Job

It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that their grid job is secure. The trusted grid does not attempt to prevent bugs and security issues with grid applications. Instead the aim is to protect against new vulnerabilities introduced by running software on untrusted remote infrastructure. If a grid job is compromised an attacker may gain access to the sensitive data being processed. The trusted grid countermeasures such as secure storage help protect the grid job from attacks via the underlying infrastructure and middleware software, not the grid job itself.

Isolation is used to limit the impact of a successful attack on a grid job. Virtual machine isolation means that an attacker cannot directly compromise other grid jobs running on the same platform. The job security manager is also isolated within its own virtual machine. This separation prevents an attacker who has compromised the grid job from gaining access to the decryption keys belonging to that user.

Users can in some cases significantly reduce the likelihood of their grid job being compromised. For example, a grid job that renders a single animation frame could be run without any network access. Once the computation is complete the encrypted results can be returned using the grid middleware data transfer service (using the approach described in Section 6.4.2). Since no remote access to the grid job is possible the vulnerability surface is considerably reduced. This approach is not practical for all applications. In these cases network security components such as a virtual private network can be installed in the job security manager to limit the hosts and users that can connect to it.

8.2.3 Job Security Manager

Successfully compromising the job security manager gives an attacker access to far more sensitive data than compromising a single grid job. An attack is possible that permits the attacker unauthorised access to all the data available to the grid user. The attack proceeds
as follows. The attacker connects to the key management service and the job security manager attests itself. The attestation will succeed because only program code running in memory has been changed. The attacker then sends spoofed measurements of encrypted data and receives the decryption keys from the key management service. By repeating this attack the attacker can gain unauthorised access to all data accessible to the compromised user account.

It is vital that the job security manager is robust against attacks. The job security manager has been designed to eliminate unnecessary functionality and reduce complexity, hopefully resulting in fewer security vulnerabilities. Many tasks, such as key generation, policy management and enforcement, are offloaded to the key management service. This considerably simplifies the implementation of the job security manager.

The secure storage service encrypts blocks of data and is unable to interpret their contents. The filesystem drivers are instead situated within the grid job virtual machine. This approach improves security because buggy filesystem drivers will not compromise the job security manager. This attack path could otherwise be exploited to allow an attacker who has gained control of the grid job virtual machine to attack the job security manager and escalate their privileges on the system.

A single organisation might distribute multiple implementations of the job security manager, each containing the minimum necessary functionality for different tasks. For example if the grid job does not need secure network communications during operation the job attestation service (described in Section 4.6) can be omitted. Organisations might set a security policy requiring the most sensitive data to be accessed using a job security manager that runs a firewall, virtual private network and other software that restricts network access. The number of potential security vulnerabilities is reduced by stripping out unnecessary functionality.

A possible source of remote attacks on the job security manager comes from a malicious key management service. There are two ways to conduct this attack. The attacker can either force the job security manager to connect to a host under their control, or they can compromise a legitimate key management service. The attacker can then attempt to exploit
a vulnerability in the protocol used to obtain the data decryption keys. If the attacker is successful they can redirect the job security manager to another key management service and steal all the decryption keys the victim is authorised to access.

Authentication can be used to defend against redirection attacks but may not be a practical solution in a large-scale grid. The job security manager can be configured to trust a set of public host keys belonging to authentic key management services. To ensure the set of public keys have not been tampered with by an attacker, each key management service needs to verify the list of keys during attestation of the job security manager. In a large-scale grid this is not practical because the owners of the key management services may not all trust each other, or they may lack the shared public-key infrastructure needed to establish mutual trust.

The design of the trusted grid rests on the assumption that the job security manager can be implemented securely. Protocol attacks are only possible if bugs or other vulnerabilities are present. The only effective way to guard against a malicious key management service is through secure and robust implementation. The job security manager is designed so that the code implementing the protocol can be small and easily verifiable. The only interaction necessary is sending measurements and receiving decryption keys. No further communication is entered into once the decryption keys have been obtained. This is a significant step forward over existing grid systems where many complex protocols, such as those used to support execution and data management, must be implemented correctly to avoid security vulnerabilities.

8.2.4 Virtual Machine Monitor

Compromising the virtual machine monitor has a greater impact than a weakness in a single job security manager. The virtual machine monitor is responsible for enforcing isolation between all the virtual machines. If it is compromised the attacker can take control of all job security managers running on the platform. This is possible because the attacker can read and write to any location in physical memory. Every user that runs their grid job on the compromised platform risks losing all the decryption keys they are authorised to access.
High assurance virtual machine monitors are not currently widely available. VMWare, one of the largest virtualisation platforms vendors, published 19 security advisories in 2008 [176], many of which address multiple vulnerabilities. The lack of secure design in current virtualisation platforms has been noted by many other researchers [80, 86]. The trusted grid places even more stringent requirements on the security of the hypervisor, because it must prevent administrators accidentally or deliberately subverting the security policy.

Research and development is currently very active in the area of secure virtual machine monitors and isolation kernels. The Green Hill real-time operating-system has successfully completed evaluation for Common Criteria EAL6+ certification, which requires semi-formal verification of the system design [31]. SEL4 is an attempt to engineer a formally verified embedded version of the L4 microkernel [40]. VMWare [163] has recently released a product called VMWare ESXi. This is a minimal virtual machine monitor that runs within firmware built into the PC platform. These developments are likely to pave the way for a highly trusted grid in the future by significantly decreasing the likelihood of an attacker compromising the virtual machine monitor.

Covert channels are a security problem that has traditionally beset multi-level secure systems [92], but they can also affect virtualised platforms. A covert channel is an unintended data channel that can be used to break the isolation between virtual machines. For example a covert timing channel might use CPU utilisation as a signal to transmits bits of data between two virtual machines that are running on the same processor. High-speed covert storage channels are possible if, for example, the virtual machine monitor fails to zero out memory that is then re-allocated to another virtual machine.

The impact of a covert channel on a trusted grid is not immediately apparent, because it requires two virtual machines to be compromised. For an attacker to exploit a covert channel they would have to take control of the victim virtual machine in the first instance. This would imply that they already have access to sensitive data stored in the grid job, or the job security manager, so they have no need to exploit a covert channel.

Covert channels do harm the ability to protect grid jobs from attack in a trusted grid.
architecture. For example assume that a firewall and intrusion detection system are running in the job security manager. If the grid job is compromised a covert channel can be used to transfer the data directly to another virtual machine, bypassing the network-based countermeasures. Covert channels allow an attacker to circumvent the information flow policies enforced by the virtual machine monitor and this can lead to data compromise.

8.2.5 Key Management Service

Compromising the key management service is one of the highest severity attacks that can occur in a trusted grid. The key management service protects the sensitive data belonging to an entire organisation. If it is compromised the attacker can steal the decryption keys for all the users managed by that system. Mandatory access controls rely on the integrity of the key management service, so they can also be bypassed.

The architecture of the trusted grid makes the key management service one of the easiest components to secure. The key management service runs from within the owner’s organisation. This makes it easier to secure than the other components that run on untrusted remote infrastructure. The home organisation can put physical and network security countermeasures in place. An organisation has a greater level of control over the security of the key management service, so it makes sense to concentrate the security enforcing functions within it. The resulting high impact of attack is balanced by the fact that the owner has a large degree of control over the countermeasures that protect it.

One potential source of attack on the key management service comes from external attackers. The key management service cannot be completely isolated from the network because it must accept connections from remote job security managers. There is a danger that a vulnerability could be exploited by an attacker by manipulating this network protocol. The likelihood of this attack is significantly reduced by immediately attesting the job security manager before any further protocol exchanges. Once attestation has taken place attacks become much less likely because a valid job security manager will not send malformed protocol packets and will only call the external interfaces in the expected manner.

The key management service is also open to attack from authorised users within the
data owner’s organisation. Authorised users are permitted to manage the policy rules in order to authorise their grid jobs to run on remote systems. Deliberate or accidental policy misconfiguration are two possible vulnerabilities. This could allow a user to access decryption keys belonging to another user, or bypass mandatory access control policies. These vulnerabilities can be mitigated using access controls to restrict changes to policy rules, and accounting and audit measures in order to monitor mis-use of the system.

Unauthorised users might seek to attack the key management service if they have access to the internal network of the host organisation. An example of this type of attack might be a buffer-overflow type vulnerability in the management interface used to update user policy. Once the attacker has taken control of the key management service they could gain access to all the decryption keys and policy managed by the system. The impact of these attacks can be reduced by using a TPM in the platform running the key management service to protect the decryption keys in sealed storage. This approach can follow a similar design to that used to enhance the security of grid credentials in the online MyProxy service, where keys are sealed to the user’s authentication password [104, 97].

8.3 Performance

8.3.1 Performance Issues

High performance is one of the key drivers behind the development of the grid. Security sits uneasily with aspirations that the grid will take high speed computing to new levels [47]. Encryption, authentication and other cryptographic operations that are needed to create a trusted grid necessarily incur a performance penalty. Users with strong security requirements may be willing to make some sacrifices in terms of reduced speed of computation provided performance does not suffer to the extent that the grid becomes unusable.

In terms of the overall trusted grid architecture there are two areas that are likely to be crucial for performance. The first is the overhead of virtualisation. Studies suggest that virtualisation is a scalable approach for high performance distributed systems, with a typical overhead of 20 percent over native execution [133]. The job security manager, however, uses an unusual virtualisation architecture, and this is likely to introduce additional
overheads over existing approaches. A second key area for concern is the overhead of the
data encryption and integrity-checking performed by the secure storage service, because
this could increase the time it takes for grid jobs to access data on secondary storage.

Other aspects of the trusted grid architecture are less likely to affect the run-time
performance of a grid job. The overhead of communication with the key management
service is one potential area for concern. The job security manager must set up a secure
communications channel using encryption and authentication. Only a negligible amount of
data is transferred, including the data encryption keys and data hashes, so the overall CPU
overhead is likely to be low. Unlike data staging, this data transfer must occur once the
grid job is scheduled for execution, rather than in advance. A typical grid job will involve
the transfer of gigabytes of data so the time taken for this interaction is likely to be very
small in comparison.

Attestation normally involves expensive public key operations to digitally sign the mea-
surement. The trusted grid architecture minimises the use of attestation. Data is only
digitally signed once execution has completed and the grid job has shut down. This ap-
proach has significant performance advantages because only one digital signature operation
must be performed during the lifetime of the grid job. The downside of this approach is
that data cannot be staged out with tamper detection while the grid job is running. Live
data staging would require a new digital signature operation every time data is modified
resulting in an unacceptable performance overhead.

Another issue to consider is the memory overhead of the job security manager. Since
each job is run with its own instance of a job security manager this could soon add up to a
significant amount of memory. This problem is reduced because the job security manager
can run a highly restricted operating-system with minimal memory requirements. For
example the damnsmalllinux operating-system requires only 8Mb of RAM [152]. Memory
is also needed to support sufficient buffering for disk read and write operations so that may
increase this figure. The memory requirements are likely to be acceptable provided a user
does not wish to run hundreds of short-lived grid jobs on a single platform. An alternative
solution is to share a single job security manager between multiple grid jobs, as described
in Section 7.5.

There is a storage constraint involved with integrity protection. The list of disk block hash values needs to be stored alongside the other metadata. Pletka et al. [125] estimate the space requirements as one percent of the size of the data (when using the SHA-256 hash algorithm). To reduce the storage overhead block hashes can be generated dynamically by the job security manager at the expense of decreased start-up time. Alternatively the list of hashes can be transferred over the network as part of the job data files at the expense of increased data transfer size.

Although there was insufficient time within the scope of this work, a more detailed understanding of performance issues could be obtained by building a fully functional prototype as described in Section 9.2.1.

8.3.2 Virtual Machine Monitor Performance

Virtualisation is a major source of performance overhead in a trusted grid. A study of the Xen virtual machine monitor has shown that disk driver virtualisation adds around 4 percent to the total CPU time involved in storage access [26]. The trusted grid architecture involves the use of two levels of disk virtualisation. The grid job has its disk virtualised by the job security manager. After the data is encrypted it is written to the virtual storage device provided by the underlying virtualisation software. Since this requires data to be copied between two sets of virtual machines, the performance impact would be expected to be at least double that of existing virtualisation architectures.

A single activity contributes to the majority of the performance penalty of virtualisation. When a virtual device is accessed requests and responses need to be transferred to the virtual machine hosting the device drivers. Over 75 percent of the time taken to access a virtual device is spent making these data transfers between virtual machines [163]. Reducing the number of virtual machine transitions during device access is therefore a major focus when optimising virtual machine monitors.

Modified device drivers can significantly reduce the overhead of device virtualisation. These drivers are installed in the operating-system running in a virtual machine. The mod-
ified drivers are specifically designed to optimise performance in a virtualised environment. For example, physical device access requests can be buffered and sent in groups to eliminate unnecessary virtual machine transitions. These changes have been shown by VMWare to more than double throughput rates on the same hardware [163]. These improvements can be adopted in a trusted grid by distributing grid jobs that are pre-installed with modified device drivers, but this does limit support for legacy operating-systems.

A technique called para-virtualisation can eliminate almost all the overhead involved in virtual device access [12]. Para-virtualisation requires extensive modifications to the virtual machine. Device drivers are stripped out altogether. The operating-system kernel is modified so that device access results in an explicit access request to the virtual machine monitor. Expensive data copying operations can be avoided by sharing virtual memory pages between the two virtual machines. Data is transferred directly to the driver domain using this shared memory channel. This approach can be used in a trusted grid by adapting the job security manager to use para-virtualisation. Grid job virtual machines can continue to use the normal, slower form of device access to improve interoperability with existing software.

8.3.3 Secure Storage Performance

One of the powerful ideas behind distributing the security layer alongside the grid job is that security functionality can be tailored to the user’s requirements. Kher et al. provide a comprehensive review of the many different secure storage solutions that are available [85]. Approaches differ significantly in terms of performance, security and functionality. Many of these alternatives are suitable for use within the job security manager, so users are free to select the option best suited to their individual requirements.

It is difficult to accurately measure the performance overhead of disk encryption. The results vary significantly depending on the exact workload characteristics under test [180]. Despite these difficulties many studies agree that full-disk encryption is practical for wide-scale use [44, 125, 180]. This is evidenced by the fact that full-disk encryption is now built into popular operating-systems such as Windows and Linux [44, 85]. Studies suggest that
the overhead of encryption over unprotected file operations varies from 5 percent [44] to 20 per cent in the worst case [125] depending on the implementation.

The Terra virtualisation platform enforces data integrity by checking hashes of data blocks as they are read from disk [54]. The correct hashes are stored along with other file metadata. These hashes are in turn verified by hashing the entire virtual disk image prior to start-up and comparing the resulting value to a certified, digitally signed measurement. In terms of performance this means that start-up time is increased while the hash value is verified, but the creators of Terra find the overhead to be acceptable and do not seek further optimisation [54]. Other researchers suggest the use of a Merkle hash-tree, which can reduce the overhead to the logarithm of the data size for sparsely accessed data [100, 125].

In many cases the performance overhead of encryption can be avoided altogether. Encryption is not required if the user only needs data integrity. The results can be attested using a digital signature to verify that the grid job was not tampered with during execution. This digital signature is produced once the grid job has shut down, so there is no impact on run-time execution.

If data confidentiality is required, performance can be improved by disabling integrity protection. Instead, encryption may be sufficient to guard against the most likely attacks on data integrity. Since filesystem metadata is usually encrypted along with the file contents it may be difficult for an attacker to decide which data blocks to modify to tamper with a specific file. Even if an attacker successfully malforms software they still need a way to access the leaked data. If the grid job has no access to the network during execution there will be no way for the attacker to access the leaked data even if the grid job is successfully compromised through an integrity attack, because access to physical devices is controlled by the virtual machine monitor.

Compatibility between data encrypted in different formats is a problem in a trusted grid. Existing approaches to secure storage assume that data is encrypted and decrypted on the same device. In a trusted grid there is a need to pre-encrypt data and then make it available for decryption on many different execution nodes. If the job security manager assumes that data will be encrypted in one format, but the data provider makes it available in another
format, then there is a compatibility problem and the job cannot be executed. Incompatibility might be caused by the use of different secure storage implementations, for example.

Full interoperability between different encrypted data formats can be achieved using two levels of encryption. First the entire data file is symmetrically encrypted by the owner. The job security manager retrieves the data decryption key from the key management service and begins to decrypt the file. During decryption each data block is written to disk in an encrypted format supported by the job security manager. This solution is clearly bad for performance because the entire virtual machine image must be decrypted and re-encrypted prior to execution, but it supports interoperability between many different implementations.

Many grids are likely to be able to avoid these interoperability problems. In both cloud and public resource computing use-cases the owner of the data also provides the job security manager. The data can be provided in a suitable format so there is no need for conversion. Data grid use-cases can overcome these problems provided all parties agree on the same job security manager implementation. As the data grids become larger it is increasingly likely that data providers and users might choose different encrypted data formats. The only solution in these cases is to accept that performance will suffer due to the need to transform the data into another format prior to execution.

Another alternative to speed up encryption and integrity protection is the use of hardware acceleration. Hardware-based cryptographic accelerators can offer considerable performance improvements for symmetric encryption, public key operations and data hashing. Due to the cost-constraints the TPM will generally not rival these solutions for speed and feature set, indeed, the TCG standard does not require any support for symmetric encryption [170]. For example an implementation of the AES 128-bit symmetric encryption algorithm in hardware can achieve a throughput of 241MBit/s [101]. However it is unclear whether these hardware solutions could be adapted to work efficiently in a virtualised environment, where the cryptographic hardware is shared by many job security manager virtual machines.

New hard drives are becoming available that provide hardware encryption suitable for virtualised environments [169]. These drives encrypt and decrypt data at native disk speeds.
The protection mechanism works by having a virtual machine set up a public key with the disk drive over a secure channel. The corresponding private key can then be used to authenticate and gain access to the encrypted storage. The drive is capable of storing multiple public keys to support access to many data compartments.

The job security manager could use disks with built-in encryption to implement secure storage. The job security manager would authenticate itself to access the compartment using a private key held in sealed storage. Security is also improved because the code implementing the secure storage can be almost entirely removed from the job security manager, meaning there is less scope for bugs. These disks do not presently support integrity protection, but that is likely to change in the future. Another downside of this approach is that availability is currently limited, especially for enterprise storage solutions such as network-attached storage and storage area networks.

8.4 Conclusion

It is difficult to demonstrate the extent to which security improvements have been achieved. This chapter has attempted to do that by examining the impact of a successful attack on each component in the trusted grid. This has demonstrated tangible benefits over existing approaches. In particular, the large quantity of grid middleware software used on existing grids is no longer trusted.

In addition, compromise of a job security manager only affects the user that deployed it, and no other user of the system. This means that users can be empowered to choose implementations of the job security manager that they feel offer appropriate levels of security robustness. In a global grid there might be a variety of implementations available to suit users with different assurance and performance requirements.

Performance is clearly a tradeoff with security. Since grids focus on very high speed computation, adding expensive operations such as encryption is always going to be difficult. This analysis has shown that the overall time overhead is likely to be in the region of five to twenty percent in the worst case. New developments taking place in hardware are likely to further improve performance by reducing the overhead of virtualisation.
9 Conclusion and Further Work

9.1 Contributions

Five key security and interoperability goals for a trusted grid were identified in Chapter 1. In this section the main contributions of the thesis are presented in the context of these goals and the extent to which they have been achieved.

9.1.1 Solving the Middleware Problem

The middleware software that drives the grid is relied upon to secure users’ data and credentials. Even in the relatively short history of the grid a number of security vulnerabilities have been discovered (see Chapter 6). The software systems involved perform complex functions that are inherently difficult to implement to a high level of assurance. A lack of isolation in the design means that vulnerabilities can easily lead to successful attacks on users’ data.

It is this combination of factors — the likelihood of vulnerabilities together with the high impact of attacks that result from them — that causes the grid middleware problem. Unless the middleware problem is addressed it is likely to become a crucial stumbling block in the future development of the grid. Businesses and other organisations handling sensitive data may not be willing to trust grid service providers that are unable to guarantee strong protection of their data.

One of the major contributions of the thesis is a solution to the middleware problem. The new trusted grid architecture significantly improves the protection of users’ data. This is achieved through a large reduction in the amount and complexity of privileged software. The solution works by introducing a new set of trusted grid services. The job security manager isolates user data from grid middleware using encryption and integrity protection. Theft of user credentials no longer compromises users’ data because the key management service will only release decryption keys to a trusted platform running authorised software.

Data deployed on the grid is subject to a potentially high level of threat from other users. A grid user might be sharing the same grid computer with a rival organisation. The
proposed solution has been specifically designed to resist attacks from other users of the grid. The job security manager runs within a protected virtual machine where it cannot be accessed even if other parts of the host are compromised. It can be implemented with simple and robust code because the key management service is relied upon to perform the complex policy enforcement functions, while the key management service itself is protected within the internal network of the grid job owner.

9.1.2 Resisting Admin Attack and Error

In large virtual organisations it is difficult to be certain that all the administrators in charge of grid systems are trustworthy. Administrators can potentially disable trusted grid services by tampering with the code and data. Perhaps more importantly, users must trust that administrators have not accidentally compromised the security of the system, for example by forgetting to install a crucial security patch.

Trusted computing attestation allows a user to verify that a remote grid system is secure. Existing solutions to attestation do not work well in a grid. Every time a service provider upgrades or reconfigures grid software they must inform their users about the change. This approach becomes infeasible in a large grid containing thousands of organisations using a diverse range of customised software solutions. Users would have no easy way to decide whether a system is trustworthy unless all grid service settled on a small number of accepted implementations, which goes against the very problem the grid aims to solve.

The trusted grid solution presented in the thesis solves these problems with attestation. The grid middleware itself does not have to be measured, so service providers are free to use their own customised solution. Only the job security manager and the virtualisation software are measured. Since both of these components are designed to be small and simple they are unlikely to change often. Furthermore, the job security manager is provided by the user themselves, so they only need to confirm it has not been modified in transit. By measuring just these two components the user can gain assurance that a grid system is trustworthy.

Trusted computing hardware does not currently resist physical attacks. This limits
the protection that is possible against administrators and other attackers with physical access to the system. In cloud and data grid environments this may be acceptable because physical, procedural and other security measures may be in place. Lack of protection is most apparent in public resource computing grid environments, where the platform might be a home user’s computer. In the future trusted computing is likely to provide higher levels of protection against physical attacks that might make it useful even in highly adversarial environments such as these [62].

9.1.3 Enforcing Digital Rights Management

Securing information exchange will become increasingly important as virtual organisations grow in size. As grids get larger it becomes more difficult to ensure that every member is equally trustworthy. Members of a virtual organisation might give a third-party access to data without the owner’s authorisation. This may be done maliciously, but also for more benign reasons (as part of an outsourcing contract, for example). Most current models for delegation do not allow data owners to strongly enforce controls over data dissemination [18]. Hosts on the grid offer proof of their identity, but not their good behaviour.

Like many new information processing systems the grid is subject to threats from insiders. A company should be concerned about their users leaking company secrets to competitors over the grid. The huge computational power of the grid increases the scope for its mis-use. Companies may be legally obliged to show that they can control and monitor its use. Simple data access controls are not enough because users are given either complete access to data or none at all.

Digital rights management is ideally suited for controlling data dissemination in large distributed systems. Encryption binds access control policies to the protected object, meaning that controls are enforced wherever the data is accessed on the grid. Users can be restricted to accessing data only through authorised applications. This possibility opens up new opportunities for richer and more flexible access control policies. Service providers and users on the grid might only be trusted to use data in certain ways, for example to respect patient anonymity in a medical trial.
The thesis has shown that the job security manager and key management service combine to form a robust digital rights management platform for the grid (see Section 6.5). The proposed architecture is able to enforce the following access control policies:

- A subgrid places a strong boundary around a virtual organisation and ensures that protected data cannot be passed outside the subgrid even if one or more of the members is malicious.
- Users can be prevented from sending sensitive data on the grid to unauthorised recipients.
- Stakeholders can control the software that is available to users on the grid. This is a powerful feature because it permits complex security policies to be enforced by the end-user applications.

A key downside of digital rights management is the overhead and cost involved in managing the access control policies. Involving end-users in policy definition is likely to be error prone and expensive, undermining the security advantages digital rights management offers.

The architecture proposed in the thesis attempts to solve these problems by minimising the need for user interaction. Client-based grid middleware can be modified to automatically update the key management service with a suitable access control policy as part of the job submission process. Provided the policies can be automatically defined in the majority of cases, this approach has the potential to make policy management largely invisible to end-users.

### 9.1.4 Interoperability with Existing Grid Middleware

It has taken many years for grid software to reach its current state of development. At this stage making major changes to support a trusted grid is likely to be met with significant resistance from the grid community. If trusted grid functionality becomes available in a small number of projects, there is a danger that the trusted and legacy grid communities will become isolated from each other. And in the long-term, even if the trusted grid
becomes ubiquitous, the resulting plethora of different implementations are unlikely to be equally trusted by every member of the grid, leading to continuing interoperability problems between virtual organisations.

The trusted grid architecture presented in the thesis can interoperate with all existing grid solutions without modification. This is possible because the trusted grid services operate independently from the grid middleware in a virtual machine submitted by the user. This logical separation of the security layer from the underlying grid resource is a major step forward for interoperability. It allows service providers to offer a common grid infrastructure to the entire grid community, while still offering individual virtual organisations the freedom to adopt their own trusted security solution.

Availability of trusted computing technology remains the major hurdle in delivering a global-scale trusted grid. Trusted computing encompasses a wide range of hardware and software, so any solution must cope with a highly varied environment. The proposed solution to this problem is to provide a number of alternative trusted grid implementations (see Section 7.5). The different solutions trade off security and interoperability against compatibility with existing grid resources. This approach fits in well with the concept of the grid, where user requirements are matched to heterogeneous hardware and software resources. Security then becomes another user requirement alongside other factors such as bandwidth and storage.

9.1.5 Support for Legacy Grid Jobs

A major selling point of virtualisation is compatibility with existing legacy software. Being able to place software directly onto the grid without changes is a significant advantage for users. Existing trusted grid solutions do not support legacy code because they require modifications to support attestation [96, 54]. Making these changes to grid jobs requires access to the source code, and can be a costly and time-consuming process involving security experts to ensure that the correct part of the software is being measured.

The trusted grid solution developed in the thesis works seamlessly with all legacy grid jobs. Attestation is supported in the job security manager instead of the grid job itself.
The job security manager measures the grid job and reports those measurements to the key management service without the involvement of the grid job software. This solution allows users to take full advantage of the trusted grid without adapting their existing applications. A vision for the trusted grid is that where appropriate the new security measures can be transparent to end-users to minimise the need for training and the likelihood of accidental mis-configuration that might undermine security.

Origin attestation allows legacy grid jobs to be attested in dynamic environments. This is particularly useful in public resource computing where the grid job will run over many platform reboots. Previous approaches do not work well in this situation because a platform reboot would cause the attestation measurement to change unpredictably as new data is written to disk. Origin attestation overcomes this issue by replaying the attestation measurement taken when the software was first executed. This solution is particularly suited to short-term grid jobs where the changes in the time after deployment are unlikely to be significant.

9.2 Further work

9.2.1 Trusted Grid Prototype

The security benefits of the trusted grid architecture do not come without drawbacks. An effective way to evaluate whether these problems are acceptable is to perform a user-based trial and acceptability study. This should be based on a production grid project so the system can be evaluated in the context of a genuine use-case scenario. The study will help uncover system management, usability and performance issues, as well as demonstrate whether user requirements are fully met by the proposed solution.

The trial should investigate the following areas of potential concern:

- The difficulty of managing the access control policies for digital rights management, and also investigating the policies that would be most appropriate for real-world use-cases;

- The performance overhead of running grid jobs protected by a job security manager;
The claim that the job security manager can be implemented with a small amount of secure code.

Before a prototype can be implemented, however, it will be necessary to produce a detailed high-level design of the system. To some extent determining what needs to be specified in further detail would be part of the exercise reserved for future work, however the following areas are likely to be included:

- A full protocol specification showing the detailed interactions between components involved in the job submission process (including the job security manager and key management service — see Section 6.4.2).

- A specification of the new interfaces and components needed at the virtualisation layer to support virtual machine coalitions and the job security manager (see Section 7.4).

- A design for how the grid middleware will interact with the job security manager in order to provide access to a user’s proxy credentials for the purposes of authentication with the key management service (see Section 6.4.3).

It will be necessary to implement a prototype system to perform the evaluation. The testing should be done in stages in order to simplify development.

In the first stage a reduced functionality prototype can be used to test the digital rights management system. The prototype can be built quickly by integrating the job security manager into the virtualisation layer (as described in Section 7.5.1). By making the assumption that the administrators are trusted the architecture can be further simplified because it is not necessary to perform attestation, or even use a TPM. The key management service can be constructed by adapting an existing policy decision point. Several existing distributed access control solutions might be a suitable starting point, such as VOMS [3] and PERMIS [21].

The second-stage prototype would consist of a more complete implementation of the job security manager. The virtualisation platform must be adapted to add support for the
attestation of virtual machine coalitions (as described in Section 7.4). Accurate benchmarking tests can then be performed to measure the CPU and disk access performance overhead when the job security manager is run in a virtual machine.

This prototype will also help justify the claim that the job security manager can be implemented securely. Further work in this area might be possible to improve assurance, such as formally verifying the design and ultimately the implementation [171].

The third stage prototype should concentrate on compatibility with production middleware projects and integration with existing grid toolkits. The fact that the solution easily interoperates with different grid middleware platforms makes this task considerably easier. The key management service gateway can be decoupled from the policy decision point so that it can be used with several different policy management engines (using the approach described in Section 7.2).

The trusted grid architecture has been built with the ability for customisation in mind. The final prototype would be an open-source reference implementation that can be adopted and refined by the grid community to meet their specific requirements. Virtual organisations can then begin to leverage the advantages of being able to use multiple job security manager and key management service implementations on the same underlying grid infrastructure.

9.2.2 Trusted Audit Services

One of the goals of solving the middleware problem is to create a strong trusted foundation for the grid. Digital rights management has been explored in detail in this thesis. The intention is that other security components can be built on top of the trusted grid architecture. These new systems can gain the assurance benefits of being based on a secure and attested grid platform. A trusted audit service is an example of such a service.

Detection of insider attacks in the grid is complicated by the need to perform auditing across a distributed system. One of the benefits of the key management service is that it acts as a centralised point for security enforcement. The information available to the key management service provides a useful data set for security auditing. Each time a user executes a grid job the key management service can record the hashes of the application that
was executed, the host on which it was run and the user account that requested it. Much of this information is strongly protected against spoofing using trusted computing attestation. The key management service could therefore fulfil an important role in a distributed audit service.

9.2.3 Trusted Grid Services

Grid services have emerged as a standard way to deploy grid-based applications [48]. A grid service works by hosting the grid application as a web service so it can be accessed through standard XML and SOAP-based protocols [114]. The grid service can be implemented in a straightforward way by deploying web services middleware software in the virtual machine hosting the grid application.

Grid services to some extent undo the benefits of solving the middleware problem. The web services middleware is large and complex, much like the grid middleware layer. The problem stems from the fact that the web services layer runs within the trusted virtual machine that hosts the grid application. If the web services middleware is compromised the attacker can bypass the protection of the job security manager and directly attack the integrity and confidentiality of the users’ data.

A similar approach to solving the grid middleware problem might be used to build trusted grid services. The web services middleware must first be placed in an untrusted virtual machine compartment. An attacker who compromises the web services layer would then have no direct access to the grid application.

Decoupling the grid application from the web services middleware is not a simple task. The current design for grid services assumes that these two components run on top of the same operating-system. A solution to this problem would be to establish a restricted communications channel to the grid application using the shared memory mechanism discussed in Section 7.4.
9.2.4 Trusted Grid Job Migration

Grid job migration allows a service provider to relocate a grid job onto a grid node that has more resources available. Migration creates problems for attestation. The secret data used by the job security manager is sealed to a particular TPM on the host grid node. Although features have been added to TPMs to support migration of sealed data, these operations must be implemented carefully to ensure they do not undermine security.

The design of the job security manager makes migration relatively straightforward. The execution state of the virtual machines hosting both the job security manager and the grid job can be suspended and transferred to another platform. Provided a virtual TPM is used this should also support seamless migration of data by transferring the virtual TPM onto the destination host [15].

Origin attestation can be implemented without modification in this architecture. When the grid job is migrated along with the secure storage service, the origin attestation value will also be transmitted as part of its protected storage. When the job restarts on the destination platform the origin attestation value will be maintained.

The difficulty in grid job migration comes in assuring that security properties are maintained. For example the user will wish to ensure that migration does not cause data to be passed outside the subgrid of trusted hosts defined in the key management service. Since migration using the virtual TPM occurs without the direct involvement of the key management service, this is a non-trivial task. The virtual TPM implementation can be modified to ensure that it respects the subgrid and other user-based policies, but this may require changes to the existing design. However this should be done while maintaining backwards compatibility if at all possible.

9.3 Conclusion

The trusted grid architecture improves on existing approaches in a number of ways. The middleware problem is solved because the service providers' infrastructure is no longer trusted to access users' data. Even administrators cannot affect the integrity or confidentiality of grid jobs belonging to users of their systems. Digital rights management policies
can be enforced to control the software and data that can be accessed throughout the grid.

Perhaps the most impressive achievement of the new architecture is maintaining backwards compatibility and interoperability. Service providers do not need to make any alterations to their existing infrastructure, and the trusted grid is fully compatible with existing grid middleware software. The job security manager supports grid job attestation independently of the grid job itself, so that it can be used with users’ unmodified, legacy software. Interoperability is essential to enable the large-scale deployment of a trusted grid in the near future.

Despite these achievements, it remains to be demonstrated whether there is sufficient demand for secure systems within the grid user community. It is arguable that this situation will change as businesses and other organisations increasingly rely on grid and cloud systems to process sensitive data that is currently kept on their internal systems. Many changes still need to take place before the trusted grid can be universally adopted, including ubiquitous trusted computing support and improvements to virtual machine monitors. The vision of a global trusted grid will take time to arrive but the thesis presents the initial steps towards achieving it, and also points the way to the great gains in security that might be possible in the future.
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